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STUNTS

DISPLAY

Yielding to the demands of the New

i York State Athletic Commission, Wililiam F. Carey head of Madison
Square Garden has advised the boxling solons that he had ceased negotia
tions, with Max Sehmeling for a
| heavyweight match with Jack SharI key. The bout which had been set
j tentatively for Sept. 19 at Detroit is
now off indefinitely.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING
FIREWORKS
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BIG EOUT IS OFF

CO.

VAUDEVILLE

GRAND

TONIGHT

THE GREATEST SHOW OF THE YEAR
87S9O

Thrills and Spills

THEY

NEVER GROW OLD

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
wy

A. G. Dee; Frank Q, Qwned by Frank

S. Littlefield of Haverhill, Mass.;
Margaret Grotton, owned by W. R.
Flemming stable, Lewiston; Peter
Patch, owned by J. E. Kelley of Ban
gor; and Betty Direct, owned by E.
P. Piper of Belfast.
Just think what a small chance
that track record of 2.11 *4 has of re
maining as suchl
It is unanimously agreed* that the
two days’ racing thus far could not
have been excelled, to say nothing
of the added touch given by Starter
laid wick who ever and anon touches
off some picturesque language that
is almost as good as the set pieces in
the fireworks display.
The Pine Tree carnival has lots of
popular attractions including side
show freaks, a wrestler who eats
tenpenny nails for dessert, and the
Tilt-a-Whirl, a riding device which
never fails to bring forth shrieks
and laughter from the happy patrons,
and which constantly has a waiting
list. Then there’s the man who
guesses within five pounds of your
weight or gives you a box of candy,
and plenty of other schemes to
separate you from your surplus
change and make you forget the cares
of the daily routine.
On this midway you will meet
freinds you may not have seen for
years, and you will pass on into the
[ track well pleased that you have
emerged from your shell for a few
hours.
• • • •
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DON’T MISS IT!

Hat no A C Hum/

TWO DAYS OF RACING

DANCING

It Offers You
Exclusively
POWER
DETECTION!
^gc^STubes

And every form of entertainment to make up a per
fect weekend

CAMDEN

Beloved Pastor of the Universalist Church Died At
His Home Last Night

The HEWand
k Startling i
oflfyetfiC

Camden Regatta
FIREWORKS

MR. KNICKERBOCKER

All Rockland grieves today over the
death of Rev. Charles Arthur Knick
[.By Cameron Rogers in The World's Work]
erbocker, pastor of the Church of Im
[The July issue of that leading Young America, which he declared in manuel, Universalist, which occurred
late last night at his home on
ing sessions should see the largest
magazine, the World’s Work, among advertisements to be the best and
Broadway. Intimate friends of the
cheapest
weekly
in
the
country.
As
crowd in Knox Trotting Park that
its many interesting features carried his type was limited, he printed the
family knew that his condition was
has ever assembled there. The at
from the pen of Cameron Forbes a paper page by page and peddled it
very serious, but to the public at
tractions may be briefly summarized
sketch of the extraordinarily success confidently, to the envy of contem large there had been no intimation
as the best racing Knox County has
ful career of that noted publisher, poraries. He worked'-Tfard, rising at that the end was near.
3 30 a. m. to sell his papers, and
The funeral services will be held
ever had; one of the peppiest and
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, well known to attended school besides. When Lin
in the Universalist Church at 10
cleanest carnivals that ever came
the readers of this paper as a prom- coln was shot he was in the Western
o'clock Saturday morning, the ser
this way; high class vaudeville; con
mon to be preached by Rev. Ashley
tinuous concerts by the band of which
A. Smith of Bangor. Rev. Stanley
Manning, the It ate superintendent of
Rockland is so justly proud; and cer
the Universalist Church, will assist
tainly the finest display of fireworks
in the services. The burial will be in
that was ever touched off in Eastern
Paris, the former home of the widow.
Maine. This newspaper does not
Mr. Knickerbocker was born in
have to lay stress on these things for
Lansing, Mich., 69 years ago. He
you have probably seen and heard
came east to attend Tufts College,
them yourselves; if not, all you have
and after his graduation, in fact while
to do is listen to the enthusiastic
a student there, he occupied the pulpit
comment of those who have seen and
of the Spencer (Mass.) Universalist
'heard.
Church. From there he went to
This afternoon, for instance, in the
Meriden, Conn., where he contracted
2.15 class will he seen five of the best
malaria. The years of pastoral labor .
16 horses in New England—all of
which followed found the young min
thcm boasting a record of 2.07,4.
ister greatly handicapped by a con
These beautiful equines were paraded
stitution which was never vigorous,
before the stand yesterday in the fol
and which necessitated occasional
lowing order: Peterkin, owned by
lapses from his work.
A notable feature of his ministerial
career was the building of a new
church in Dorchester, Mass. Having
given up this parish on account of
ill health he supplied for several years
in Shirley, Mass.
His first Maine pastorate was in
Auburn, and this he was obliged to
Those vaudeville acts, performed
relinquish on account of ill health.
on the big stage directly opposite the
When he partially regained his
grandstand, will give you lots of
strength it was to accept a call to
thrills and make you laugh even if
Reading, Penn., where he preached
you have the toothache. The sensa
two and a half years. Returning to
tional loop the loop by Marion Drew
Maine, he was pastor of the Water
has gone over big, but this is not
ville Universalist Church for six
saying that equal laurels have not
years.
been achieved by Ladoux and Louise
' « YU
On the eve of his departure for
in their trappy taut wire act and by
Rockland in September, 1924, he was
Mack and Mack in their very funny
tendered a public reception at the
acrobatic stunt.
Elmwood Hotel, where the affection
The Rockland Band under the
of friends found expression in the
leadership of Prof Charles L. Robin
gift to Mr. Knickerbocker of a beau
son, who kids himelf into the belief
tiful gold watch.
,
that he is having a vacation, not
He last occupied the pulpit of Im
only plays the acts but gives a concert
manuel Church on the final Sunday of
worth any man’s money. Solos and
June, having given a pastorate of
duets by Mrs. R. C. Wlentworth and
nearly five years, during which his
Joseph Packard are megaphoned into
flock heard the word preached by a
----------------------the stand with an effectiveness that
man of intellectual attainments,
never fails to win applause.
sound views and a deep knowledge of
The nightly display of fireworks
the human side. He organized a
has brought thousands of sight
Bible study for men which was named
CYRUS HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR CURTIS
seers From a wide radius. The set
Knickerbocker Class in his honor, and
pieces are beautiful beyond descrip Member of the Knox County Summer Colony, World’s Foremost Newspaper which became one of the most effect
tion. The blazing duck which wad
Man, the Story of Whose Busy Life and Amazing Success Reads Like a ive branches of the church work. He
also interested himself greatly in the
dled 50 feet and then waddled back
Tale of Romance
work of the Y.P.C.U., and his regular
again was one of the thrills, and the
attendance at its meetings was in
blazing bicycle rider was another.
forthwith he spirational.
Tonight’s climax will offer even inent member for the past twenty-five
Mr. Knickerbocker was twice mar
greater entertainment.
years of the Knox County summer arranged to have the shocking news
spread by lieutenants who covered ried, first to Nellie H. Swan. A son,
colony, with his homf on the Rock his routes with extras before his Henry Knickerbocker, survives them.
Tuesday’s Races
port shore of Penobscot Bay. The rivals had time to muster their forces. The second marriage took place on
When the first heat of the 2.22 class editor of World's Work grants per He had a dominant sense of posses Dec. 23, 1915, to Caroline Thayer, by
came within one second of tying mission to The Courier-Gazette to sion, but he was eminently just. When whom bis pastoral labors had been so
a dancing master owed him money ably seconded, particularly in the
Beau Dillon's track record of 2.11 Vi
the lurf fans sat up and took notice. reprint the sketch, which here fol for printing services rendered, Curtis line of young people’s work over
hectored him with the mild but ter which she has presided with such
And subsequent developments caused lows.]
rible Insistence of the strictly honest, fruitful results.
them to continue sitting up. for
• « « *
Mr. Knickerbocker was a 32d de
until the badgered debtor paid him
while all of the races went in straight
The beginnings, in Portland, Maine, and rode him forth upon his boot toe. gree Mason, and a member of Clare
heats, the result of those heats was
mont Comma ndery of this city. He
not always known until the horses of the president and founder of the
Brston Ventures
was a past president of the Water
came clattering down the stretch.
Curtis Publishing Company, the
Tn his late teens he went to Boston, ville Rotary Club and an honorary
The fastest heat of the day was
pulled off by the Iiangor horse, Ken man who now owns three daily papers where for a year he worked behind member of the Rockland Rotary
ney Silk, owned by T. J. Kelley, which and at least one magazine which has tin* counter of a dry-goods establish Club, by whose members he was held
did the mile in 2.11%, and last half penetrated to every corner of the ment, but printer’s ink clamored for in highest esteem and always affec
in 1.02%, which knocks the eye out world, were small; as small as that him. At various times, therefore, he tionately addressed as “Charlie.”
Mr. Knickerbocker is survived by
worked for the Boston Daily and
of any previous achievement on this
track.
The gelding was superbly sum which represented Mr. Curtis’s Sunday Times, published by Thayer his wife, one son—Henry S. Knick
driven by Chappelie, albeit this reins- first working capital when, almost & Dunham, and the Boston Independ erbocker of New York; and one
man listened to some vigorous king's seventy years ago, he first succumbed ent of Charles A. V. Farrar, and daughter, Constance of Rockland.
eventually
started
the
People’s
English from the starting judge, O to the virus of printer’s ink.
The story of that first venture, Ledger, for which he was editor, news
Earle Ludwick, because of the diffi
BODY COMES ASHORE
culty in getting the field to scor^ since Curtis himself has given it cur staff, business department, and gen
This venture was
properly. After several attempts had rency, is a familiar one but, like most eral manager.
Mystery surrounding the disap
proved futile Mr. Ludwick indicated tales of genesis that develop later into complicated by his association with pearance of Richard L. Shuman,
epics
of
achievement,
will
bear
repe

one Solon Thornton, who for months
that fines would be forthcoming, and
The hoy, Cyrus Hermann talked cheerfully of putting $20,000 Cushing fisherman, was cleared
Power detection and the now -45 tubes plus ihe also indicated that they would not tition.
four tuned stages of radio frequency enable ,
,
.......
Kotzschmar Curtis, not yet in his into the business but did no further Tuesday, when children belonging to
Majestic to produce the most powerful and I be gentle ones. After this pronouncethe Fintchbar family, summer resi
selective radio set ever built. Absolutely no Iment there was not so much trouble 'teens, desired cash to spend in cele work. When Curtis, working fifteen
hum and no oscillation at any wave length. »n rrpttjn.r
brating ft national holiday and asked hours a day, had built up his circu dents, found the body where it had
Automatic sensitivity control gives uniform
*
® 4
lation to 30,000 he suggested action floated ashore near Morse’s Cove.
Gaiety McGregor, owned by A. M. his mother for money.
sensitivity and amplification in both high and
The fisherman had kicked off his
low wave lengths. Improved Majestic Super- Newbert of South Weymouth, Mass./**. He already had three cents, hut he to Thornton and outlined his difficul
Dynamic Speaker. Extra heavy, sturdy Ma- Jugged off the long end of the purse wanted more.
His mother had little ties.
Whereupon Thornton was boots, and the assumption is that he
tic Power-Pack, with positive voltace-balenough money and observed to her pained and said with striking candor had undertaken to save himself after
t, insures long life and safety. Early English in the first race, the 2.22 class, the
lign cabinet of American Walnut. Instru chestnut mare behaving splendidly in son that, if he wanted cash, he had that he was no longer interested in his ]>oat had capsized, as was pre
ment panel overlaid with geauiaa imparted
her six times around the course. An better be earning it himself and that newspapers and was greatly taken sumably the case, lie was last seen
Australian Lacewood. Escutcheon plate and
other Newbert horse, Dewey the he could keep whatever he made. So with a sewing-machine patent. He July 20, at wh|ch time he was aboard
knobs finished in genuine silver.
Great, owned by W. E. Newbert of he went out with his slender capital then volunteered to sell his share in his fishing smack on the opposite
side of the cove, near the entrance.
three pennies, bought three news the Ledger for $600, an offer so aston
Get a FREE Home Demonstration Boston, put in a good hid for second of
money, but could not dislodge Bob papers from a newsboy anxious to he ishing that Curtis was for a moment The boat was heavily ballasted.
The body was badly decomposed.
Braden, owned .by Harold Burgess, rid of his stock, and shortly resold struck speechless. When he asked
these papers at thrice whnUlie hud | Thornton how he figured that having Terrified by their discovery the chil
with “Franny” .Simmons up.
paid for them. From then on thing) I put nothing whatever into the paper dren notified their mother, who broke
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
were easier. He became a regular i he should take anything out. the the sad news to the widow. Medical
(Continued on Page Four)
newsboy, rolled up liTs capital, and in Dickensian creature waved a hand, Examiner Frohock of Rockland was
a small way flourished. And he never yielded up his mythical share for notified, and when the facts had been
thereafter for a 'moment* deserted nothing, and vanished from his ken.
made known the body was placed in
journalism.
charge of the Thomaston undertaking
He showed in those days, peddling
Curtis, dogged In the face of nppar concern of A. D. Davis & Son.
his papers to his clientele of the mili ent failure, nevertheless hung on to
Funeral services were held at the
tary station, at Fort Preble near Port | the Ledger, and when in 1876 he went home yesterday afternoon, Rev. J.
ON A MADE TO MEASURE SUIT
land, what later became a trait of to Philadelphia he took it with him L. Pinkerton officiating. Burial was
genius—a genius for the acquisition Indeed, he continued to publish it in the Pleasant Point cemetery.
I bought a good lot of Ends of Pure Worsted Twoand the subsequent development of until 1878, when he sold it to the
The deceased was born in Waldo
Ply Goods and can sell them for
property beyond limits believed pos 'Selden Brothers and with the assist boro in May 189*8, a sdn of the late
sible by others.
ance of Hamilton Mayo, a brother-in- lister M and Josephine (Davis) Shu
man. Cushing had been his home 24
Newsboy and Job Printer
law, started the Tribune and Farm
er. With the foundation of this Jour years, and he had there won the re
16 ounce goods
He was a far better newsboy than
more experienced colleagues whol^' W" 7™’“
■l'b«,S«ent spect and esteem of all the townspeo
would like to have har.ed him out of swlft but
^WFuctlon of a ple. He is survived by his wife,
A. HAMILTON
business and doubtless would have career based on progressive achieve (Myrna Watts of Tenant’s Harbor)
had they been able to^atch himv But ments may he said to have begun and two sisters, Mrs. O. L. Thomp
442 Main Street
Rockland
son and Mrs. A. R. Carle.
they couldn’t; and he disposed of He was not yet thirty.
Identification of the body was made
Curtis, horn in 1850 in Portland
more and more papers, established
Maine, of Cyrus and Salome Curtis, positive by the clothing and dental
profitable routes, and prospered.
In time he went Into printing and is a New Englander of that type work.
publishing, bought a press in Boston seldom found in New England. Men
for $2.50, ^executed visiting cards at of his blood and stamp do not stay YOUR FAVORITE POEM
so much a dozen, and did jobs of a within the hard confines of tilled
kindred sort for the neighbors. With granitic orchards or spired woods.
ROMANY ROAD
a friend named Walter Goold he Like Brigham Young they found and I want to no down ft Romany road,
.administer
communities,
discover
un

started
a
weekly
periodical
called
But
doubt
if
I ever will ;
127 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
likely lands or, like the late Frank Croas sedge and brake and circle the lako
(Opposite Old Depot)
And climb to the top of the hill.
A. Munsey, engage in projects which Wliere
lilies grow and where roses blow.
attr.net the earnest attention of the
And the dells arc bright with dew.
We are now ready to serve you with the new
a' new place to EAT 1
world. Curtis, with the Tribune and But b wouldn’t be a Romany road
Unless I went with you.
I Farmer, had finally made his true
1 ydol Ethyl Gasoline which you have seen ad
SUNNY HILL
start. His editors. Meehan and then I want to go down a Romany road.
vertised in all the leading newspapers. Try a
I). P. T. Moore, did well according to
But doubt if ever 1 may:
T
his instructions, hut the Ladies’ De Through swamp and swale and along the dale,
tank full and if you are not satisfied with the
PORCH
A new and a trackless way,
partment edited by his wife, Louise Past Ashing streams where the moonlight
WEST ST., ROCKPORT
results we will gladly refund your money.
I Knapp Curtis, whom he had married
gleams
COME TRY OUR
A tangle of rushes through.
I in 1875, was an instant and smashWe also carry a full line of Veedol Motor Oil,
Fish Chowder
But I couldn’t And the Romany road
I ing success.
Unless I went with you.
Salads
the oil that pilots like Chamberlain, Commander
I The Tribune and Farmer served its
Sandwiches, Butter Toasted
I
want
to po down a Romany road,
turn,
and
in
December,
1883,
appeared
Byrd, Jenkins, Williams and other noted air
Chocolate Fudge Cake
doubt If ever I can;
| the first issue of the Ladies’ Home ByBut
fen
anti dell where the pixies dwell.
,
Pies
men are using. ,
( Journal, inspired by Louise Knapp’s
To the home of the fairy clan.
Hot and Cold Drinks
creation of a demand, and in two With a Afe to play 1 might make my way
Phone 37-6 For Special Dinner
Where the lights an far and few.
years it had a circulation of 200,000.
“It costs you no mere to have the best”

Qfdet/

That’s what you are going to see at the

$1500 IN PRIZES

FAIR

Everybody Delighted With the Horse Races, the Fireworks The Serenity of Cyrus H. K. Curtis Remains As Undisturbed
Other Fixins’
By the Passage of Time As Does the Enduring Freshness
of His Viewpoint As a Publisher of the First Rank

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
advance; single copies three cents.
And All the
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
XEWSPAJ’ER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
Favored by the best weather that
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The August affords, the popularity of the
Free Press was established In 1855 and In Rdckland Fair has increased by
181)1 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
leaps and bounds, and today’s clos

ROCKLSNO FAII
TREE

OF THE

Volume 84.................. Number 95

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

MEET ME AT

PINE

LAST DAY

TWELVE PAGES

GREETS YOU

J- - W

15 BIG EVENTS
•I

Model 91
$13722 ★less tubes

£

House-Sherman, Inc.

Reading from left to right, firsfc row—Mrs. Rider of Rockport; Floy A. Cogan, Zone Manager; Lula
Beaton, Augusta. Standing—Mrs. Robert Gregory, Mrs Millie Wilson, Mrs. Goldie Bickmore, J. H. Sulli
van, Division Manager; Mrs. Eva M. Foster, Augusta; Eda J. Lawry, Mrs. Fred Crouse, Mrs. Parsons.

On Friday, Aug. 2nd, was held another of the many pleasant sales meetings
and luncheons of the

Charis Corporation Representatives
under the direct supervision of
*

Zone Manager Floy A. Cogan
Broadway and Rankin Street, Rockland, J. Henry Sullivan, Division Manager,
being present with John, Jr. After a brisk meeting luncheon was served, and the
business went with a vim that only Zone No. 103 usually puts into the work. Mil
lie Wilson of Solon, was promoted to Supervisor to be effective on Sept. 15th,
work being so heavy that Zone Manager Cogan has called for help and has asked
for two assistants and fifteen more workers, which request was granted by Mr.
Sullivan.
Among the representatives presentwas Millie Wilson, Solon; Eda J. Lawry
of Friendship; Hildred Rider of Rockport; Mrs. Robert Gregory of Glencove;
Eva M. Foster of Augusta; Mrs. Lula Beaton of Augusta; Goldie Bickmore of
Rockland; Mrs. Fred Crouse of Oakland; Mrs. Parsons of Waterville; Mrs.
Lena Towle of Pittsfield; Mrs. Macaulay of Boothbay Harbor, and Mrs. Hall of
Gardiner.
Another meeting will be held in the near future to bring together the new
recruits which are being trained for the different sections of Knox, Kennebec,
Lincoln and Somerset Counties.

A SAVING OF $10.00

$35.00

c.

The Green Gas Filling Sta.

94-9f.

4

Orders
All Home Cooking

(Continued on Page Two)

I

But what's the good of a Romany road
Luless 1 went with you?
— L. ilitehell ThorntMU

“T

Page Two

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

very Other-Day
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THEY NEVER GROW OLD

Rockland. Me., Aus. 8. 1929.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddie, who
on/4>atli declared that he Is Pressman in tlie
♦flfice of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
(Continued from Page One)
issue of this paper of Aug. 6, 1929, there was
printed a total of 6215 copies.
For it wrote ladies (low no longer delphia Public Ledger and the New
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER.
heard of: Harriet Prescott Spofford.; York Evening Post.
Notary Public.

years ago," Mr. Curtis said, "I had
been over at Deer Tsle looking for a
summer place. I remembered a re
mark that was made by Mr. Strawbridge of Philadelphia tu the effect
that if Camden had been discovered
first there wouldn’t have been any
Bar Harbor.

AWAIT THE WARNING GUN
Camden’s Motor Boat Regatta Tomorrow and Saturday
Result of Many Weeks’ Work

glorious lighting display will be
.turned off.
| Crowds are expected from every
where. Folks are taking their vaca
tion this week so as to be at the
Eastern Maine Regatta. Camden Is
ready to welcome them. It will be a
colorful and thrilling affair. It will
be the best and biggest regatta of the
year in Maine.

NO GOLF FOR HIM

Senator Watson Tells Why
He
Doesn't Indulge In the Sport at 65

"Big Jim” Watson, 260 pound Sen
ator from Indiana, approaching ins
65th year does not believe men near
hit age should seek to regain the
vigor of youth through physical exer
cise if they have led sedentary lives.
Famous in the Eighties as a He
Pauw University athlete, he long
since has ceased to seek physical
exercise because lie believes that
after passing the half century mark
men who have not led physically
active lives •ill break down their
mental or physical strength by exces
sive exercise
“When my friends urge me to. take
up golf.” he remarks, "I tell them I
get plenty of exercise by acting as
pall bearer to my cow pasture pool
shooting friends who die of heart
disease and over-exertion."

Thought He Was Cook
The stage Is all set for the big noon. The outboard races will take
Camden
was a different place then. show lt Camden Friday and Satur- place in the morning and the, others
Rose Terry Cook, Marion Harland.
How He Cought A Newspaper
There were two hotels here. When day A flock of entries arrived Wed- jin the afternoon. At night there will
A ERAVE GIRL
The Eyenlng PoBt he puvchascd in
And now also the axe is laid unto best sellers in their day and widely
I went to the first one they asked me nesday and this morning and erased be fireworks and dancing at the Yacht
the root of the trees: therefore every read. To them Curtis pointed with .December, 1923. and this is his version if I was the new cook. 1 thought I'd any g]jght doubt from the minds of Club. The regatta will lie underway
A brave little girl who took the
tree which bringeth not forth good pride as being the best that money oj Pow |1P happened to buy the paper. better not stay at at place where they ,he committeemen that the races and fully 6.1500 persons arc expected blame onto herself was picked up in
fruit is hewn down, and east into the j could buy and worth it, since yearly
‘'At that time." he said, “I was
to be on hand.
the highway at Russell’s Corner,
the circulation soared and Curtiss 1 oking for a good financial editor for hadn't a cook, so I went to the other wouid lack contestants. Ten outfire.—Matthew 3:10.
and
____ were entered from Boston
,
Saturday—Racing will start In the Warren, yesterday afternoon, after
fortune increased. And with lt that j
Ledger—a reallv good man. I one. A man brought me a tremen- boards
trait of genius before mentioned- „,ean
It di(in.t sc'em ag 1{ they dous supper—hot milk. ham. licet, ba New Hampshire by wire Wednesday morn|nR and continue throughout the she had been run over by a car driven
CHARLES A. KNICKERBOCKER
con—I don't know what all. When I night boosting the list to more than day All of the finals will be held on by Raymond Wotton of Thomaston.
that passion to acquire, improve. were making them any more,
asked him what it would cost he said. 49* The beats began to arrive this ______________
Saturday. At night a banquet will be She had run from behind a hayrack
build
up.
and
make
pay.
“
One
day
I
dropped
into
the
office
No clergyman has held a place of
I'm afraid I'll have to charge you 23 niorning and the harbor was full of held at tlie Yacht Club which will he'in front of the Wotton car. The girl
In 1897 he bought the Saturday of my friend. Charles Lamont, and I cents for that.'
activity throughout the day. Drlv- a semi-public affair and a ball will I was Priscilla Cannon, 13. a daughter
deejier affection In the heart of the Evening Post for 81.900. comimnced told him I was looking for a good
"Tlie first home I had was next ers
pr, are getting
netting tlie
the "feel" of the two follow this event. The regatta will | of Joseph Cannon of Malden. Mass.,
general public than Charles A. Knick by paying its editcr a like sum anntt- financial editor. He said. 'Look these
.
,
.
. , . c
,
,
, ,
door, en the site which is now occu- cour,es marked out Wednesday by close • at midnight when the last!l)r. Campbell thinks she is not serierbocker, whose death last night ally in salary, and watched the adrett t men over who are going through the
d ,)V
son.ln.,att, Edward Bok." „ CuttPr Rlckapoo.
strains of a snappy dance orchestra ously injured. The State Police did
Almost any one of them
„How many yaphts have preceded | ,t was definitely decided this morn- have died in the distance and the not attach blame to Mr. Wotton.
marked the passing of a Christian and catholic-minded George Horace office.
the present Lyndonia?” he was asked.- jng that the unique contest between
gentleman. There'Is no higher Title.
Well, when we first came here chester Ricker and "Bill" Wincapaw
His qualities of intellect and a
people used to charter a little slo p jn an outboard racer and a seaplane,
natural love for his fellowmnn had
for sailing parties. The trouble with respectively will be staged on SaturImmediate appeal to all classes of
it was that we were always getting
jnstcad t f Friday.
The exact
becalmed, and that made us late for t tjme of the events has not been set,
our citizens. Whatever made for the
supper and so on. So I chartered a but ^lr. Ricker will he on hand with
good of the community found in him
boat from over in Portland. It was one
the fastest boats in Maine,
Its staunch supporter. It is not alone
a power yacht with a cabin, and its ; captain Wincapaw will use a plane
his own church that mourns today.
fault was that the engine made so
a new Wright Whirlwind motor,
much noise it used to scare the ladies. 1
event should be one of the best
In every circle there i# sArow felt at
"Next I had a yacht built called the of t,ie regatta.
the loss of this good man and sincere
Machigonne. an Indian name meaning
rp^e runabout race looks to be espefriend.
a site beside a great body of water. I cjajjy interesting as nine of the fastwhich was the Indian name for Port- est
Hackercraft, Cris-Craft and
THE NOISE PROBLEM
land. She was a good boat., but peo- Down Easters in this section are
pie couldn't pronounce the name. I entered in the 225 h. p. class and
sold her to Gov. Douglas, the Massa some of the boats can make 45 miles
Because it gives expression to
chusetts shoe man.
an hour. They are beautiful boats
views upon a situation that every
Government Used Yacht
- in action and will run over the longer
community finds an increasing need
course. It will be necessary for the
of dealing with, tlie accompanying
"The first Lyndonia was taken over drivers to make some very sharp
by
the
government
during
the
war
as
communication is offered for consid
turns to add thrills to the events. The
an auxiliary vessel. She was a fine first heat is scheduled for early Fri
eration to the readers of this column:
yacht. The government was going to day afternoon with the final heat
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
send up a man to take her to the ship Saturday afternoon.
May 1 enter my first protest in your
yard. but I offered to take her down
The racing lineup which is tenta
columns, against the annoyance
myself. I invited a party ab »ard and tive but nearly official follows:
caused by the extremely low-flying
we loafed along down and 1 said
Friday
of would-be aviators in this vicinity?
goodbye to her. All that I ever heard
Outboard Motor A. Div. 1, 1st. 5
of her war record was that she sailed
1 am told that in ether cities laws
The Curtis Yacht Lyndonia
for France from Norfolk and had to miles— Warning gun 9.25 a. m.
regulating the height at which planes
put back when several tubes blew up Starting gun 9.30 a. m.—Prize 3 cups.
shall be allowed to operate, are
Outboard Motor B, Div. 1. 1st 5
strictly enforced and that while Lorimer soar to power on the wings of would he a good man. but I know in the boilers.
‘•This Lyndonia that 1 have now miles—Warning gun 9.56 a. m. Start
planes are constantly flying over the as phenomenal a success as may be one man in New York who is the best
was built during the war. Tl\e gov ing gun 10 a. m.—Prizes 3 cups.
larger cities, very little attention is found in the history of journalism. one in the country for the Job.’
Outboard Motor B, Div. 2 1st 5
attracted to them by the noise they Curtis says that he selects men as
" ‘That’s the man I want,’ 1 said. ernment was interested and gave me
miles—Warning gun 10.25 a. nv
some
help
on
the
understanding
that
make.
Well.
1
looked
him
up
and
found
that
editors who can do things better than
The citizens of Rockland are con he can himself: which demonstrates he was one of a group of four n;en she would l>e taken over if necessary, Starting gun 10.80 a. m.—Prizes
Banjo Clock. 2 cups.
I but I took the chance.’’
stantly being disturbed from sunrise the efficiency of his selective powers who were working together.
Outboard Motor C, Div. 1. 1st 5
Each autumn Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
to sunset by this increasing nuisance, to be memorable. L, rimer. Bok. and couldn't get them unless I bought the
IO ,BS 53c
with a party of friends cruise south in j miles—Warning gun
a. m.
Amateurs apparently select the most j others compose the testimony, and Evening Post, so I bought it."
Starting
gun
11
a.
in.
—
Prizes
2
cups.
LU 47C
Lest a story like that should give the Lyndonia stopping at Miami and
thickly populated residential sections the circulations cf the magazines
Outboard Motor C, Div. 2, 1st 5
of the city over which to practice, which they edit or edited further the a false impression of Mr. Curtis as a making trips to Havana. Nassau and
24»; LB
miles
—
Warning
gun
11.25
a.
m.
B4G
COI.O MEDAL,|l’lLLSlitRVS, CF-HEsOTA
S1.I9
while they are to the gaze of the on proof, lie acquired the Country Gen pompous and inaccessible Big Busi sometimes to Jamaica.
On a table in the main salon o£ the Starting gun 11.30 a. m.—Prizes
2I’< LB
looker apparently but little above tleman: then, iir 1913. the Philadelphia ness Man. consider him as one of the
Banjo
clock.
2
cups.
ba
<;
$1.05
the tree-tops. My sympathy has been Public Ledger: and a decade later the f remost philanthropists of the East. yacht is a pile of portraits of mem
Outboard Motor D, Div. 2, 1st 5
24’, LB
aroused for inmates of Knox Hos New York Evening Post, with its Ask almost any man in the neighbor bers of Mr. Curtis's family and inti
BAG
95c
miles
—
Warning
gun
11.56
a.
m.
mate
friends,
and
to
the
owner
they
pital, for those ill in their own homes traditions formed by Godkin. White, hood of Camden or Rockland or
Starling gun 12 m.—Prizes Banjo
and for others who indulge in after and Schurz and its record cf unim Brunswick what he thinks of Mr. are the finest things on board. Pick
2 LBS Z9C
Curtis, and the answer will probably ing up each picture tenderly, he will clock. 2 cups.
noon naps, to which luxurious habit peachable probity.
Outboard Motor A. Div. 1, 2nd. 5
he. "Now. there’s a man who has done tell of his children and his children’s
1 cannot plead guilty.
LBS 47C
The Curtis Publishing Company has
children. And then he will speak of miles—Warning gun 12.25 p. m.
Many others besides myself are j become a great power and was so a whole lot for the State of Maine.’’
his hopes that he can permit other Starting gun 12.30 p. m.
LB JSC
complaining of this last addition to recognized extranationally. when, in
Has Aided Bowdcin
Outboard Motor B, Div. 1. 2nd 5
men’s children to enjoy the pleasures
the already too large number of un 1919, the American flag d^is flown
miles
—
Warning
gun
12.55
p.
m.
of
the
world.
Students at Bowdoin College now
J PKGS 19c
necessary noises, which assail our from the London Times office as its
Starting gun 1 p. m.
ears, and the pre vailing opinion seems president lunched below it with the have a swimming pool and a chapel
I.II.l.OGC’S
Stock
Runabout,
Not
over
100
h.
p.
PKGS 29c
LOST S
A QUICK RECOVERY
to be that if there are others who directors of the Thunderer and noble organ as the result of his generosity,
1st 5 miles—Warning gun 1.25 p. m
feel that they must imperil life and lords who toasted the s’ight white- but Mr. Curtis never attended Bow
Starting
gun
1.30
p.
m-.
—
Prizes
3
CANS 25®
doin. Camden has a $40,000 yacht
limb in this way, they should either bearded man and laughed perhaps
club and innumerable public beauty Auto Stolen In Rockland Is cups.
fly sufficiently high to deaden the ccmprehendingly at his gentle Y’anStock
Runabout,
Not
over
1*0
h.
p.
CANS 25c
spots which were his gifts, yet Mr.
sound, or over unsettled portions of kee jokes.
Soon Restored To Russell 1st 5 miles—Warning gun 1.55 p. m.
Curtis is not a native of Camden.
the township, where they shall not
LB 21C
Starting gun 2 p. m.—Prizes 3 cups
Mr. Curtis enjoys life so much that
Steward
cause the annoyance which they are
St( k Runabout. Not over 225 h. p.
he wants to share his wealth with
at present causing.
A Tax Payer.
L» 33c
At seventy-nine, v.illi the years others and to give them, especially
1st 5 miles—Warning gun 2.25 p. m
A desire to see the world, appar Starting gun 2.30 p. m.^Prizfcs 3
Rockland. Aug. 7
that saw the growth of power and the young men, an opportunity to get
ently at the expense of somebody else
6
PKGS
20€
We cannot say with positiveness steadily widening Influence behind him from life the same delight that he
cups.
brought Kirk Bemis, 22, and Gerald ' Stock Runabout. Free for all, 1st 10
that -Roeklanl is any worse Off
off , ho
he SCPK
SP''« apparently no cessation of has found.
ASSORTLb I I.AYORS
Bemis. 20. of Ashburnham, Mass., to
2 PKCS 15®
mil- s—-Warning gun 3 10 p. m. Start
For a man who controls a huge for Rockland this week.
with respect to the noise question ' activity for himself, no check to that
ing gun 3.15 p. m.—Prizes 3 cdps.
I delicate, precise supervision which tune. Mr. Curtis’s pleasures* are
A Ford sedan was stolen from
LBS
than most other communities, but , he has always administered over his simple. The Lyndonia. in fact, is his
Express Cruisers, 1st 5 miles—
School street Monday night and
PROPFRLY AGED
sometimes it seems as though it was. properties.
Seldom sitting in his only great luxury. The beauty of prompt work by Deputy Marshal Warning gun 3.55 p. m. Starting
AMI Ci KKII
LB 29®
From the unholy blast of the dia- office at the Public Ledger Building Lyndonwood, his shore home, comes Fernald and Lieut. Cushman resulted gun 4 p. m.—Prizes Cups.
S ate of Maine Championship. Out
PACIFIC CRLTE
less
from
pretentiousness
than
from
in
Philadelphia,
he
is
always
in
the
ROLLS
25®
in the notification of authorities in
phone in the early morning hour
offing, watching, advising, question harmony with its surroundings of all of the neighboring cities where it boards, Maine Residents only, 1st 5
until the final railroad train at night ing. In his great steel yacht, the mountains, countryside and sea.
mil s—Warning gun 4.25 p. m. Start
10 BARS 39®
was likely to go. Thirty minutes
shrieks its whistling way into the sta Lyndonia, he comes and goes, holding
But the Lyndonia. which rides at after Augusta had been notified a ing gun 4.30 p. m. 3 cups.
Oqtboard Motor C, Div. 1, 2nd 5
2 LBS 27C
tion, the ears of the citizen not conferences on her deck like an Eliza anchor all summer under the shadow patrolman had seized the car and
miles^Warning gun 4.55 p. m. Start
Wholly deaf are almost steadily bethan admiral—one day in Phila of the Camden mountains, he also taken into custody its two occupants, ing gun 5 p. m.—Prizes Cups.
£ PEGS 25®
delphia, another in New Y’ork or Bos uses as a home during a large part who proved to be the Bemis boys. The
assaulted by noises that offend the ton. His yacht, he says, is good busi of each year.
Saturday
car bore a different license plate
CARTON
2 pKCS 23®
$1.10
reasonable quiet and rack the stout ness, and he uses it as others might
than it had when stolen, but the
Outboard Motor A, Div. 1, 3rd 5
Delights To Show Yacht
patrolman was suspicious and when miles—Warning gun 9.25 a. m. Start
est nerves. One does not unreason a board room.
One of his great delights is showing he saw that the rear plate bore the ing gun 9.30 a. m.
The man’s tastes are simple and
ably complain of the n< ise that has to
conservative. Curtis is fond of music, a visitor over the beautiful yacht. It correct number he made the arrest.
Outboard Motor B. Div. 1, 3rd 5
be. It is what he regards as unnec principally of the organ, and at Wyn is like an apartment afloat, with
Lieut. Cushman brought the young miles—Warning gun 9.55 a. m. Start
essary noise that one would have cote there is a magnificent organ wide, clear decks running the full men from Augusta yesterday and ing gun 10 a. m.
Outboard Motor B. Div. 2/ 2nd 5
eliminated.
Here he includes the which he plays, though he reads no length of the hull and a canvas they were arraigned before Judg<>
sheltered upper deck. The cabins Miller.
They pleaded guilty and miles—Warning gun 10.25 a. m. Startsounding of the hours and the “all- music and picks out his tunes by ear.
Nectar Tea XSu’ciJuT
% lb pkg Wc5
are
roomy
and
comfortable,
most
of
were
held
for
the
September
grand
And the tunes which he prefers are
ing gun 10 34 a. m.
Clicquot Club
doz $1.59 2 Lots 29c
out” signal of the diaphone; what those of hymns learned in his child the fitting and equipment was in jurjh in the sum of $5.00 each. Officials
outboard Motor C. Div. 1. 3rd.
Cantrell & Cot lirunc doz $1.49 2 ix>ts 23c
Grandmother’s Tea
yi lb pltg 43c
appears to be the excessive railroad hood—simple arrangements not dit stalled according to Mr. Curtis's own were present frr m Massachusetts miles—Warning gun 10.55 a. m. Start
•
CRcquot Sec
bot 18c
Formosa Oolong or Mixed
X lb 25c
whistling; the over-sounded horn of ficult to draw from the instrument ideas, and includes hot and cold with instructions to have the men re ing gun 11 a. m.
arrested in case they succeeded in
Outboard Motor C. Div. 2, -2nd 5
the automobile; and now the thing l,ut no d°ubt enigmatical to those who ocean and fresh water in each bath, getting hail. They are wanted in
C^ttada
Dry
bot
18c
I.lpton
’
s
Tea
pltg 43c
mi!i y—Warning gun 11.25 a.«m. Start
' know Curtis only as a resolute, strong a huge refrigerating p’ant, ample
to which our correspondent directs and authoritative man. Like so many storage space for trunks and luggage Massachusetts for a similar offense it ing gun 11.30 a. m.
Grape juice
qt 43c
pt 23c
Our Own Tea
19c
Outboard Motor D, Div. 2. 2nd 5 1
attention.
men of wide achievement Curtis, in and comfortable beds. Mr. and Mrs. was stated.
The
car
stolen
here
was
the
prop

Curtis
have
rooms
forward
of
the
miles—Warning gun 11.55 a. m. '
To the complaint of the prolonged his heart, is a creature of simplicity,
main salon. Four presidents of the erty of Russell D. Steward, who Starting gun 12 m.
and reiterated note of the engine land though he is a comparatively United States have been entertained would also like to have recovered a
Stock Runabout. Not over 100 h. p..
■ young man of seventy-nine he has
whistle, the reply is justly made that i never yielded to the complexities of at dinner in the salon, which is pan pocketbook containing some cash, 2nd 5 miles—Warning gun 12.25, p. m.
,
...........
i
i
..
_
:i..
An
1
which
he
had
left
in
the
car.
He
is
elled
in
French
Walnut.
starting gun 12.30 p. m.
this is commanded by the railroad jazz.
"Some time ago I met Henry Ford." shaking hands with himself, however
Stock Runabout. Not over 130 h. p„
laws of the State. We note that a
said Mr. Curtis, "and one of the first to think that Liz is back in the stable. 2nd 5 miles—Warning gun 12.55 p. m.
Massachusetts city has appealed to
things
he
asked
me
was,
What
sort
Starting gun 1 p. m.
IN AN INTERVIEW
the state authorities for the mitigaof power have you in tlie Lyndonia?’
State of Maine Championship, Outtion of a similar law, in order that
U nder a date line of Camden. That was the mechanical mind, you
' hoards, Maine Residents only, 2nd 5
Aug. 4. the Boston Herald printed an see. He knows a lot more about the
miles—.Warning gun 1.25 p. m. Start
tlie sounding of the engine whistle lntPrvlew with Mr Curtis from the engines of the yacht than I do.
ing gun 1.30 p. m.
within city limits may be reduced to pPn of a talented member of its §taff.
*One day I had John Wanamaker
I Stock Runabouts. Not over 223 h. p.
Peanut Butter lb pail 19c
lb 15c
Prunes
40-50 Size
3 lbs 32c
Sts lowest denomination.
Perhaps * Emerson Hunt. It so admirably sup- aboard. His was the mercantile type
2nd. 5 miles—Warning gun 1.55 p. m.
Vnon-ov,: ot
SPAGHETTI
4 pkgs
Shaker Salt
23c
Macaroni
N
oodlim
3
phgs
of
mind.
The
first
thing'he
asked
me
Starting
gun
2.00
p.
m.
this could be possible here.
The
| Mr. Curtis that the Herald article is was, ‘How much did she cost?’ I
i Stock runabouts. Free for all. 2nd.
Baker’s Cocoa
H lb tin 17c
Grapenuts
pbg 17c
matter is not without its problems, here reproduced in full.—Ed.]
told him that it didn’t cost me any
10 miles—Warning gun 2.25 if. m.
bot 31c
lie
Foss
’
Extracts
Post
’
s
Bran
Flakes
phg
which we should be glad to see
thing. my, children made the money
Starting gun 2.30 p. m.
lb
tin 47e
that
thought
it
for
me
in
the
publish

Bokar
Coffee
Rinso
lgc
pkg
19c
Fishermen
’
s
Handicap.
1.
2ta
miles
I
brought under consideration by the
Cyrus IL K. Curtis, president of
—Warning gun 3.10 p. m. Starting:
lb 39c
the Curtis Publishing Company, has ing company. The next thing he
hot
Red
Circle
Coffee
18c
Chamber of Commerce.
Stove
Polish
Black
Iron
gun 3.15 p. m.—Prize Cash.
three homes, and two of them this asked was, ’How much does it cost
lb 35c
each
Eight
O
’
Cloek
Coffee
45c
fiust-away
Brooms
to
keep
it
running?
’
’
’
SHOE
Rowboats.
1.
1
*4
miles
—
Warning
One is
Apropos the subject of Knox Coun summer are at Camden.
Bed
Front
,?
o
A
w
I?
lk
a?
23c
,i„
4 13c
,
gun
3.55
p.
ni.
Starting
gun
4
p.
m.
,
tin
22c
Davis Baking Powder
Lyndonwood. a green-shingled man
Lovcs the Ocean
ty drives, touched upon in the' preced sion with broad verandahs looking
Outivoard Motor. Free for ail. 1 13
2
cans
COMBINATION
LAST
35c
2
jars
Pink
Salmon
35c
•
Sultana
Jams
On hoard his 'yacht Mr. Curtis is
miles—Warning gun 4.25 p. m. Start
ing issue of this paper, A. B. Crocker out over the sea. The other is the
nearest
to
that
which
he
likes
best
2
cans
31c
jar
A
&
P
Corn
ing
gun
4.30
p.
m.
—
Prize
cash,
21c
A
&
P
Pure
Preserves
stately Diesel yacht Lyndonia, one
Writes from Somerville, Mass.:
I BEAUTY and COMFORT i Grand Free For All Hydros and
of the largest privately owned of all—the ocean.
can
10c
33c
Iona
Corn
Cake
Flour
Pillsbury
’
s
phg
"Thanks for the editorial on The pleasure vessels in this country. His
“When I was a boy in Portland," lie
Displacement B< ats. 2. 10 miles—[
IN THESE NEW TIES
2 cans 23c
Georges River Road. It is a gran’, third home, Lyndon, is near Philadel said, "I was always in, under or on
Iona Peas
lgc l>ot 20c
Ketchup
Quaker Maid
| Warning gun 5.10 p. m. Starting gun
bit of scenery. It lias been 44 years
Black and Brown
the water. Mother used to say that
5.15 p. m.
|
can 29c
hot 14c
Asparagus Tips Del Monte
Minute Jelly
eince 1 taught school on that road in phia.
I was a plndling boy until I was on
! Through the list can be found many i
Mr. Curtis insists that he does no
Combination Lasts
can 20c
jar
Sandwich
Spread
Rajah
21c
Iona
Peaches
South Thomaston, but 1 have never
the water. I don’t know just what
promising events. Tlie special hydro- ’
more work; that he still holds the
the word means, but I always felt best
forgotten the view."
'Narrow Heel Seat
2 cans 39c
plane race looks awfully good with ;
qt jar 39c
Iona Pears
Sweet Pickles
title of president of the publishing
,i runabouts, outboards and other eraft ■
And Ruth •l- Whittemore presen jConcern
,,f j )<<■. and that when I was near sftlt water.”
3 cans 25c
qt jar 31c
Quaker Maid Beans
Sour Pickles
AA to EE
"Do you bathe in this cold ocean
|c mpeting. It is hoped to have two (
his real interests now are in newspa
these pretty lines upon
water here, Mr. Curtis?" he was
2
to
9
Crab
Meat
No.
1
can
61c
No.
Yi can 32c
Dill
Pickles
qt
jar
31c
boats
on
hand
that
will
make
65
miles
:
pers,
of
which
he
owns
two,
the
PhilaTHE WARREN ROAD
asked.
an hour. Tlie State of Maine out- I
can 9c
Rajah
Mustard
9c
Buffet
Fruits
or
Vegetables
jar
Out across the meadow
‘‘Only in the tub here at Camden. I
board (open for Maine amateurs
Her paint pall overturned.
jar 9c
Karo
Syrup
III
ifc
Label
No.
1
can
have
the
ocean
water
pumped
up
to
a
13c
Cranberry
Sauce
only) should he especially Interesting
Out across the meadow
such an excellent one that we imme
4 No. 2
Like purple fire it burned.
to local people.
Olive
Relish
Sultana
20c
diately adopt it. Our county fur tank in the house, so I can have run
B
&
M
Beans
6 Can* 50c
jar
Out across the meadow
The committeemen completed the!r ,
nishes
material for many such ning salt water all the t’me. Some
Where lovely loosestrife glowed,
Vinegar
2{ oz bot 18c 12 oz lxit 10c
Del Monte Peaches
2 No., 1 cans 25c
Ida ns at Wednesday night's meeting
sketches. The paper invites contrib times. if it's too cold, I have it heated
Nature was holding carnival
up
a
little,
but
staying
in
the
tank
Dainty Spread
Whitehouse Evap. Milk 3 tall cans 23c
Along the Warren road.
and the stage is set. Only weather
jar 10c
utions. not to exceed two hundred
• ,. 4
e
i m
*
With glorious impermanence
words in length, and will pay one dol- ,"yern'gbt takes most of the chili out
can prevent the best regatta held in
Chocolates
Dolly Grey
lb box 33c
can 19c
Eagle Milk
Condensed
Like a purple dawn.
,
,
,
. ,
• . ,
T .
Maine this year. The dinners and ;
us,"
CurUs as the
See It! See It quickly!
f"r each article printed. Let us
Boott
Towels
each
19c
3
cakes
20c
Palmolive
Soap
dances
will
be
held,
the
races
will
be
It will seen he gone!
he ir fn in our readers in thus exploitbest place in the world to spend a
run and the other entertainment as
Kleenlin
The subject is alluring. We reprint ing tlie natural attractions ofc our summer. It has bills, which he in
Brillo
Pkg lac
pkg 9c
scheduled.
The
Monday
night
from Tuesday's paper the paragraph region.
Jelly Powder
4 pkgs 29c
each 23c
sists are mountains, beautiful spruce
Pails
10 quart
dance. Tuesday night band concert
clad shores and a bracing set breeze
which bore the heading 'Knox CounMoxie
and Wednesday night dance were
2 bots 25c
can 39c
Flit
Where did we hear a rumor, that all summer long.
very successful.
ty Drives:”
Old
Dutch
Cleanser
can
7c
can
Toddy
23c
the bones of a wrecked vessel were
‘ When I first came to Camden 29
Every Pair Guaranteed
Features to be watched for are:
This column has occasionally invited
Mcllcx Toothpaste
lube 19e
to be removed from where they have
Cillettc
Blades
39c
Thursday
—
A
banquet
at
the
Yacht
pkg
attention to some of the roads of
Club for the visiting drivers and offi
Knox County as presenting attrac- long rested on Crescent Beach? A
cials. Catering for this affair is the
tions for a drive. A correspondent Wreek on the beach is in some locali LAST CALL ON AIR WAY
Ocean V.'ew Tea Room. At the meet
writes suggesting that we call upon ' tics regarded as its most picturesque Price advance Sept. 1. Phone your
ing the rules and regulations will he ,
r.-iders to describe iheir favorite
order now and save the difference.
explained carefully to the drivers and
ride telHng exactly how to go t„ miss feature, full of the romance of the
the officiais will set forth their
J. T. Cousins
none of its charms—tlie total dis-'sea. We don't believe Crescent Beach
plans.
CAMDEN
TEL.220
SHOE STORE
,t: nee of It. the time of day when it is wj|] ponsPnt ln pa,.t wju, ,iiat attrac- 11 MAIN ST.
Friday—Racing will start at 9.25
95-103
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
a Its best, with any special i, tion.
and continue until late in the afterg,,
•< merest. The suggestion is

Nationally Known Foods
at Very Low Prices

GRANULATED SUGAR
CREAMERY BUTTER
FLOUR
FAMILY FLOUR
PASTRY FLOUR
PURE LARD
NEW POTATOES
SLICED BACON
SHREDDED WHEAT
CORN FLAKES
CAMPBELL’S SOUPS
CAMPBELL’S BEANS
SMOKED SHOP7 TRS
SUGAR CUR EL iiAMS
BIRD’S-EYE MATCHES
JELLO
BANANAS
CHEESE
TOILET PAPER
P & G SOAP
COMPOUND
UNEEDA BISCUITS
CIGARETTES

FAVORITE
> GINGER ALES

15

4

25®

ICED TEA
WEEK

A,

#n>pkg

pk 55c

Potatoes

A
A
Famous Foods of Quality
at Most Thrifty Prices
A

Arch Healer

M.95

R. E. NUTT

THE GREAT
ATLANTIC & PACIFIC
TEA CO.

Every C thcr
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Page Three

“KING’S” BIRTHDAY

TALK OF THE TOWN

A Statement

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Aug. 8—Dancing party at Country Club.
Aug. 6-8- Race meet and carnival at Knox
Trotting Park.
Aug. 8—Rockport Baptist Circle Midsum
mer Fair, at Baptist Church.
Aug. 8- Rockport, annual summer fair and
sale by the Ladles of the Baptist Church.
AufC 9-10—Motorboat regatta at Camden
Aug. 14—Martinsville, Ladies’ Circle fair,
supper and entertainment at Grange hall.
Aug. 14-13— “Erstwhile Susan,” Bushnell
produced play at Watts hall, Thomaston.
Aug. 14 Bills family at Oakland Park.
Aug. 13—Second concert in Camden Con
cert Course at Camden Opera House.
Aug. 17—<5et-ft>gethar of alumni asosclation at Kent’s Bill Seminary.
Aug. 21—Thomaston, Library Fair, under
auspices of American Legion, on the Mall.
Aug. 22—Party at Country Club.
Aug. 26—Three-Quarter Century Club meets
In Auburn.
Aug. 28—State Field Meeting of Jvnox
Academy of Arts and Sciences at Knov'Arboretum.
•
Aug. 31-Sept. 1—Reunion of 34th C. A. C.
at Wells Beach. South Portlany.
t
Sept. 2—Labor Day.
Sept. 2- -Labor Day celebration of I’avln
Cutters at Tenant’s Harbor.

AND

George W. Magee, manager of the
Boston Grand Opera House again
celebrated the anniversary of his
birthday on Sunday evening at Otis
Villa, Ash Point.
It has come to my attention that the story has been
“The Cuckoos,” is an organization
of vegetable eaters, that was formed
told that the famous Air Way cleaner could not be
this summer for the purpose of mak
ing everybody happy at the Point.
sold here and had no service man here.
George alias "Jimmie” being a guest
at Otis Villa for the past 10 summers,
and the most popular one, was elected
“King of the Cuckoos.”
I AM THE AIR WAY DEALER
Mrs. Annabelle Bay. the hostess at
the Villa, whispered to some of the
I SERVICE AIR WAY CLEANERS
“Cuckoos” that “Jimmie” had a
birthday every year.
Accordingly
they made arrangements with Mrs.
At all times
Phone Camden 220
Bay to serve a lobster supper .Sun
day evening to all the guests.
Just as the supper was nearly over
Hubert A. Goddard of New York and
Paris stepped forward and in a neat
speech presented “the King” with a
1 Main Street
large bouquet of vegetables. The
CAMDEN
Tel. 220
bouquet was handsomely made of
beets carrots, parsnips, corn on cob,
radishes, squash blossoms, parsley
The Knox County Men's Chorus
The first prize in the boys’ air and a cabbage in the center and
will rehearse at the home of Fred plane c ntest conducted at tile Pub ferns all around it. being 20 inches
Haining, 74 Mechanic strict Friday lic Library was won by Graham across. Then Mrs. Bay brought forth
evening at 7.30. The Society will liills with a Curtiss Robin and sec the birthday cake with 16 candles all
discuss plans for a concert to he ond prize by Warren Davis with a lighted, which "Jimmie” extinguished |
given before the end of the summer. Curtiss Hawk. For the younger boys with one blow. Therefore he will no*.
Everybody
Thomas Sheehy won with a yellow be married this year.
partook of the cake,
Tonight at Owl's Head chapel Mrs. biplane.
Paul Russell will speak on "Three
Mr. Magee was called upon to make
Years in the Tropics.’’ Site is the
Lawrence Orcutt of New York, for a speech. He thanked the Cuckoos
wife of the well known Rockefeller merly of Vina 1 haven, was Wednesday for the birthday party and said he
Foundation field man Dr. Paul Rus sentenced to 90 days in jail for tipsy thought that this year he would
sell. and is the daughter of the late driving. The sentence also included escape it, but "what’s- the use.
Harvey Additon of this city. There payment of costs amounting to $25.97 everybody seems to know’ I have a
will be no admission, but a silver col with 15 days in jail additional if birthday and that it has happened
lection will be taken for the benefit costs are not paid. He appealed and every year for the past 10 years at j
of the church.
furnished bail in the sum of $400. Ash Point.’’
Among those present were Mr. and
Tirrell for respondent.
Mrs. George Sleeper, E. W. Palmer of
Fassersby stopped in amazement
Cool weather put new life into the.Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Hubert A. God*
in 'front of the new Bicknell block
yesterday as two trucks finished ■bowlers at the 'Star alleys, and Tues- {dard, Mr. and Mrs. Rockwell Hazen
their morning’s labor and left In day night saw a line match there
New York. Mr. and Mrs. William
front of the Gonla store a great pile , when Sturtevant and L. Doucette de- P'-” ^raF and Dana Gray of Dedham,
of bundled wall paper, three tier deep feated B. Robinson and C. Doucette ^ass” Gideon G. Ryder of Malden.
extending the full length of the double i 1700 to 1673 in a ltl-strlng match Only ?'‘ss Dorothy McEwen of Bangor.
Oonia store and past the Ideal Beauty ............ ns separated Sturtevant and Mi?8 *Kned, Hardy ot Xew York' Mr’
Shoppe as well. It was just chance i Robins-,,,,, but L. Doucette beat C. a"d
^nest F. Clymer White
that brought two shipments the same Doucette 25 pins. The losing team 1 ’Iains' \
Mr’, and,
? "!am
day and the result was spectacular. won four Of the ten stings. L. Dou-iP°rner’
Philadelphia
There were 6,000 double rolls in the eet.e was the only member cf the * r’ a"d Mrs„’ »arvey
»r’
lot.
Chamberlain of Worquar tot to get into the century class, I
J
cester, Mass.. Mrs. Jane T. Taylor
and was high with 106.
and grandchild Peggy. Mrs. Sara R
Until the quota of the Woman's
Bunting. Ann Mary Van Roden of
Educational Club is tilled applica
The State Highway Commission Philadelphia. Mr. and Mrs. H. B
tions for membership will be re- I has voted to allow 'busses and trucks
ceived. Then it becomes a limited with larger loads to cross the Wis- Jackson of Lebanon, N. IL, Miss
club. There is no geographical race,1 easset-Bdgecomb bridge. The maxi Gertrude Leary. Miss Catherine Carey
sect, age or other limit than the one mum weight of loads allowed has of South Boston, Mrs. J. A. Jones.
of the closed mind. "So when the heretofore been live tons, hut this is Miss Dorothy Jones, Master Elmer
club committee honors you with an now being increased to seven tons Jones, Mis. E. E. Given of Newton.
invitation to join now, during the gross for all vehicles equipped with Mass., Miss Anna Tienan of Portland
club drive please remember," says dual tires in the rear. For motor and Mrs. Annabelle Bay.
Later in the evening “the Cuckoos"
Mrs. Rich, the president, “that club vehicles with single tires in the rear,
met in the kitchen and finished the
doors cannot always remain open, and the maximum weight will remain as
party munching vegetables.
accept instanter."
heretofore—ifive tons. This new reg
All agreed that “The Kings” birth
ulation will go into effect as soon as day party was a huge success.
Probably no meeting of the Forty posted at the I,ridge.
Club in several years has occasioned
ON MY SET
the discussion of last Monday's gath
The Rockland Lions listened yes
WOWO of Fort Wayne, Ind.,
ering and there is to be apparently
terday to a timely and interesting
was included in my log at a brief
moro doings next Monday. Mayor
nature talk by J. 11. Brubaker, who is
Carver will speak on the proposed
late
session
Tuesday
night.
an
authority
on
that
subject.
Among
swimming pool and the already divid
WRVA and WBAL wero coming
the
guests
was
Ferdinand.
Singhi.
a
ed opinion on the proposition as a
in well.
••• ■•.
club project will get an airing. Tho farmer Rockland boy who is spend
ing
several
weeks
in
St.
George.
He
delayed presentation of erfnes "Will lie
Very good reception thus far
made as will the necessarily post delighted tlie club with a piano solo,
this week.
poned singing of old-time Forty Club placed in a manner which showed
••• ••• •••
show hits by the original soloists. A that he has not forgotten his pro
What luck are you having with
“service list” with names omitted will fessional days, ln response to a storm
the new WEEI station?
lie posted for members to identify of applause he played a ditty which
•••
had lingered in has mind ever since
themselves.
On her return journey to Ger
he heard the late Col. G. F. Meservey
many the Graf Zeppelin left
Other
Converse Nickerson will 1«/!<1 spe play it many years ago.
Lakehurst at 12.40 this morning,
cial Spiritualist services at the Audi guests were Thomas iW. Towson of
and six hours later was 245 miles
torium. Temple Heights, Northport, Baltimore, and Morris Orbeton, the
east of Port!and, well embarked
Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m. A large latter being a mem'her of the Bangor
on her journey across the At
Lions
Club.
A
show
of
hands
indi

attendance is expected to hear this
lantic.
able speaker’s interpretation of the cated that Rockland will send a dele
gation
of
perhaps
35
or
40
to
the
Bible.
The
annual Spiritualist
Campmeeting begins at Temple Camden charter night, next Wednes
Heights Aug. 18, .continuing until day evening. Applause greeted the
Sunday, Alig. 25, inclusive. An able announcement that Gus Tapley
The State House Museum
group of speakers includes Rev. F. A. Sturtevant has already obtained 18
Wiggin, Rev. Millicent Wilson of signers at Vinalhaven. It was voted Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Is the public allowed to pass
Boston, Olga Gunn of Connecticut to provide a car for the transporta
and Rev. Arthur Ford of New York tion of Three-Quarter Century mem through tlie State House corridors
bers to Auburn Aug. 26. Following this summer on Sunday and view the
City.
his announced policy President Smal museum exhibition of birds, animals,
s. C.
ley has asked Vice President E. etc.
Tenant’s Harbor.
Stewart Orbeton to preside over the
next meeting.
[Representative St Clair informs
us that he has frequently visited the
WHEN IN BOSTON- Remember that you
fan liny copies of Tlie Courier-Gazette with museum on Sunday and that it is
tlie home news, at the Old Booth News Agency, I O)>en to the general public on that
! day.—Ed.]
Washington St., next Old South Church.

A Refutation

J. T.

COMING REUNIONS

Aug. 14-- Simmons family at the home of
George Simmons In East l’nlon.
Aug. 14—24th annual reunion of descend
ants of Bbenezer Hall. Penobscot View Grange
hall, Glencove.
Aug. 13—Gilchrest family* at St. George
Grange ball.
Aug. 15—Fiftieth annual reunion of the Sta«#rett-Spear families at Reunion Grove Farm,
Warren.
Aug. 18—Light family at home of W. W.
Light in Washington.
Aug. 20—Forty-first annual reunion of the
Shlbles family at the home of Capt. Alton 1>.
Chadwick. Main street, Thomaston.
Aug. 21 Smalley family at Warrenton Gilchrest's, Wiley’s Corner.
Aug. 22—Forty-seventh annual reunion "of
Hoffses family at Faillee farm, North Cush*.
Ing.
Aug 20—Fortjvthlrd annual reunion of the
Robbins family at the home of Hampton Rubtins, Union.
Aug. 31—Knight family at Camp Nepenthe,
Lake Quantibacook, Searsmont.

The
Crosby-McDougall
recital
which was to have* been held Aug. 19
has been postponed.
Schooner Helvetia, Pettigrow, mas
ter, now on the South Marine Kail
way for caulking, painting, and gen
eral repairs, kails soon for Nova iScotia to load piling for Boston.
The St^r of Bethlehem plant at
Moran’s insurance office attracts
much attention, and incidentally
gives the obliging girlies therein an
opportunity to answer many ques
tions.
Harris II. Brown. 82, a well known
Bath ship joiner in his active years,
died Monday at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. Henry Cole in Bridge
port, Conn. He was a brother of
Howard Brown of this city.

The Bangor office of the American
Railway Express, Inc., is to be trans
ferred Jan. 1st to the Union station—
this in line with the corporation’s
policy of having its offices in rail
road stations. The Bangor agent is
a former Rockland man, Albert H.
Benner.
Maine amateur golfers will gather
at the Augusta Country Club Satur
day (or an 18-hole tournament to be
.held pnder the ausptce^’vf the Maine
Golf‘Association. With more than
$200 in prizes it is expected that a
large, field of entrants will partici
pate in the event

Colby students and graduates in
Knox County will be interested to
learn that tlie trustees have decided
to build an indoor athletic house h.f
once. It will be a structure 170x150
feet and will contain an indoor track
and baseball cage. It will be located
at the rear of Roberts hall.
Ferdinand Singhi, New York por
trait artist, is in this vicinity for a
few days and will accept a limited
number of sittings. Samples of his
work may he seen at Moor's drug
store, Rockland. Address kerdinand
Singhi, St. George.
94*95

“The Cuckoos” Make Merry
At Ash Point For George «
W. Magee

August &aU nf
©nth

Nnu Srhurtwtta on
Gloats atth irrssrs
COATS
Would you buy a fashionable coat that can be
worn through the fall season?

Cousins

WE WANTERKNOW!

SHE KNOWS!
Let the Housewife
Tell You

/

Corsets
Underwear

r

SUMMER

£

colors!
Now on display
—the newest cre
ations in this fa
mous full - fash
ioned hosiery.
Get your .vaca
tion hosiery now.

353
and

SHE KNOWS
The Meats and Groordeeed will
be of
Highest Quality

About 1 5 Short Flannel Coats, pastel colors,
$2.50
are marked,
Other Coat values include Basket Weave,
white or colors, Colored Velvets and Silk
$7.50
Coats, at,

An important August event is this annual Sale of Felt

Hats. All our $1.49 and $1.98 hats including matrons’ and
chicken styles. Colors and white go on sale at $1.9#. Over

509 hats, ail this summeFe merehand'.ee. •trewti en Street

DRESSES

Floor, main aisle and second floor Millinery Department.

$1.00

SHE KNOWS
That What She
Wants Will be Found
at KNOWLTON’S
A Complete Quality
Line of
Fancy Groceries

SHE KNOWS
The P|ace Is

Knowlton’s Market

SERVICE

TEL. 353

COURTESY

1 ^^tin§Wifd
7ull fashioned "JJosiery
OME see the new hosiery
color-styles for summer—beau
tiful tints that stay clear and lus
trous through sunshine and soap
suds—selected by the Paris style
sponsor of Hitfnming Bird Hosiery
—extra-long, sheer, durable hose
The patented curvefor every sport and dress occasion!
pointed heel that
Now on display—see them today!
slenderizes the ankle

C

Pure Thread Silk $1.50 £. “

Four Knit Suits, were $1 5.,

$9.50

Ensemble Suits, were $1 5,

$9.50

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
BORN

CARD OF TRANKS

MARRIED

FIND A PERSON

weeds, Mr. Houston plow-d ■
them.
He then plowed the
limed it and sowed it to alfalfa.
The weeds will help hold the soil
until the alfalfa is well enough root
ary line fences and loading them on ed to take over the job. But their
a wagon. I knew that destroying'
work will not be finished even
these weeds before they made seed 1 l^en for they will continue to serve
helped make the weed crop lighter by adding needed humus to the soil.—
next year, but 1 didn’t understand his Cappers Farmer
loading them on a wagon He was
Probably the reason mure chilarer
hauling the weeds and using them to do not grow up to be great successes,
fill small gullies that had washed in says a Western paper, is because we
his field.
have to bring up our own. instead f
After the gullies were filled with our neitrhbo»-s ’
MAKE WEEDS WORK

wish
to express. Zjour L-.a
full, appreciation
LEMOINE
’ I" " I-- r. — .At
\ Swan
\, it 11 3’s ltstrtlltl,
Island, ZsAug.
UK, .1,
5, VU
to All.
Mr. o We
.,
.. .. 1.4
.
,
and Mrs. Everett Lemoine, a son, Richard
. dnr.™ . ? nmt.a “'.s‘
'
Last August I was surprised to see
ea
us
during
the
illness
ana
death of our son
Everett.
and brother.
Marvin Houston. Wayne county.
BEAL—At (Phillips, Aug. 1, to Hr. and Mrs,
James Robinson and family
Iowa, cutting weeds along his bound
Linwood Beal (Edna Spear), a son.
Warren, Aug. 7

|

VANN AH-CREAMER—At Waldoboro, July 27,
by Rev. H. 0. Megert. Stanley A. Vannali Who has secured the services of a I
of Winslow's Mills and Miss L Louise regular graduate in Chiropractic
Creamer of Waldoboro.
when he was sick and you will find

an enthusiastic advocate of Chiro
practic. For house calls, phone 1163.
CREAMER—At Bremen. Aug. 1. Elisha E. DR. B. B. ANXliS, Chiropractor. Rock
(’reamer, aged 84 years.
land, Me.
DIED

HASKELL—At Rockport. Aug. 6. Nellie M.,
widow of Arnold Haskell, aged 65 years, 5 kJ
months, 11 days. Funeral Thursday at 2 j
o’clock.
,
SKl’MAiN—At Pleasant Point. Cushing, July
20, Richard L. Shuman, aged 31 years, 2 ,
months. 15 days.
HUTCHINSON—At Union, Aug. 7, Mrs. Georglannn Hutchinson, aged 78 years, 9 months,F
3 days. Funeral services at Fayette Mills, i,
Saturday at 1 o’clock.
HASKELL—At Rockport, Aug. 6, Nellie Cor- '
thell Haskell, aged 65 years 5 monhts, 111
days. Funeral Thursday at 2 o’clock.
KNICKERBOCKER- At Rockland, Aug. 7,!
Rev. CTinrles A. Knickerbocker, aged 69 '
years, 8 months. 28 days. Funeral at Vnlversallst Church, Saturday at 10 o’clock.
Burial In Paris.
CARD OF THANKS

I Have Taken The Agency
for the

Z

I wish to thank the Mayor, the Aldermen,
neighbors and friends for their kindness in
helping secure a much needed light on the
corner of Cedar and Simmons streets.
•
Mildred Moody
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to thank those who were Instru
mental ln the recovery of the body of Richard
L. Shuman, and who have shown their sym
pathy for our bereavement by sending flowers
for the funeral and by many other acts of
kindness.
Mrs. Myrna Shuman, Mrs. Josephine Shu
man, Mrs. O. L. Thompson, Mrs. A. R. Carle.

Mrs. Georgiana Hutchinson, 76, died
at her home in Union Wednesday
after a long illness. She is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Alice Demnions of Rumford and Mrs. Julia
Shattuck of Rockland; and three
grandchildren, Miss Phyllis Deminons of Rockland, and Harry and
Ralph Hutchinson of New Sharon.
Burial services will he held at Fa
yette Mills Saturday at 1 o’clock.

s

Burner
In my estimation THE NU-WAY is the most efficient oil burner on the market
today, the most dependable; the most economical in operation unquestionably.

The Greatest Dollar for Dollar
Oil Burner Built—
NU-WAYS are in all sizes at Corresponding Prices

Dry Goods
Bed Spreads

At the present time I have my local service man taking a thorough and intensive
course under Nu-Way experts on—

Installation and Service

New
Dresses

I have a fully qualified expert constantly available to service all burners I install
and to keep all my customers receiving a maximum of efficiency.

FREE EXPERT SERVICE
NIGHTS

DAYS

'

SUNDAYS

We are supplying hundreds of Satisfied Customers with

Regular sizes 36 to 46; and
extra large sizes 48 to 62

Filtered Gravity Oil

New Line Just Received This
Week

30-32

SHE KNOWS
The Delivery at her
Door Will be Prompt
and Courteous

$9.50

All $1 5.00 Sleeveless Dresses,

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

The new

SHE KNOW;

Our coats are now marked at Final Clearance
Prices.

MONTON’

v

the Value of Co
plete, Certified Gro
cery Delvery Service
She Calls

Would a real saving in price appeal to you?

BLUE CRANE
Pure Silk
HOSIERY

$1.00
SILK SEALED

WE ARE PREPARED TO GIVE A COMPLETE CERTAINTEED OIL BURN
ER AND FUEL SERVICE

MOODY’S GAS and
OIL STATION

Dexdale, Water Repellent

AUSTIN M. MOODY
TEL. 455-M

Pure Silk Hose

$1.95

68 PARK STREET

F. I. SIMONTON CO.
z

»

ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day
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NEW BELFAST FAIR
Has Gone Back To the Old I
Dates, and Will Show Next
Week
The New Belfast Fair has gone i
back to Its old mid-August dates. I
In the midway you will find the Pine
Tree Amusement Co. In full swing
with giant sea-plane, Ferris wheel
and merry-go-round.
The racing
promises to he better than usual, for
the nags which will race this week
at Rockland stop off ai Belfast or
their way to Bangor, and they will
find a good track at Belfast. The
Maine Airways Co. is going to give
a parachute drop and antic each day.
attempting to land its cannonball
jumper right in front of grand stand.

Meantime the Belfast Band will en
tertain the mob that promises to be
at Belfast this year.
Ermo Scott, the baritone singer of
WLBZ, formerly of Belfast, now
making a name and reputation
for himself, will sing each day and
at the night show of the fair.
Speaking of night show, it will be
remembered that the American Fire
works Co. of Boston put on one of the
finest exhibitions ever witnessed in
this locality; it promises to outdo
itself this year.
Under the direction of Prof. Charles
Williams of the Westbrook Riding
School, the Camp Paysock girls and
boys will entertain between heats
with some especially fine stunts and
attractions.
In short the Belfast Fair is going
to put on a real show this year, Aug.
14 and 15.

READ THE WANT ADS.

HAMBURG
Fresh Cut, Very Lean

19c lb.

STEAKS

ft

lb.

Porterhouse

38c
36c
53c

45c
53c

BEEF

BEEF

Boneless
Boneless
Roast
Rib
Roast Pot
Very tender quality

All lean, solid meat

35c lb.

25c lb.

Shoulders
Special Sale, Any size
Swift’s Quality
FRESH CORNED
OR SMOKED

PORK Hams
Fresh Lean
Rib Loin Roast

(Continued from Page One)

FAIR

SPRUCE HEAD

ROCKPORT

Elmer E. Matthews, superintendent
Miss Mildred Waldron has sold her
t
a
„f' of
Ol IIIV
the Wilkes-Barre,
n IlMB-UttUC, (IVIIII./
(Penn.) viviivtui
General
property here to Hubert A. Godard of
osplta) wUh Mrs Ma(thews

Special

and *Ie.tO

Ol» v< 1 r* t
Worf nn,i maid are in town guests of Mrs. AdeThe 2.23 class introduced an inter that every turf fan in Knox County
Mr. and Mire U. J.\an M ert an 1
Morrill and Mrs .William Crockesting entry in Henry Clukey'a Har- could not have been there. J. II. son Alan of Schenectady. N. Y., arwah, a bay gelding new to this sec Hobbs of Camden, than whom there rived Thursday night for a month's ett.
The meeting of the Woman's Relief
AND
tion. but soon admired after the is no squarer turfman in the county,
vacat on.
re,.-!.,, u,.—hv nt Corps which was scheduled for Fricrowd had noted his fine gait and ex was one of the judges, and there was
Mr and Mrs. Charles Murphy of. ~ 1
.
.
.
day
afternoon
and
evening
has
been
cellent behavior. Clukey's skill with a new timer in the person of A. Rich Cambridge, and Miss Thelma Cham
the reins was another factor.
ardson of Clinton, who has been rac berlain of North Weymouth. Mass., postponed until further notice.
Mrs. Alfred Richards of Jackson
The 2.17 class, as was to be expect ing horses lo! these many years, who have been recent guests of Miss
ed. brought the fastest heat of the day and who has the liking and respect Helen Meservey motored to their ville, Fla., and son I’egry of Plymouth,
Mass., visited friends in town last
and saw Chappelle navigate himself of every follower of the king of sports. home Saturday.
out of the breakers when the situa
Mr. and Mrs. L. Tinney of Quincy. week.
Dr. and Mrs. Leroy Magune of
tion looked critical for him, once, at
Mass., are occupying the Annie Bur
Worcester who are spending the
least.
The track record did not get the ton house during a week's vacation.
Tlfe awarding of second money in expected knockout yesterday but was
Mrs. George Wardwell of Quincy, month of August at Crescent Reach
this race was not made until there threatened by Major Mozart In the Is visiting her mother Mrs. Cassie were guests of his mother Mrs. Mellie
On steamers “Camden,” “Belfast,” “Southport”
Magune last week.
had been a lengthy discussion of the second heat of the 2.16 class. The McLoud.
Mrs.
W.
11.
Trothero
of
Roston
is
a
nnd “.I. T. Morse”
merits as to whether Louise Sarver Major's performance of 2.11% was
Capt. Hugh Snow of Burnt Island
had interfered with Mary Montgom within a quarter second of the rec Coast Guard Station very pleasantly guest at Shepherd Place for several
Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
ery in the final heat. It was finally ord. and the fastest mile ever cred entertained the following guests Fri weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. James Carey of
Bangor on Bangor Line good going and returning Sunday only, $2.00.
decided that she had. and the result ited to a trotter there.
day afternoon: Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Peabody. Mass., were recent guests
gave Mary’s owners second money.
The 2.16 trot had seven starters Murphy and son. Prof, and Mrs. C. of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver.
Special Sunday excursion tickets for round trip from Rockland to
Associated with starter Ludwick in and at least four of them acted as Wilbert Snow and sons. Miss Helen
Bar Harbor on Ear Harbor Line good going and returning Sunday
Miss Miirietta Shlbles was hostess
the stand Tuesday were two veteran If they were out for the pennant. Meservey and Miss Thelma Cham
last Friday to her Sunday School
only, $2.00.
•
horsemen. A. E. Boggs of Waldoboro Gwendolyn Aubrey, an Auburn entry, berlain.
class of girls.
Picnic lunch was
and James Butler of Lewiston, who
William
Carr
was
the
weekend
Special
Sunday
excursion
tickets
for
round
trip
from
Rockland
to
captured the initial heat and then
served and after a delightful motor
| served as Judges; Representative
faded from the picture as far as first guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. trip the company returned to their
Brooklin on Brooklin Line good going and returning Sunday only,
Fred E. Burkett of Union and exCharles Carr, returning to his home
$1.50.
Senator H. C. Buzzell of Belfast, who money was concerned. Major Mozart In Portland by automobile Sunday, homes having passed a very enjoyable
Sailing Information
were timers; Col. Walter H. Butler, took the next three heats, but always accompanied by Mrs. George Snow day.
Friends here of Miss Lena Cleve
i who did the clerical work; and on the stretch Walter Moore loomed and Mrs. Clifford Elwell and daugh
BANGOR LINE: Steamer* “BELFAST” or “CAMDEN” leave Rockland 5:15 A.M.
land will he glad to know of her re
Eastern Standard Tima. Returning, duo In Rockland at 7 P.M.
Charles Q. Hewett, who was the dis- a dangerous factor.
The 2.26 class had six starters, and ter Barbara who will make a visit turn from the Palmer Memorial Hos
I tance judge. "Bob ” McKinley, the
with
relatives
in
Gorham.
BAR HARBOR LINE: Steamer "J. T. MORSE” leaves Rockland 5:15 A.M. Eastern
pital, Boston and hope for steady
efficient president of the Rockland proved a triumph foe Henry Clukey
Standard Tima. Steamer due on return trip at 6:30 P.M.
Mrs. Callie Morrill is at work at
Fair, looked in every now and then who drove the bay stallion Worthy Rockledge Inn. Ruth Simmons is improvement.
BROOKLIN LINE: Steamer "SOUTHPORT” leave, Rockland 6:15 A.M. Eastern
This afternoon Thursday, everyone
with words of cheer, and once with a Silk under the wire for successive also employed there.
Standard Tima. Dua on return trip at Rockland at 6 P.M.
Is invited to attend the midsummer
straight heats, the fastest of which
| pailful of iced soda water.
Mrs. Cassie McLeod, Mrs. Margaret fair and sale held on the Moody par
was 2.13%. The stallion made a
The summary:
Dally Excursion* —One-Way Fare for the Round Trip
had break in the last heat, hut Tinney, Mrs. Annie Wardwell, Mrs. sonage lawn. Go at 2 o'clock and be
2.22 Clan. Pun* $200
Dally ascuralon ticket! are «old and good from Rockland to Bangor, Bar Harbor
Eugenie
Godfrey
and
Miss
Helen
Mesure and stay for the evening < nterunder Mr. Clukey's clever handling
or Brooklin or any Intermediate landing and return.
Gaiety McGregor. A. M. Newbert,
1 1
quickly got back into his stride, and servey attended The Show Boat at tainment at 8 in the Baptist vestry,
Bob Braden, Harold Burgess,
2 2
See time table for leaving and returning times from
closed up a big gap In a manner that Strand Theatre, Rockland. Tuesday given by the Trytohelp Club assisted
Pewey the Great, W. E. Newbert,
4 3
intermediate landings
Peter B. Silk. T S. Wheeler,
6 4
afternoon
by local talent. A very fine program
brought
the
occupants
of
the
grand

Margaret tVtlkes, A. M Stratton.
3 dis
Mrs. Lee Dunn ef Staten Island. N. has been arranged. Attend and help
♦
A
*
*
*
*
stand onto their feet.
Little Peter Mrs. Alvah Jewett,
3 dis
Time. 2.12%, 2.13%, 2.16%.
Clukey was again in the saddle Y., is the guest of her sister, Mrs. the church.
Tickets and information at Eastern Steamship Lines Ticket Offices
Mrs. Beulah Richardson and daugh
2.23 Class. Purs* $250
whon Miss Abbe raced around the Otto Olson.
The community circle was very ter Barbara have just returned from
Hannah, Henry Clukey,
1 1 track in the 2.24 class, a winner in
pleasantly
entertained
Wednesday
Varro, E. P. Pierpont,
2 3 straight heats.
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
3 3
Tramp Jolla. F. M. Blaeklngton,
afternoon by Mrs. Joseph Bumbaum Simmons, at Tip Top Farm. Union.
Dromore Bill. R. B. Hall.
4 dis
The day’s summary:
of Union City, N. J., at her cottage
Those desiring pictures of the
Time, 2.16%. 2.18%, 2.17%.
2.16 Class. Purse $300
church vacation Bible school can
on Spruce Head.
2.17 Class. Puna $300
Major Mozart. P. E. Abbott.
6 111
obtain them at the posloffice.
Kinney Silk. T. J. Kelley,
1 1 1 Gwendolyn Aubrey. H. M. Dingley, 14 4 4
A correspondent writes: Enos E.
Mary Montgomery, Blaeklngton and
CUSHING
Walter Moore, A. M. Newbert,
Hodgkins,
Ingraham deserves a vote of thanks
2 2 6 3
Celestlr.e. W. E. Newbert.
Louise Sarver, Ralph Jewell.
6 2
from residents of Rockport for re
4 3 3 ro
Benzol. Jr.. S. E. Whitcomb,
Friseotania. B. J. Pope.
7 7 2 fllendial. Worthen At York.
D. L. Maloney assisted by Emerson pairing and painting the block oppo
5 ro
Twinkling Chick, A. G. Lee stables,
3 3 4 Gordon C. Hughes,
7 dis
Perkins
of
Warren
is
painting
his
site West street on the State road.
Marion Karl. F. G. Colburn,
5 5 3
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Time, 2.12, 2.11%. 2.12%, 2.15%
WALDOBORO
buildings.
The Sheik, Dr. Wm. Elllngwood,
4 4 5
The Child's Health conference will
2.26 Class. Purse $200
STEAMBOAT CO. ‘
Time, 2.14, 2.11%, 2.12.
Hiram Libby of Thomaston has meet at the Town hall Friday at 2.30.
Silk. Bachelder At Clukey,
1 1 bought a cottage'lot of Arthur Elliott
Miss Annie Ellis is visiting Mrs. Boats between Rockland, Vlnalhavcn, North
After the races there was an ex Worthy
Parents are especially invited to
2 3
Peter J. K., .1. E. Kelley,
Haven.
Stonington, Swan’s Island
citing tug of war between the Rock Emily June, F M. Brown.
3 2 at Bird’s Point on which he is erect bring their children as there will be Mary Matthews at Martin’s Point.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
5 4 ing a cottage.
land & Rockport Lime Corporation Maggie Knight, H. E. Iiee stables.
Subject
To
Change Without Notice
many items of interest. Moxing pic
Fred W. Matthews of Exeter, N. H.,
4 5
DAILY SUNDAYS EX< KITED
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Peck, and Mr. tures pertaining to a child's health
crew and the Dragons of the Law Braden D, 51. F. Knight.
G 6
Jimmy Direct, Waldoboro Garage,
is
at
his
home
on
Friendship
street.
VINALHAVEN LINE
Hubbell and daughter of Plainville, will be shown.
rence Portland Cement Co. Captain
Time, 2.18%, 2.13%. 2.14%
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
Mrs. Albert Riley and son Stephen
Conn., are at Mr. Peck’s farm for an
Chapman's men from the old R. & R.
Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Thurston who
Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. Arriv
2.24 Class. Purse $200
of
Attleboro,
Mass.,
are
visiting
Mrs.
ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M.
emerged trlmphant.
have been in Rockland as guests of
Miss Abbe, Bachelder & Clukey,
1 1 1 indefinite time.
• • • •
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Finnegan of Wesley Thurston are again at the Riley’s father Stephen A. Jones.
2 3
Randolph Direct. Mrs. Alvah Jewett,
3.30
p. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving
Mr .and Mrs. Frank Head of Wool
3 2 Stoneham, Mass., and party of friends Richards’ homestead.
Minnie Cochato, Alton Richardson.
Wednesday'* Track Events
at 10.*.n A. M. and 4..*0 P. M.
M. F. Donohue.
wich have been recent guests of Mr. STONINGTON
are at Harold Watts' for two weeks.
A much larger crowd saw Wed Ranibolier,
AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
Rev. I’. U. Tolman and sons Wil
Captain Harvey. J. C. Getchell,
G. F. Osier is painting Mr. Peck's bert and Linwood of Medford, Mass., and Mrs. G. J. Kuhn.
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
nesday's races, and it was their regret
Time. 2.14%, 2.14%, 2.14%
Mrs. Winnie Hogle and Mrs. Ethel Sundays at 6.30 A. M., Stonington 7.25, North
buildings.
have been guests of Mr. Tolman's
8.20; doe at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
Mr. and Mrs. John Perle of Baton father at Rockville and his sister Roberts and daughters of Roslindale, Haven
Returning, leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. M.,
Rouge, La., are in town looking up Mrs. H. E. Mann in town. They Mass., are visitors at George Hpw- North Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.30 ; due to
STRAND THEATRE
NORTH HAVEN
arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.30 P. >1.
"The Black Watch." the all talking
At a meeting of the North Haven old friends. They formerly owned leave Thursday to Join Mrs. Tolman ard’s.
B. H. STINSON
I. S. Bailey who has been passing
picture which will be shown today Baptist church Sunday after the the Wilson Ulmer farm which they and daughters who have been with
74-tf
General Agent
and tomorrow, Is a visualization of morning service it was voted to call sold about seven years ago, going relatives in Lewiston and will then his vacation in town returned to
Talbot Mundy’s widely-read novel a church council to consider the ordi from here to California, then to the return to their home. Friends of Mr. Buffalo, N. Y., ^Monday.
Gilbert Crowell has returned from
and stars Victor McLnglen In the role nation of John B. Alexander to the South, where they engaged in the au Tolman in Rockport will be interested
NORTH HOPE
of "Captain Donald Gordon King,” of Christian ministry. Mr. Alexander tomobile sign business. They were to know of his call to a Congrega the C.MT.C. at Fort McKinley where
?»Iiss Marilla Bennett recently
the famous "Black Watch,” the nick is a North Haven young man. a grad there during the last two floods and tional church in Roxbury, Mass., and he has been for a month.
bought a Chevrolet sedan of Albert
Miss Ella Blaney who has been Pease who is now driving a Ford se
name for the 42nd Highlanders. By uate of the local High Schoo!, also of know what it means to sit in an office wish him success in his new field of
passing two weeks with Mrs. Lilia dan.
reason of “King’s" ten years of serv Bates College 1928. For the past year at work with rubber boots on and labor.
ice in India, he is commissioned to he has been teacher in Litchfield the water well to the top of them.
Blaney and Miss Marcia Blaney has
Mrs. Ellen Conant of Rockland is
return there, at the outbreak of the Academy, and also pastor of the Mr. Perie is now looking for a farm
returned to Waltham, Mass.
visiting her daughter Mrs. J. D.
ORFF
’
S
CORNER
World War. His brother officers mis Litchfield church. The council is in in this locality, on the shore, where
Capt. Millard Wade of Wollaston. Pease and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Iz’on Achorn returned Mass., has been in town for several
understand, believing he has promot vited to meet Aug. 16 in the afternoon they can enjoy boating, bathing, etc.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease and fam
Sunday
to
their
home
in
Roxbury,
Mrs. Eda Lawry and Miss Nellie
ed a soft berth for himself. Subse and invitations to this effect have
days. Mrs. Wade returned with him. ily were in Belfast Sunday.
quent events prove the valor of the been sent by the clerk of the church, Davis of Friendship were in town Mass., after a few days visit with
Mrs. Evangeline Blum of Worces
Mrs. Ellen Conant of North Appleofficer whose bravery is tested to the Miss Jennie Beverage, to the churches Tuesday to attend the church supper relatives. Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Lud ter ,is the guest of Mrs. R. S. Cooney ton and daughter Mrs. Philip Rolph
last degree in India. Myrna Loy, of the Lincoln Association to send and also made a call on Mrs. Carrie wig who have been with Mrs. Addle at The Meadows.
,
of West Bethel were visitors Thurs
exotic beauty of the screen, has the their pastor and two brethren as Geyer.
Achorn the past month returned with
Mrs. F. D. Thomas who has been day at Willow Brook dahlia gardens.
leading feminine role, that of “Yas- members of the council. The ordina
Mr. Chaples has finished getting them.
the guest of her sister Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Perry and
mani,” a she-devil who aspires to a tion exercises will take place at 7.30 hay for D. G. Young and returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Long and Boggs returned to Boston Monday. 'grandson E. Donald Perry vVere din
his
home
in
Rockland.
throne and domination of India. She p. m., standard time, and the com
Mrs. George Long of Thomaston vis
New telephones have been installed ner guests Sunday of their daughter
has outgamed and outwitted every plete program will be later announced
Mrs. Margaret Wotton who has ited their home here Friday.
in the residences of A. L. Shorey, Dr. Mis. R. L. Coose and family in Bel
other man who has run across her
Miss Clara I. Huse of Boston is , bPen the guest of Mr. and Mrs. D. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Skidgel and J. F. Damon and in the store of the mont.
path until McLaglen conquers her.
. spending the month of August with , Maloney is visiting at R. L. Mar- Mr .and Mrs. Pinard and children of Mutual Gra,in Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall of AppleCollege football heroes, those burly her brother Rev. H. F. Huse.
hall's,s East Friendshp.
Sabattus were recently at Calvin
Friends of Mrs. Ida Comery Wylie ton and daughter Mrs. Plummer of
lads who haul ice all summer, occupy
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Ahern are at Bragg's.
Friends of Mrs. Etta Noyes are
were saddened to hear of her death Portland were in town Sunday vis
the front page all fall, and then go pleased to learn of her improved con their bungalow at Hathorn's Point.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ludwig of which occurred Sunday at her sum iting relatives and also at Willow
into the bond business, have been dition at the Faulkner Hospital in
A party from Gardiner, Rhode Thomaston were guests Friday of mer home at Martin’s Point. She Brook dahlia gardens.
good naturedly satirized in the Jamaica Plain. Mass.
Island and Thomaston are at the Mrs. Addie Achorn.
Mrs. Emma Frohock, Mrs. Cora
was the daughter of the late Capt.
talkies. Warner Bros, have built
Hanley
cottage.
Improvement Society Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chaffee and Charles and Mary Comery and the Talbot and guest, Mrs. Crockett with
their Vitaphone version of “The Time,
The annual meeting of the North
son Stuart of Providence and Mrs. wife of Robey Wylie, who survives their chauffeur, Mr. Brown of Rock
the Place and the Girl” from the Haven Improvement Society Inc., was
SPECIAL FARM HOME
Mary Bush of Lisbon Falls were re her.. Mrs. Wylie was a member of land were visitors Sunday at Mr. and
famous stage success by Adams, held in Library hall Monday evening
cent guests of Mrs. Lilia Webber.
the Methodist Church and of the Mrs. A. I. Perry’s.
Hough and Howard, around a char President Rev. H. F. Huse presiding.
A variety of special radio sum
Mrs. Edith Bailey, Mrs. Carrie Cor Order of the Eastern Star. Funeral
acter who is a composite of all the In the absence of Herman Crockett on maries of monthly reports and spe
TENANTS HARBOR
gridiron heroes of the day. Robert account of illness, the secretary’s re cial outlook statements will be given bett and Mrs. Amber Childs of Welles services were held Wednesday at
Moving pictures Monday night at
Lord made the screen adaptation of port was read by the president, and the audience of 32 radio stations ley Hills who have been the guests of Martin’s Point.
Mrs.
Vlllis
Weaver
have
returned.
Elisha
E.
Cramer.
84.
a
Civil
War
I.O.O.F. hall. The feature will be one
this famous stage musical comedy accepted. He also gave a detailed associated with the National Broad
Mr. and Mrs. Albee Sidelinger have veteran and a resident of Waldoboro with plenty action and thrills to
which comes to the screen as a talk account of the repairs and alterations casting Co. in the Department of
returned
from
a
motor
trip
to
New
died
at
the
home
of
his
son
in
Bremen
gether with a two reel comedy and
ing and singing picture on Saturday made upon the doctor’s residence dur Agriculture periods of the National
Aug. 1 Funeral services were held news. Continuing Monday evenings
only. Grant Withers takes the part ing the past year. From both Island Farm and Home Hour during the two York and other places.
Mrs.
Kendall
Teague,
son
George
at his lat€$ residence Sunday after until further notice. Kittredge has z
of the football hero. His portrayal and summer residents last August weeks beginning next Monday. De
gives the low-down on just what there was received $4,800 to pay the partment scientists and executives and daughter Louise of North Wal noon, Rev. H. O. Megert the offleia- them.—adv.
doboro were guests Wednesday at ing clergyman. Interment was made
football stars do study in order to $3,300 mortgage upon the house, and
will send farmers the summaries of Mrs. Addie Achorn's.
in the German cemetery.
keep from flunking. He is the boy the remainder for necessary repairs.
the general crop report for August,
Much sympathy Is expressed for
The Waldoboro Garden Club was
who makes the 75-yard brokenfield Appreciation was also expressed of
the
August
price
situation
report,
the
Lorenzo
Achorn
and
Clyde
Borneman
FOR
run in the last minute of play and is Dr. N. K. Wood of Boston for his in
delightfully
entertained
Tuesday
annual
strawberry
outlook
statement,
in
the
loss
of
their
barns
which
were
carried off the field by a frantic and terest and the raising of $2,115 addi
afternoon by Mrs. Stuart C. Heming
Tel. 1004-J
idolizing mob. And as for the la tional to make possible all the needed and the report on intentions to plant destroyed by lightning early Thurs way at Riverside Farm. Prof. Jasper
day evening.
dies—he is a divil with ’em. The dis changes and improvements. Mr. Tab- wheat.
J. Stahl gave an interesting and com
J. F. WHALEN
Tuesday, Aug. 13 and Tuesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler of prehensive talk on **Dahlias.” Re
turbing situations show that it's no butt took out the old chimneys, built
ASH POINT, ME.
wonder a football hero now and then an outside double chimney with in Aug. 20, two chiefs of bureau of the Rockland were Sunday guests of Mr, freshments were served to members
67-tf
does get involved in complications side fireplace, re-topped the kitchen Department will continue the series and Mrs. Harry Creamer.
and guests on the piazzas.
with the fair—and fickle—-sex.—adv. chimney, removed old stone cistern, of special broadcasts under the gen
Roger Ludwig and mother Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Allen and Mrs.
eral title. "Wlhat's Happening in Ag
built cellar runway, cement cellar riculture." Dr. Henry G. Knight, Susie Ludwig and Miss Viola Wins Snow of Hartford, Conn., were call
bottoms, and stone steps leading up to Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry and low made a brief visit Sunday at ing on friends in town Monday.
PARK THEATRE
• • • •*
the house. Mr. Spear remodelled the Soils, will speak on Aug. 13, dis Percy Ludwig's.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Walter of Gar
Vannah-Creamer
Today is the last for seeing exterior of the house, enlarged the cussing progress made toward indus diner visited his parents, Mr. and
UNDERTAKERS
“Masked Emotions,”
a thrilling bathroom, built the dormer roof, trial utilization of farm wastes. Dr. Mrs. Sanford Walter Sunday.
Stanley A. Vannah and Miss L.
changed windows, hjpped the porch
sound picture, featuring George
J. R. Mohler, Chief of the Bureau of
Louise
Creamer
were
united
in
mar

Since 1840 this firm has
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Earle of Auburn
roof, repaired piazza, reshingled Animal Industry, on Aug. 20 will sur
O’Brien and Nora Lane.
faithfully served the families
were weekend guests at Percy Lud riage at the Methodist ‘‘‘parsonage
house complete, built stairs, hall,
vey "The Status of Our Animdl In wig's. Charles Ludwig returned with July 27. The groom is the son of Mr.
The feature for Friday and Satur
of Knox County
doors, bulkhead, etc. The bathroom
day is "The Ghost Talks.” The story
dustries.”
and Mrs. Ernest Vannah of Winslow’s
LADY ATTENDANT
them for a few days' visit.
fixtures were put in by Parker
has not a serious moment to offer. Stone. Mr. Young painted the house
Other speakers on the ten Depart
Mills
and
the
bride
the
daughter
of
Mrs. Ella Furlong of Monmouth
Tel. Day 450;Night 781-1
The
witty,
sparkling
dialogue within and without. All the work was ment of Agriculture programs to be was in town recently on business.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Creamer of Wal
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
mouthed by dumb detectives, bluster carried out according to plans drawn broadcast in the fortnight will deal
doboro.
Both
are
graduates
of
Wal

Gustavliis Shuman of the Odd Fel
ing hotel keepers and suave high by Daland Chandler of Boston, with with such diversified topics as the to lows’ Home in Auburn was looking up doboro High School, class of 1929 and
BURPEE'S
binders, together with the unhappy the cooperation of O. D. Lermond. bacco situation, progress in breeding old friends here Tuesday.
very popular in the younger set.
whines and blue songs of a pair of builder of North Haven cottages, and new varieties of strawberries, apple
Their
many
friends
are
wishing
them
ROCKLAND, ME.
Wednesday and Thursday seemed
negro honeymooners, who are no less Parker Stone.
market prospects, the grain market to he unlucky days at Orff's Corner happiness.
witty, evokes a response unmistak
situation,
the
progress
of
the
gypsy
A matter of vital importance to
and the following mishaps are report
ably uproarious.
North Haven—that of improved sew moth campaign in the northeastern ed:
THE DUTY ON AUTOS
BLAKE B. ANNIE
There’s production skill evidenced erage was considered and among states, new developments in cotton
Wednesday afternoon Clyde Borne
Chiropractor
in this picture, too.
The weird, those to speak were Dr. Henry Jack- ginning, Hessian fly situation, and man while on his way after a load of Is Reduced From 25 to 10 Per.Cent By
111 Limoroek St root
blustery exteriors of the haunted son of Boston, and Frank Beverage. new studies of farm structures.
Senate Finance Committee
hay was hit hy a car at the corner
(Corner Lincoln)
house, for instance, are masterpieces Other matters of interest to the com
The day to day news of the findings near Leroy Weaver's, resulting in
6
■
Lady in att.ndanoo
of their kind. The members of the munity were discussed those speaking of agricultural scientists and new considerable damage to the rack and
The Senate Finance Committee Re
Phona TidJ
unusually large cast were selected Mrs. Wilfred Lewis, Mrs. Lillian Hop Federal services in an economic way badly frightening the horse.
Mr. publicans, engaged in amending the
Painlaaa Syatam
for their vocal abilities as well as kins, Fremont Beverage, Mr. Winlock. to farmers will be given by Dr. W. Borneman fortunately escaped with House Tariff bill, Tuesday reduced
of Adjusting
their stage presence. Charles Eaton These officers were re-elected. Presi J. Spillman; W. R. Beattie will give only slight injuries.
the duty on automobiles frem 25 to
and Helen Twelvetrees (with the de dent Rev. H. F. Huse; vice presidents the regular weekly talks for the gar
Thursday morning Irene Jones of 10 per cent, and reaffirmed their pre
lightful lisp) head the cast.—adv.
Horace M. Noyes, Robert Wheel den fans, and Mrs. Rowena Schmidt the State Highway Camps on the vious action in eliminating the ex
DR. E. L SCARLOTT
wright; secretary, Herman Crockett: Carpenter the homemakers’ period Ridge fell from a pony and broke one isting countervailing clause permit
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBsatk)
treasurer,
Lillian
Hopkins;
trustees,
chats.
ting the United States to raise its
OWL’S HEAD
of her arms.
Osteopathic Physician
Fremont Beverage, Horace M. Noyes.
Thursday evening Veilis Weaver-! motor vehicle tariff to meet foreign
Dr. Henry Jackson, Daland Chand
By Appointment—Tol. US
A TRENCH SILO
car was in collision with another one levies.
The children of George W. St. Clair ler, Mrs. Lucy Poole, Mrs. Wilfred
Rooklani
By the change, trucks valued at 36 Limerock St.
on the hill near Calvin Bragg’s. Both
entertained their father on his birth Lewis. Miss Frances Hayward.
On the farm of Ernest Garling, Me
Graduate of American School o4
cars were damaged hut nobody in less than $1,000 also would be duti
day last Wednesday by inviting him
It was voted that the president Lean county, Illinois is a trench silo
Osteopathy
able at 10 per cent, but trucks worth
for a ride of 243 miles in their car. convey to the secretary, Herman constructed on a knoll of land. It is jured.
Ixtrenzo Achorn's barn was de more than $1,000 and buses intended
In the party were Mary St. Clair. Crockett, the appreciation of the 6 feet deep, 14 feet wide and nearly 30
stroyed by lightning early Thursday to carry 10 or more persons would DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS
Florence St. Clair Dyer, Annie St. society for his loyal efforts in its feet long.
bear the 25 per cent rate.
Clair Sylvester, with Warner Lord behalf, and its heartfelt sympathy for
Because the water level is not far evening during the terrific thunder
The existing law, which the House
driving the car. In the evening when him in his illness and earnest prayer from the surface on much Illinois storm that passed over this places
Osteopathic Physician
returning to the home of Mrs. Dyer for his speedy recovery.
Chester land, a tile drain was put in. Mr. With Mr. Achorn in the barn at the bill did not change, provides a duty
they were surprised by finding others Dyer was appointed to serve as sec Garling tamps the silage thoroughly time were Alfred Jackson, Carlton of 25 per cent on all motor vehicles
396 MAIN 8Tm ROCKLAND
Mr. and the countervailing arrangement.
of the family gathered there, Includ retary pro-tem during the absence of when it Is put in. Then straw is Jackson and Richard Ralph.
Previously,
the
tariff
framers
had
Telephone
1295; Roeldonoo ttS-M
Achorn
had
just
started
for
the
house
ing Fred Tuttle. Mary Dyer. George Mr. Crockett.
spread over it. Dirt is piled on the
Dyer, George W. St. Clair, Capt. A.
With the reading and acceptance of straw. This excludes the air and and the boys standing in the doorway eliminated only the countervailing
were knocked down, Alfred and Rich clause. The cut in duty decided upon
C. Holt, Emery St. Clair, Warner St. the minutes of the meeting adjourn preserves the feed.
DR. F. B. ADAMS
Clair, Evelyn St. Clair, George F. St. ment followed. There was a represen
According to Mr. Garling. this silo ard remaining In a dazed and par Tuesday, they said, was made after
Clair. Corabelle St. Clair. The eve tative attendance on the part of the costs little to construct and the power tially paralyzed condition for some it was learned that Alvan Macauley,
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
ning was spent with cards and music. island and summer residents. Mem in cutting and filling the trench is time. By prompt action Mr. Achori> president of the Packard Motor Com Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M.
Ice cream, lemonade and two birth bership dues are being paid for the much less than with the upright managed to save his horse and cows pany and the National Automobile
Telephone 160
day cakes were part of the refresh year 1929-30. It Is the earnest hope type. In opening the silage, lie starts and most of his farming implements. Chamber of Commerce, had reversed
Attention given to Medical and
ments and best wishes were bestowed that the present large membership at one end and cleans it out as he j He has the sympathy of the corn- his position and had agreed to both
Electrical Treatment
upon Mr. St. Clair for many more may be maintained for the society goes. He used 22 acres of corn in munlty and much relief is felt that no the duty of reduction and countervail
ing clause elimination.
8J-136
happy days in life.
.means much to the community.
his trench silo last fall.—Capper’s lives were lost.

Sunday Excursions

Daily One-Day Excursions
to

BANGOR, BAB HARBOR
and BROOKLIN

steamship tines

See fine fresh displays

Short Sirloin

DAY OF THE

EASTERN

Very tender fancy quality

lb.
Top Round
a
Face Rump
a
Choice Rump

LAST

Penley’s Blue Tag
or Cudahy’s Puritan
10 to 12 lb. Average

lb. 24c 33c lb.

Filet oi Sole 21c Ih
Fiankfurts 25c lb
Swifts Fresh Made

ICE

BURPEE

Jipo

Cooked Corned Beef
25c lb.

PorkLiver“ib“19c
The
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
Co.

iCHIROPRACnt

Every-Other-Day
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How to Raise Poultry
By Dr. L. D. LcGear, V.S., St. Louis, Mo. ,

Dr. LeGear is a graduate of the Ontario
Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
year, of veterinary practice on diseases
of live stock and poultry. Eminent aui thority on poultry and stock raising.
J Nationally known poultry breeder.
Moted author and lecturer.
Article VII.

THE NEW A-B-C OF
when exposed to direct sunlight,
POULTRY RAISING however, as only the ultra-violet rays

The Question of Vitamines and Their
Value in Poultry Feeding Is cf
Paramount Importance.
Editor’s Note—This Is another story in a
series of 52 stories on poultry raising written
by the well known national poultry authority,
Dr. L. I>. Lefiear, V. S., of St. Louis. Tinentire series will appear in this paper. Our
readers are urged to read them carefully and
clip them out for future reference.

“Professor,” inquired a student in
one of our agricultural colleges, “you
say we don’t know what vitamines
are; then, how do we know there
nr© any?” “Do you know what life
is?” retaliated the instructor. When
the pupil admitted that he did not,
the professor crisply retorted, “Still,
you’re reasonably sure that you're
living, aren’t you?” In that reply lies
the key to a proper understanding of
the subject of vitamines by poultry
misers. True, we don’t know what
they are, but we know what they will
accomplish and that is th»- main thing
after alL
Of the four known vitamines, A.
B. C and D, proper understanding of
the functions of the first and fourth
is of paramount importance to ixiuitry raisers. The other two may be
ignored, as B is present fn the outer,
covering of all grains and chickens do
not seem to need vitamine G at all.
If feed is deficient in vitamine A,
a disease called nutritional roup may
develop. Mature birds affected ih
thi9 way will die in from four to
twelve months and young chicks in
from four to eight weeks. Since? feed
ing the proper ration of vitamine A
means a very considerable protec
tion against this disease, it may be
seen that a proper understanding of
the sources of this important vita
mine is something worth considering.

• * ♦ •

Vitamine A is produced in all
plants that grow in sunlight and is
stored in the part that shows a green
or yellow color at maturity. Thus
wo find it in yellow corn, the outer
leaves of cabbage, the leaves of alfal
fa and similar plants, in yellow car
rots and in sprouted oats, if they are
sprouted in the presence of enough
sunlight to insure a good green color.
Any other kind are valueless. These
are not the only sources of vitamine
A. but they are the ones principally
used in poultry feeding. Strang- Iv
enough, drying does not- affect the
vitamine content of vegetable prod
ucts, a fact which accounts for the
value of alfalfa hay, and meal, when
used for winter feeding.
Another valuable source of vita
mine A is Cod Liver Oil. When a
sufficient quantity of the products
mentioned above cannot be obtained.
Cod Liver Oil at the rate of about 2
per cent may be added to the mash to
provide the necessary vitamine A
content and also the equally valu
able vitamine I).
•Vitamine D, just mentioned, is
important because without it the
mineral elements of the fowls' ration
intended to supply bone and egg
shell will simply pass through the
system unused. In young chicks this
appears as “leg weakness” or, more
properly, rickets. Older fowls show
a similar weakness when they are no’
getting enough vitamine D. T’nej
will also lay eggs with sof: or ex
tremely thin shells. Their egg- vi'l
also provo deficient in hatching
qua’lties.
A peculiarity of vitamine D is that
it can be formed both in the feed or
in the bodies of the birds themselves

produce vitamine D nnd they cannot
pass through ordinary window glass.
The part played by ultra-violet rays
in developing this necessary vitamine
has been definitely established by
experiments in the University of
Kansas.
Hens which were kept
away from natural sunlight but ex
posed 20 minutes daily to artificially
produced ultra-violet rays laid a
normal number of eggs with satis
factory hatchability.
As previously mentioned, Cod
Liver Oil contains vitamine 1) and
if mixed in the same proportion as
recommended for supplying vitamine
A. it will supply the other one also.
The oil is not an altogether depend
able source of vitamine 1), however.
Some grades do not contain enough
of it to be of any real value. So,
whether you feed oil or not, see that
your own fowls get as much sunshine
as possible. Let them out in the
open whenever possible.
Shelter
them in the open front type of house
and keep it open as much as the
weather will permit. When the house
must he closed totally or in part, in
stead of glass use the new glass sub
stitutes, which allow the ultra violet
rays to pass through. Then your
hens will be healthy and strong.
They will lay more plentifully; then
eggs will hatch better and the chicks
will he free from many weaknesses.
Thus It appears that the subject of
vitamines is a fairly simple one, after
all.
Even if nobody does know
anything about their chemical make
up, it is easy to see how they work
and how • to utilize their valuable
properties in the proper nourishing
of the poultry flock.
(Copyright. 1929
by Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. S.)

SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Emma Bucklin of Malden.
Mass., is visiting old friends here and
in Thomaston.
M. 1‘. Orne, engineer of the yacht
Rhea, of .Stamford, Conn., who has
been here for a few days returned
Sunday.
Ernest Lermond who attends the
school at Mt. Hertnon in Northfield,
Mass., is spending his vacation with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Lermond.
Mrs. Alice Lermond and son Harry
of East Providence and Charlie Ler
mond of Hopewell' Va., are visiting
Mrs. Laura Copeland.
Mr. and Mrs. O. iA. Copeland and
Mrs. Rose Marshall (accompanied Mr.
and Mrs. L. B. Wood of Bangor tc
Friendship Sunday and made a brief
visit with Mrs. C. G. Burns.
This is quite a busy place with th<
new road being built and the re
building of W. E. Bucklin’s barn and
the sun porch on the house of Frank
Page. The barn when completed will
be one of the finest in Knox County
and is well worth inspection.

PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Gale and daughter
of Palmer. Mass., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Trussed.
Capt. and Mrs. Everett Mills of
White I^ead were visiting friends in
this place Monday.
Charles Stuart of Bath is a guest
of Mr. and Mrs Walter Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burke and son
Robert of Malden and Mrs. Chester
Fowles, who are guests of Mr. and
M;, ;. Frank Hopkins, very fortunately
escaped a serious automobile acci
dent when the brakes on Mr. Burke’s
car failed to work. The party escaped
with slight injuries but the car was
badly wrecked.

PROTECTION
Against Against Against
Burglary

Tire

Decay

Once your house is properly
painted it is insured against de
cay. Decay is just as i
•afire.
Paint, to serve its real purpose, must protect
—< pleasing effect is only a by-product Buy
your nouse paint with this thought in mind, then
you will think about quality as well as color.

I

SWP
(Skerwtn-Williama

Hoom Pabt)

Em In It the staying,

weather-resbting properties that
give • house protection. It has wonderful oovsriag
power, it holds its color and it everlastingly sticks to its
job. It Is real insurance. It insures protection from the
elements: it insures value in your property: it incase
beauty and distinction.
Thera Is a special Sherwin-Williams product far every
surface around the home—Mar-not for floors. Flat-Tone
for walls. Porch and Deck Paint for outside floors, ete.
Tell us what you want to paint and we will eell you the
best for your purpose.

Sherwin -Williams
Paints S- Varnishes
W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockland

Tel. 14

VINALHAVEN

SIX WEEKS OF PARIS

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rule. Mr. anl
Mrs. John Rule and son John and Herbert Huse of North Haven
Mr. Rodgers of Medford, Mass., are
Solving the Mysteries of
guests of Mrs. James T. Dickinson.
Miss Corn Vinal who has been the
Foreign Travel
ttutfat of Miss Helen Carton the past
week, expects to leave Saturday tor
Portland.
[Letter Number Two]
Last Sunday nt Union Church Miss Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
Nina Ames and Mrs Cora Peterson
We visited the Pantheon. This is
were received into church member the French equivalent of Westmin
ship.
Rev. Harold Gould, will ster Abbey, and contains ail the bones
preach at Union church Sunday of the great men whom France demorning at the 11.30 service. The 7 lighteth in honoring. It is a great,
o'clock service will be devoted to a cool, cavernous building with a huge
musical evening.
dome. After looking at the murals
Thad C. Carver recently sold and some of the sculpture we climbed
Green's Island to John Charles Dodds 409
steps
to
the
observation
president of Dodds’ Granite company platform atop the Dome, and Paris
of New York.
was at our feet. It was a great sight,
Mr. and Mrs. W. Adelhert Smith and Paris is great from the air.
and daughter Nathalie attended the
On another day we did the inevi
Ingerson-Kane wedding at Rockland table hy climbing Eiffel Tower. It
last Tuesday.
is 1,000 feet high and maybe it doesn't
Mrs. Alfred Headley and Mrs. L. soar into the clouds. It straddles a
Smith spent the weekend in Rockland whole acre at the base and on both
returning Monday with Mr. Headley sides is the old parade ground, made
who recently underwent an operation over into a beautifully arranged gar
for appendicitis at Knox Hospital. | den stretching away, for a kilometer.
While in the city Mrs. Smith and Mrs. I From the top «♦ could see LongHeadley were guests of Miss Sara champs. the great French race-track;
Smith and Mrs. Bertha Raymond, 117 De Bourget, and, of course, all Paris.
Limerock street and In Camden of The Place de L'Etoile, where the Arc
their sister Mrs. Etta Hall.
de Triomphe Is located, looked like a
Arlena Kossuth, a nurse at Knox great wheel with the 12 avenues In
Hospital arrived Monday for a vaca spokes. This must be the greatest
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. square in the world. Columbus Circle
Willis Kossuth.
in New York is nothing in compari
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Roberts of son.
• « • •
Southbridge, Mass., are guegts of his
parents. Postmaster and Mrs. F. L.
A guide showed us the location of
Roberts.
the Guillotine at the Place de !a
Mr. and Mrs. Chancy Wheeler and Concorde (it must have received its
laughter of Roston are at Rock Cot name from other associations). He
tage guests of Miss Carrie Pendleton. also told us that there were 10,000
Summer sale at Fiflelds store be cross pieces in the tower; that it
gins Friday, Aug. 9.
swayed three inches in the wind, and
The Roy Scouts and Scoutmaster that the flag has to he replaced every
Archie Reggs are invited to take part three days. On the ground, paradox
n field day, which is to be held at ically enough. Is a slab of marble 10
North Haven the latter part of this feet high in memory of M. Eiffel the
month. Stonington, Vinalhaven and builder. It costs 40 cents to go up.
North Haven are to be represented.
When we came down we went over
Sports and Scout activities will make to the Palais d'Invalides where Napo
up the program.
leon is, to all intents and purposes,
Thursday night at 6.45 volley bail buried. After paying the fee we
will he played at the playgrflund, be were entitled to pay homage to
tween Union Church and Latter Day Fiance's greatest hero. The tomb is
Saints church. Men. women, boys placed in the center of a great sunken
ind girls are invited to take part.
circle so that one looks down upon
Miss Doris Clifford who has been t. This with the Eiffel Tower com
attending summer school at New- pletes the neck exercises for the day.
Hampshire University is expected
Saturday we visited Notre Dame.
home Saturday.
This was actually free, although a fee
The following spent the day at Sun is charged for climbing the tower. It
set cottage Aug. 4: D. H. Glidden, Mr. is a magnificent church, unlike any
ind Mrs. E. L. Glidden. Mr. and Mrs. thing I ever saw. A funeral was in
1. H. Carver, daughter Ernestine, son progress but this proved no hindrance
Keith, Miss Lillian Raker, Mr. and to the other "rubberneckers," so we
Mrs. Joseph Kittredge, Mrs. Guy went in too. Sunday is like any other
Peasley, Miss Fay Coburn, Everett day here as it is in New York.
Billings, Arthur Caldefwood, Mr. and
While walking along the Seine
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett. Avis Johnson, bookstalls on the way to the Louvre
••’lora Nason. Mrs. Anne Haskell.
we -had a queer experience. These
Don't forget the Legion dance at bookstalls contain everything from
the net factory tonight, Thursday. trash to the finest literature in all
Prizes will be given away. Music by languages. We were looking them
;he Fakers.
over when suddenly wc noticed “Tales
Capt. Ira Smith of New Orleans of Bowdoin" by John Clair Minot. It
trrived recently to spend a vacation was like seeing your next door neigh
n town with his family.
bor whom you thought was traveling
Mrs. Fronia Wonson of Gloucester, in Africa!
• • • •
Mass., is in town.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. George Cal-"
At the Louvre we saw The Mona
ahan have keen her sister Mrs. Cora Lisa, the Victory of Samothrace,
Lombard of North Yarmouth and Venus de Milo and the originals of
niece Betty Greenlaw. Mrs. Lombard's many other great works of art. The
daughter, Mrs. Catherine Beers of Louvre is the largest building in the
Boston and baby, Mrs. L. L. Calla world, and it will take a long time to
han of Rockland and daughter Reu- see it all. We are going back tomor
'ah. with friend Lena May Mahoney row.
of Rockland.
The Fete National was in progress
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nickerson and over the weekend, and the streets
■ton Ivan returned Monday from were thronged with people. (France's
Rockland.
Fourth of July). The cafes were
W. Y. Fossett and Eugene Loud packed and there were any number
were in Rockland Mtonday.
of street dances. Sunday evening
Capt. and Mrs. W. P. Greenlaw are there was a grand display of fire
entertaining Mrs. Arthur Balcon and works all along the Seine. There were
son Vaughn of Lynnfield. Mass. Nor actually millions of people along the
man Belcon is expected to arrive quay watching them. It was a great
soon.
sight.
Mrs. Mary Kane and daughters
Oh, Yes!
Sunday afternoon we
Ruth and Bessie of Pontiac, R. 1., are went to the free matinee at the Opera.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Inger ‘Romeo and Juliet’’ was presented,
son.
and we enjoyed it very much in spite
Mrs. Allard Sprague and daughter of the French, the heat and having
Dorothy, who have been guests of to stand. Between acts the whole
her mother Mrs. Marietta Winslow company sang the Marseillaise. It
'.eft Tuesday for Brockton, Mass.
was great and certainly appreciated.
The church fair and lawn party The people applauded to an encore.
netted $91.
Imagine that in America. The French
Walter H. Ingerson and daughter are certainly emotional and patriotic.
Allegra were in Rockland Tuesday to
We have a lot more to see in Paris
ittend the Ingerson-Kano wedding.
and not enough money to see much
«...
outside. We are going to Versailles.
Ingerson-Kane
Rouen and Rheims, anyway. There
A wedding of interest to many In are things enough to keep me busy
wn took place at St. Bernard's writing all night but I'm afraid you’d
Church, Rockland Tuesday morning get behind in your sleep, too. if I did.
it 9 o’clock, when I.ona, daughter of
Herbert W. Huse
Paris, Aug. 1
•Ir. and ijrs. Sidney Ingersoll of
Vinalhaven was united in marriage to
lohn Kane, son of Mrs. Mary Kane
NEW HARBOR
if Pontiac, R. I., Rev. Father Flynn
Mr. and Mrs. Atwood Cunningham
jfllciated at the nuptial mass. They
and daughter Geraldine of Brighton,
were attended by Miss Meta Inger- Mass, are guests of his mother Mrsi
ton, sister of the bride, and Chester E. A. McFarland.
Durfee of Auburn, R. I. brother-inDr. Carl D. Hutchinson of Augusta
aw of the groom. The bridal party
ntered the church to the strains of with his son and mother are spend
Mendelssohn’s wedding march. The ing a week at^thelr cottage here.
One of the Curtiss planes from
•ride, one of Vinalhaven's most
■harming young ladies, was very at- Rockland was at the Harbor Thurs
ractive in a gown of white georgette day taking up passengers. Mr. and
and lace over white satin, with pic- Mrs. Walter McFarland, Dr. Carl
ure hat, and carried bride's roses and Hutchinson and son, William Loud
sweet peas. The bridesmaid wore and Isaac McFarland were among
sun-tan georgette and carried an arm those who enjoyed a trip through the
bouquet of orange snap dragons. The air.
Mr .and Mrs. M. F. McFarland
marriage ceremony was followed by a
reception at the church and wedding with a party of 16 friends attended
the Sparks circus at Rockland.
breakfast at the Copper Kettle.
A large crowd attended the dance
Mrs. Kane is a graduate of Vinal
haven High School, also cf Farming- at Salt Pond Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Churchill of
ton Normal School. She has taught
in town and at Watertown, Mass., Camden spent the weekend with Mr.
also at Pontiac. R. I. The groom is a and Mrs. M. F. McFarland.
man of fine personality and is in the
Mrs. John Collins and son John
Radio husinass at Pontiac. They left Collins are guests at the Gosnold
for a honeymoon trip to the White Arms for the month of August.
Mountains and later will be located
Mrs. Stiles and family of New York
at Eden Park. Auburn, R. 1., where a are occupying Capt. Tom Brackett's
newly furnished home awaits them. house for the summer.
Among those who attended the
Donald Cummings of Rockland was
wedding were: Mrs. Mary Kane. Ruth in town Thursday on business.
Kane. Bessie Kane, Mrs. Chester
Miss Dorothy Symonds of Glou
Durfee, Miss Durfee of Pontiac, R. I.: cester, Mass., is at home with her
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Ingerson, Meta parents Mr. and Mrs. Walter Symonds
Ingerson. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wins'- for a month.
low, sons Colon and Wyvern, Mr. and
Wallace Page of Augusta with his
Mrs. W. Adelhert Smith and daugh mother and sister are occupying Mrs.
ter Nathalie. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Savage's cottage for two weeks.
Claytor, Margaret Winslow, Allegra
Mrs. Willis Gilbert who has been
ingerson. Mrs. Addie Bucklin of this quite III is now able to be out ant
town; Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Roberts. her friends are very pleased to see her
Mrs. Faustina Roberts. Miss Anna around again.
Coombs of Rockland; Mrs. Allard
Miss Alice Rivers of Cushing is
Sprague and daughter Dorothy of
visiting her sister Mabel at Hillcrest
Brockton, Mass.
Farm for a few days.
Mrs. Jane Holden and friend of
BURKETTVILLE
Everftt, Mass., arrived Monday to
Miss Annie Grinnell of New York spend a few days at Elder Cove cot
is spending her vacation at Charles tage.
Grinnell's.
Rev. Richard Shields and family of
Mrs. Irvin Turner has been visit New Jersey are occupying Richmond
ing relatives In Rluehill the past Lodge for the season.
week.
Mrs. Will Carter nnd son of Port
STARRETT-SPEAR FAMILIES
land have been guests of her parents,
The fiftieth annual reunion of the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Turner.
Starrett-Spear families will he he’d
Several from this vicinity are em at Reunion Grove Farm. Warren,
ployed in the blueberry factory in Aug. 15.
Union.
95-97
Bertha A. Starrett, Sec.
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A GOOD SWAP

Ray Dow Gets Majestic Mas

terpiece In Exchange For
Scrub Ball
Ray L. Dow, 30-year-old West Aina
dairy farmer, proudly led into his
farm last Friday “'Majestic Master
piece,” a member of one of the oldest
and most aristocratic families of
Europe. In his place a dispirited,
dejected looking quadruped was car
ried away and given a free ride
around northern and eastern Maine.
This strange transition is the re
sult of one phase of the Maine Cen
tral Railroad’s efforts to stimulate
progressive agriculture in Maine by
the object lessons displayed on its
Special Livestock and Farm Devel
opment Train, which spent two hours
at the Wiscasset station on Aug. 2.
Majestic Masterpiece is a son of
an imported bull by the famous
Scotch sire, 'Hobsland Victory. His
dam. Majestic Dot, has a record of
493.6 pounds of fat from 11,123
pounds of milk as a three-year-old
with an average test of 4.4% for an
entire year. At full maturity she
should produce 600 pounds of fat in
a year.
These dissimilar animals were
traded even, the Maine Central hav
ing purchased the good young bull
for that purpose, as one of the
dozen or more it is disposing of in
the same manner in other counties of
the State as an object lesson for
more profitable dairy methods.
Ray L. Dow, the lucky Lincoln
County farmer who got the bull op
erates a 113-acre farm at West Aina
in the town of Wiscasset and chose
Ayrshires 'because he believes they
are hardy and active foragers, bet
ter adapted to local conditions than
ttu* other breeds. Interest In Ayr
shires is growing in this section,
states County Agent Wentworth of
Rockland, who declares Majestic
Masterpiece will be the only pure
bred bull in this vicinity.
Three hundred and ninety-one vis
itors interested in agriculture in
spected the Maine Central Livestock
Train during its stops at Wiscasset
and Warren and discussed their
problems with experts from the Uni
versity of Maine and the State De
partment of Agriculture.
The Maine Central Railroad, ac
cording to Industrial and Agricul
tural Agent William G. Hunton, in
charge of the train, believes that it is
in ecf nomic partnership with the
farmers along its lines. If they arc
prosperous the Railroad will share
in their prosperity. The Livestock
Special is based upon this idea and
operated for the purpose of carry
ing all over the State a trainload of
ideas on how to farm more profitably.

RAZORV1LLE
Mrs. Ilda Russell and daughter
Lillian of Warren are at her place
here for the season. Miss Russell
has been at the hospital in Portland
for an operation and will remain here
for several months recuperating.
She has been a teacher at the school
for- deaf mutes several years.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Danforth
were in town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Smith and fami
ly of Warren were visitors in town
over Sunday.
The next session of Trinity Union
will be at South Somerville, Aug. 11.
All are cordially invited.
A party of clam diggers went to
Dtitch Neck Sunday: Ralph Hibbert
and family, Winfield Savage and
family, Alex Kilgore and family.
Leslie Savage and family, Alton Hib
bert, Fred Jorifcs, Merle Marr and
Frances made up the party.
Charles Bowman and sons of Au
gusta were in town recently visiting
Mrs. Rid ph Bowman.
Rev. Henry Ulmer visited the Sun
day school at Washington Sunday
and also attended Pomona Grange
Saturday
Mrs. Loomis who has been in Bos
ton returned home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Jones of Port
land spent the weekend with Mis
Lydia Jones.
Mrs. Edith Overlook visited Mrs.
Lina Bartlett -(Thursday.
W. C. Lessner visited friends at
Augusta last week.
Mrs. Will Leigher and Mrs. Forest
Chapman recently visited Mrs. Lydia
Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hibbert of
Middletown, Conn., are at their farm
for a vacation.
Irvin Hibbert of Windsor, Vt.. is
visiting his mother, Mrs. Clara Hib
bert.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hibbert and
children John and Teddy of Medfield.
Mass., are in town for their annual
visit with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bradstrcct have
returned to town and are spending
the season at Mrs. Georgia Bowman’s.
Miss Bernice Light of Augusta is
passing her vacation with her aunt.
Mrs. Bowman.
Friends of Mrs. Nora Cunningham
are sorry to learn of her recent acci
dent caused hy jumping from a wagon
as the horse fell. She received in
juries to her hip.
Herbert and Edward Prescott are
cutting the hay on Mrs. Nora CampbeR’S farm.

Six pure bred dairy bulls purchased by the Maine Central Railroad from the University of Maine and traded
even with farmers around the State for the poorest scrub County Agents could locate in their respective territories
Robert Cunningham, Simon Turner
and Maud Gleason, made a visit to
Megunticook Lake last Sunday and
Leon Faxon of Plasftow, N. H., enjoyed a fine outing. Their picnic
was guest Saturday and Sunday of dinner, however, was rudely inter
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham, re rupted by a smart thunder shower.
turning home Monday with Mrs
Faxon who had been visiting her par
Maurice Lenfest, George Lenfest
ents, for a week.
and sister Mrs. Sewell McCartney of
An automobile party Including Mr. Somerville. Mass., were weekend
and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham. Mr. and guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Leon Faxon of New Hampshirt, M. W. Lenfest. Mrs. McCartney will
W. A. Palmer, Donald Cunningham, remain for a few days’ visit.:

NORTH WASHINGTON

Oogr., Cats, or Baby Chicks

Immaculate
S. & H. ICE CREAM BRICKS
AND CONFECTIONS
SUNDAES AND COLLEGE ICES
SALADS, SANDWICHES
STEWS. LIGHT LUNCHES
PIES AND FANCY PASTRY

Visit and Lunch at the
SPA
Restful, Beautiful, Healthful

vj

Each week—another discovery in

Frosty Deliciousness
IN THE NEW FRO-JOY 2-FLAVOR PINT PACKAGE
HAT? velvet creaminess, what Let Fro-joy climax a very special din
smooth joy come triple- ner party. It does this superbly. The
trucness of its flavors never
wrapped and tight-sealed in the mellow
new
fail to tempt and re-tempt sensation
Fro-joy 2-flavor pint packages!
Just taste it! Isn’t the first spoonful seeking palates. Serve it as a frosty
a revelation in deliciousness? Doesn’t surprise to guests who "just dropped

W

it tell you the refreshing story of fine
country cream, of fresh fruits and
berries, of swe ct nut meats, of mellow
flavorings?
Now do you wonder that so many

in for a moment!’’ And never forget
that Fro-joy contains a wealth of

hostesses look to Fro-joy and its fas

energy! Where there’s a Fro-joy sign
... there’s a Fro-joy dealer. And there
are Fro-joy dealers in every neighbor

cinating, ever-novel flavor combina
tions (chcsen each week by Alice
Bradley, you know) for their inspi
ration?

"Youth Units” ... those nourishing
vitamins and mineral salts which
make robust bodies and happy, young

hood. Find yours today.

w
This week the new Fro-joy 2-jlavor pint package contains

STRAWBERRY AND MACAROON BISQUE

S’
'5*.

ROBBINS FAMILY

The 43d annual reunion of the
Robbins family will be held Tues
day, Aug. 20. at the home Hampton
Robbins in Union. All are welcome
95-96
Mary F. Robbins, Sec.
GILCHREST FAMILY

The Gilchrest family will hold its
annual reunion Aug. 15 in the Grang<
hall at St. George.
95-97 Emma Gilchrest, Secretary
HE DIDN’T PLAY FAIR

An Italian had hired himself to a
farmer to shook oats. He had' been
warned of rattlesnakes, but had been
told that the snake gave a signal be
fore striking. He lifted a bundle from
a coiled rattler, which struck at him
viciously, but missed.
“You sona gunna,” said Salvatore
“you no ringa da bell.”
Life of linoleum can be lengthened]
consideralbly hy giving it a good coat)
of varnish occasionally.

11

A new exterminator that can be used about
the home, barn, or poultry yard with safety
as it contains no deadly poison. One can
mixes 100 pieces of bait. Hundreds of testi
monials. Sold on a Money "Back
Guarantee. All druggists. 75* and $2.

Chisholm’s Spa

BILLS FAMILY

The annual reunion of the Bills
family will be held at Oakland Park
Wednesday, Aug. 14. If stormy, the
first pleasant day thereafter.
Hattie M. Robinson, Sec.
Warren
95-It

KILLS-RATS-ONLY
Won’l Kill Livestock, Poultry,

1
CREAM
CHOCK-FULL OF “YOUTH UNITS"’

41

THOMASTON

"ERSTWHILE SUSAN"

In Everybody’s Column___

CART. J. W. WALLACE

MILLER’S GARAGE
’Now, if you
could only do
this to a Used
Caur, doc/"

MILLER’S GARAGE

but- now residents of were beautb'ul and tho fair a sue-

Lost and Found

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
i/>ST hi Rockland or between Rockland
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times nml 4'atnden woman’s black flat purse con
fer 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each tabling money and railroad tickets. Howard.
f.-r one time, 10 cents for three times. 81x Notify THE COURIER GAZETTE OFFICE.
94*lt
words make a line.

George w. Dowiin of Thomaston Adelyn Bushnell To Appear San Francisco Paper Pays a

and
D°W“" "’*• ’ In New Role—A Popular
Tribu.e To Fomer ThornPortland have returned to their
homes after an extended motor trip
aston Man
Play
which included Springfield. Mass.,
where they were guests of Mr. and
There was reAntly noted in this
“Erstwhile Susan,'* the comedy in
Mrs. Elmer Lane; Albany, N. Y..
down the famous Storm King High which Adelyn Bushnell and MJrshall paper the death of Capt. J. W. Wal
way, to West Point, New York city. Bradford will be seen at Watts halt. lace in San Francisco. The deceased
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wash Thomaston, Aug. 14 and 13, for the
ington, where they visited the White benefit of the Thomaston Nurse Asso was a former Thomaston resident,
House. Capitol, the beautiful Con ciation. is an unusual combination of and nephew of the late Dr. J. E.
gressional Library and many other homey, natural atmosphere with the Walker. A writer in a Ban Francisco
places of interest. On the return quaint and amusing dddities of paper pays this tribute:
they were at the wonderful dam over Pennsylvania German life. The part
'"On the ebb tide early yesterday
the Susquehannah river which is the Miss Bushnell plays was originated
•second largest in the world and sup by Mrs. Fiske, w ho gave it with great morning went the soul of a true son
plies light and power for Philadelphia. success throughout the larger cities of Old Mother Ocean, out through
They also made a stay in New Lon of the country a few seasons ago, and the Gate to sign the eternal log-book.
don and Providence. The trip cov presents a marked contrast to any
ered over 1.600 miles. 'In all the states other rol^ which Miss Bushnell has Capt. John W. Wallace died In the
traveled through they found rain very done about here and to the genera! St. Francis Hospital. All along the
much needed and especially in New run of star parts. The play contains waterfront flags were at half-mast
Y'ork state where the wells and rivers a large number of good character in deference to the passing of a man
were very dry.
roles for the strong amateur cast who not only exemplified the spirit
J. Walter Conrad and Mrs. Conrad that Miss Bushnell has assembled.
of Everett, Ma’ss., who have 'been
The action takes place in the home of the sea in his life but as port comvisiting Mr. and Mrs. Luther Clark —if you can call it a home—of Barna n ander for the Bar Pilots' Associa
have returned to their home.
by Dreary, a well-to-do but churlish tion for more than 16 years conduct
Mrs. Oscar Gould is spending the farmer, who rules his grown-up ed an organization which became the
month of August at Hartley Watts', family with a stern hand. Especially criterion for all ports of the world.
Melrose. Mass.
“The sem of a similarly grand char
the sweet little 17-year-o!d daugh
Mrs. Luther Clark anfl 1 3 others ter. Barnabctta, is kept grimly down acter, Capt. George Wallace, who
attended a reunion of the Gould fam to a constant round of toil; “Pop preceded his son to the final voyage
ily last Sunday in Farmington Falls don't feel fer females running." qr by little more than a year, Capt,
at the home of Mrs. Ernest Buker. having pretty clothes, or amusements, John climbed through the hawse
The eldest person present was 75 or education.
pipe and was striding his own poop
years; the youngest five months.
The only relief she has to look for as master when he was 21 years old.
The local chapter of O.E-S. sent a ward to is to be handed over to Abel
"He was born in San Francisco.
good number Tuesday to the Knox Buchter, a suitor of, her father's 57 years ago. He went to school here
County field day gathering at Glen- choice, whose merit in Barnaby's and then signed up with his father
cove. Those attending from here eyes is that he will inherit a good as apprentice seaman on the ship J.
were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hallowell. property; and even for this she must B. Walker. Although his father and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Slader. Mr. and
wait tiU father has picked out “our mother lived aft, young John never
Mrs. Charles Knights, Mrs. Blanche
third" to fill the daughter's place as came up the break ladder to the
Vose, Arthur IHateh, 'Mrs. Wiliam
poop unless lie was ordered there for
household drudge.
Gilchrest, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lunt,
But just here the domestic tyrant work and kept his place in the fore
and guest, Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Jones,
meets his Wlaterloo, for the matri castle under the rigid discipline of
Mrs. Dora Maxey, Mrs. Bussell Davis,
monial bureau in w hich he grudging those days.
Miss Edna Hilt and Mrs. Willis
ly risks his two dollars and a haff
Spear.
“Just as soon as his age permitted
puts him in touch with Miss Juliet
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Beal (EdMiller, lady elocutionist and lecturer Wallace was qualified to take* out
nah 'Spear) of Phillips are receiv
on “women's rights and energetics," master's papers, which he did and
ing congratulations upon the birth of
who proves to have an excellent eye when his father came ashore to be
a son, Aug. 1.
for her own rights and plenty of a bar pilot he took over command
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lunt and
of the ship and sailed her between
guest Mrs. Adams have returned from energy in maintaining them, in spite here and Liverpool with grain, back
of her high-flown romantic language.
a trip to the White Mountains.
to New York and around the Horn
Mrs. Frank McNeil and daughter What happens when these two forci
with general cargo.
Dolores are in Newburyport, called ble natures clash, with complications
“As the swelling bunts of top
added by the "tony" young lawyer.
there by the illness of a daughter.
Judge Jordan, and by Jacob Dreary's gallant sails gave way to the force
'Mrs. Lena Merry has returned from
dark suspicions of Juliet's mysteri of steam, Wallace decide’d on a steam
Beverley, Mass., where she was called
ous past, makes a story with plenty of ticket and went as mate with the
by the death of her father.
late Capt. Clem. Randall on the old
Arthur Brasier of Portland is dramatic or appealing moments set George W. Elder, plying coastwise.
spending his vacation with his par in steadily amusing dialogue.
After getting his steam ycket he was
The cast follows:
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William J. Bra
Marshall Bradford elected to the pilot's association and
Barnaby Dreary,
sier, Brooklyn Heights.
Charles Surrett in 1913 was made port commander.
Dreary.
Miss Marian Miller is visiting her Jacob
William Manning
Emanuel Dreary,
"His quiet diplomacy and ability
Ralph Chester
aunt, Miss Agnes Miller, in Portland. Abel Buchter.
John Creighton. Jr. to handle men enabled Whliace to
Mrs. June Creighton is visiting her Judge David Jordan,
Marshall Bradford steer the association into a state of
Marsh.
cousin, Mrs. Lucille Hall, in Water Robert
Albert Elliot efficiency that has been the delight
Absalom Punta,
ville.
John Cimptell
Joseph Yoder.
Forest Stone of ship masters from all over the
Dr. A. E Kincaid of Newport. N. H. Abe Wackernagt'l.
world.
Juliet Miller (Erstwhile Susan).
is the guest of Mrs. Lucy Lilley.
Adelyn Bushnell
"Capt, Wallace was a man of
There will be no preaching services Barnabetta Dreary
Elizabeth Creighton gigantic strength. It was said of
Gladys Doherty
at the Baptist Church the next two ltamah Schwankfelder
Kay Turner him that in his younger days he did
Bundays. Bunday school will be held Mrs. Winthrop,
Katherine Creighton not knout" how strong he was.
He
Alice Winthrop.
as usual.
May Gould could chip himself easily with either
Helen Meredith.
Waldo Gillchrest of Washington. Em Wackernagel,
Alice Felt
Kathryn Scott hand. But twenty-five years ago he
D. C., arrived Tuesday and is the Jennie Getz,
was opernted dn for appendicitis
guest of his sister, Mrs. John Stackand was more or less in poor health
pole.
Braintree. Mass., are visiting rela since. His death followed a long and
Mr. and Mrs. Marioh Miller and son tives at Ingraham Hili. Rockland,,
trying Illness. Capt. Wallace is sur
James of Providence were guests during their two weeks' vacation.
vived by his mother, his widow and
Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. N. F. An
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Linscott re a daughter."
drews.
turned to Portland the first of tho
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sawyer and week.
Miss Margaret Ross of Quincy, Mass.,
Mrs. Howard Bachelder and chil cess in every way. Dancing was enspent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. dren of Weymouth. Maas.. are visit joyed.
Mr. and 5frs. Charles Claxton of
Trumatj Sawyer.
ing Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Spear.
James Mathews of New Cumber
Mrs. F. L. Packard and son Rob Philadelphia. Pa., are at Lake Meland. Pa., was an attendant at the ert of Montclair, N. J., are visiting guntlcook.
Baptist fair on the Mall Wednesday, (her parents, Rev. and Mrs. H. M. Pur
Tile Gladys Klark Stock Co., is at
the Opera Horse three nights this
Mr. Mathews is one of Thomaston's rjngton, at the Baptist parsonage.
formerly best known young men.
Rev. C. D. Taul and family with week, Thursday, Friday and Satur
Miss Noyes of Cambridge, Mass., relatives are at "The Vinwold," fdd* daT.
Russell Rich i- spending two weekis the guest of her friend, Mrs. Susan Orchard Beach, for a part of his va
with his mother, Mrs. A. W. Rich, Elm
Strout.
cation.
Mrs. V°uis Tainter of New York is
"The Knock at the Doer” will be street.
Ralph Thomas of Detroit. Mich., i
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Aurelia Col- the subject of the sermon Sunday
laniore and Mrs. Charles H. Wash morning at the Baptist church. There visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
will be special music. At the evening Frank J. Thomas.
burn.
Allen Clark of Portland is with his service the thought will be "Life's
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Cafeteria." These will be community
The home of yesterday used to be
services and all are invited. Last a sanctuary and a veritaBW- haven
Clark.
Sunday
morning
the
service
was
en

Mr. and Mrs. John Baker of Boston
spiritual refuge, but today it is hard
are visiting their daughter. Mrs. riched by a beautiful solo by Chester ly more than a human 'filling station
O.
Wyliie
and
a
closing
number
by
Bowdoin Grafton, for two weeks.
—Walter Maier.
Under the most favorable condition .the quartet,
the fair of the Ladies' Circle of the | Mr. and Mrs. Edwin 1 . Teague ot
Baptist church and Beta Alpha was ,,al( Hill, Warren entertained at a
held Wednesday on the Mall. The family dinner party Aug. 5 the foledlbles, confections, manufactured lowing: 1 heir daughter. Miss Lue> O.
articles and grabs found ready mar Teague of Cranford. N. J.; their son
ket, thereby replenishing the treas and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Henry D.
uries of the two organizations inter Teague of Machias; Mr. Teague's
ested. The net receipts were $168.66. brother and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
The fairs held on the Mall furnish a liam M. Teague of Canaan. Conn
his aunt. Mrs. Ida Libby of Walden:
good opportunity for people to meet
his sister. Miss Bertha D. Teague of
and exchange greetii^s.
Warren; his sister and husband, Mr,
The barn on the recently purchased and Mrs. Herbert Clark of Sanford
Frank B. Hills property is being torn and their grandson Earl Clark. They
down to clear the site for the Knox also
entertained
recently
Mrs.
Memorial building.
Teague's sister and husband. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hansen and son Mrs. Charles Barnes of Washington
RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
William of Fayetteville, N. Y., friends D. C„ and another sister, Mrs
Telephone 692-M
of Miss Hilda fleorge, who have had Charles Jackson of Lewiston.
rooms at W. F. Sullivan's, have re
turned home.
CAMDEN
Fales Circle. Ladies of the G.A.B.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Marshall and
will have a box lunch meeting at Oak
Grove Cabins, Aug. 14. There will children of Laconia, X. H., are a
their cottage at Lake Megunticook.
also be a short busineSs session.
John McGrath has arrived from
Boston and is at his home on Virginia
About the Fair
avenue.
The work of preparation for the
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Grant and
Legion Fair goes on. It Is most en children of East Grange, X. J., are
couraging that already generous con spending a few days in town.
tributions are coming in. in response
Miss Ina Allen of Thomaston is
to the appeal sent out earlier by the visiting Miss Alice Hanson, Hosmer’s
committee. Friends of the town arc Pond.
emphatic in their expressions of ap
Mr. and Mrs. William Tyler and
proval of the object for which the Dr. Sarah Wetherbee are at NorthWilliams-Brazieir Post is working. port for two weeks.
Miss Barbara Emery is visiting hei
A public library building has been a
long recognized need in the town and aunt. Mrs. C. A. Hanscom at Bar
with so much interest among former Harbor for a few days.
Mrs. Fred Gilchrist of Sanford is
Thomaston citizens, and such devo
We do it—with every used car
tion and energy in the town. It looks the guest of Mrs. Emily Jagels, Elm we offer. Recondition it—mrfc.;ng
street.
as if success was fast approaching,
it just like new onco more. You
Miss Orinda Perkins of Bath
and certainly that the 1929 fair will
ought to buy one.
equal if not surpass that ot 1928. spent the weekend with Mrs. Willis
Rodney Brazier has had a number Pitcher.
Miss Persia Wilson of Boston is
of automobile banners to distribute.
All members of the post and the visiting her sister Miss Bertha Wil
1928 Buick Sedan
auxiliary are urged to procure one son. Chestnut street.
Miss Marjorie Coombs of Boston is
and help out the advertising. The
1928 Chevrolet Coupe
lecen.1 and the banner runs “Legion a guest of her aunt Mrs. George
Fair, Thomaston, August 21." How Mixer. Mountain street,
1928 Ford Sport Coupe
The dances at the Yacht Club given
about sending in that half yard of
cretonne to the Girl Scouts for those by the regatta committee are being
1927 Chevrolet Sedan
fir pillows? And remember that Mrs. greatly enjoyed and with large at
tendance.
Margaret Stewart needs a lot of per
1927 Chrysler Sedan
Henry Beverage of the Press Her
cale, etc., right away, in order to ald staff in Portland is visiting his
finish the aprons for the fair!
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Beverage.
1926 Essex Coach
Sea street. Mr. Beverage is on the
WARREN
regatta committee.
1926 Ford Coupe
James Ingraham of Boston is vis
Mr and Mrs. James Steadman of
1926 Oakland Coach
Bridgton were visiting friends in iting relatives in town.
J. H. Hobbs is on a business trip
Warren Tuesday.
to
Hartford,
Conn.
Mrs. J. B. Pearson and Mrs. Gene
Mrs. Alfred E. Itowe of Portland is
vieve Pearson of Winchester. Mass.,
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. a guest of Mrs. Frank Wilbur.
Alvah Anderson has returned from
F. E. Mathews. Mrs. J. B. Pearson
returned to her home Monday hut a trip to Xew Bedford, Mass.
27 RANKIN ST.
ROCKLAND
The annual bazaar of St. Thomas
Mrs. Mathews' daughter remains for
parish was held Tuesday afternoon at
Telephone 692-M
s lunger visit.
Mr Jhd Mrs. Justin Ames, former- the Camden Yacht Club. The tables

Ijf of
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LOST—Number plate. No. X26216 and tall
light between Rankin block and Hart’s store.
Highlands. W. 51. SAWYER. 690 Old County
94
NOTICE- This Is to notify berry pickers Io road. Tel. 857-It.
keen (Iff the 1A1EHY ST. CLAIR land at Owl's
LOST—In Camden July 80, a large diamond
Head.
94-M ring set In platinum. Liberal reward for its
return and no questions asked. Please re
turn to or notify COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE.
Wanted
94*96

Notice To Berry Pickers

on COATS
AH Remaining Summer Coats Reduced
to Half Price. Three Prices—

$5.00 $10.00
$15.00
ONE RACK OF

WANTED Experienced table girl at OWL’S
HEAD LXN. Tel. 385-4.
95-97
WANTED? Young Finnish girl fur home
work, no washing. Tel. 968 or call at 10
BEECH ST.
95*97
WANTED At once, some long li&lred kit
tens. Write or telephone 293-W. DELIA
YORKE. Rockland.
95-97
WANTED To rent or buy small farm not
more than one mile from grade schools In
Thomaston. R. A. L., R. F. D., 124 Waldoboro.
95*97
WANTED Kitchen girl woman or hoy at
OWL’S HEAD IXN. Tel. 885-4.
95*97
WANTED Position as mother's helper; can
do crocheting. E. M. SHERMAN, 11 Knowl
ton 'St.
95-97
WANTED- Chauffeur’s position h.v young
man. Sound experience, good mechanic, best
of references. Accustomed to Massachusetts
driving. Available immediately. TEL. 1-8
Warren.
94-96
WANTED —Girl at ORRIS COOK’S. Friend
ship.
________ 94-99
WANTED Small lambs or thin sheep. State
price. JOHN MORRIS. SR.. Long Cove. Tel.
11-21, Tenant’s Harbor.
93-tf
WANTED—An experienced chamber maid
at once. HOTEL ROCKLAND.
98-95
WANTED Chamber-maid: elderly woman
preferred. BRUNSWICK APTS., 204 Main
St. *
93-95
WANTED- At once ivousekeeper.
Write
P. O. BOX 243, Thomaston, Me.
94*96
WANTED—Experienced braided rug makers.
Home work.
Dept 5. OLD SPARHAWK
MILLS, South Portland. Me.
91*96

1

For Sale
FOR SALE New six room bungalow on
Thomas St., Camden, \ ith garage, electric
lights, running water, stone fireplace, cement
ed cellar.
Price $1800’ if takerf at ortce.
CARLE BEOS. Camden. Tel. 18-11. Lincoln
ville. Me.
95-97
FOR SALE One Dodge Graham truck, 1%
ton capacity, mechanically perfect, excellent
rubber. A bargain at $325.
One 19245 Dodge sedan. A bargain at $390.
'One 1923 Ford % ton truck. Price $47.
One Ford touring car, $25.
One 1921 Dodge touring car, $65. CARLE
BROS., Camden, Me. Tel. 18-11, Lincoln
ville, 'Me.
95-97

FDR SALE Nine room house, barn, garage
and store, 15 acres early land, spring water,
located on Route 132, good chance for filling
station and over night camps, price $1800.
L. A. THURSTON Rockland. Tel. 1159.
05-97
FOR SALE— Farms, house lots, cottage
sites, some at great bargains, k A. THURS
TON, Tel. 1159.
_______________ 95-97
"FOR SALE- Twelve ft. row boat, price $35,
also new and second-hand outboard motors.
L. A THURSTON. Tel. 115!>,
95-97
FOR SALE- Flat mandolin and music rack,
cost $25. will sell for $15, good as new. E.
H. PHILBRICK, Sea View Filling 'Station,
Camden.
95*97

A SPECIAL SALE, as I am forced to raise
money.
Pure apple cider vinegar, full
strength, five years old. delivered. 1 or 2 gab.
35 cents per gal., 3 gals. $1.00, 5 gals. $1.50.
Or at vinegar plant, Simonton farm. West
1 Rockport. 25 cents per gal. 1 guarantee my

Summer Cottages
and Board
0

ln keep your pirkiea. Get your vine-

gar at once and save money. Drop a card If
■you want It delivered. Also one threshing
machine at a bargain, one 8 h. p. gasoline
engine, furnace, stoves, beds, tables, antiques,
30 days’ sale.
JAMBS II. SBMONTON.
R. F. IE. Rockhftid.
95-tf
FOR SALE- Grave lot in Sea View ceme
tery. very low price. JOHN C. BRIDGES. 108
Obi County Rd.
95*97
FOR SALE—Glenwood range with coil, used
1% years, also oil stove In good condition.
"5 BROADWAY. Tel. 278-M.
94*96
FOR SALE- AVhite Russian Semoyde female
dog- Tel 885 4, OWL'S HEAD INN. 95*97
FOR SALE—Six antique spool beds, also
four post maple bed. OWL'S HEAD INN.
Tel. 385-4.
95*97
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
Regular $15 and $12.50 dresses reduced to
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
shies, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
clear at $6.25. Sizes to 40, also 16/2, 18 Vi
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
JOEL P WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 92-tf
and 20%
FOR SALE-- Ford coupe, 1926. Inquire at
19 BUNKER ST.
94*96
FOR^SAl^J—'Poultry farm and all equip
ment, 75 acres, large house, barn, new 115
henhouse, pasture, etc, nice place, owner’s
sickness sacrifice $3209. Also many others
large and small, also city homes. J. H.
MOODY, 154 North Main St. Tel. 1014-M
___________ __________________________ 93*95
FOR SALE—New milch Jersey cow and calf.
ERNEST k STAKRl/TT. Warren. Tel. 1-13.
______________________________________98-95
FOR SALE—Gas station and small store,
Atlantic Highway with farm near Rockland.
Large house and stable, Talbot Ave. Less
than $5990 ; 39 acre wood lot free. Nine room
bungalow, 1 minute from P. <>. Price right.
Farm near Atlantic Highway, $1109. Another
To Let
near Washington Mills, $999. Poultry farm,
TO LET Furnished rooms for light liouse- close to everything. 75 acres. Forced to sell
grejgraaizjgjzigfcjzrzizite1 I keeping. Inquire 19 WILLOW ST. 95
at once. Twenty-five acres smooth fields, 1
TO LET—Three well furnished modern mile from Rockland ip. O., also large house
rooms with toilet. Heat ln living room, $30 and barn, Atlantic Highway. J. H. MOODY,
95*97
month. 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
93-tf 151 North Main St. Tel. 1914-M.
Independent thinkers are scarce.
If you bet on three kings, that's
FOR SALE—One 14 ft. Hydroplane, wind
TD LET Tlirt-e completely furnished rooms
APPLETON RIDGE
shield,
side
lights
and
16
h.
p.
Kvinrude
motor,
Those in authority seem eager to gambling: if you bet wheat will go
light housekeeping, water, lights, etc. 16
Otis Loveland is boarding at Mrs. nraz" them ; arcer.—llenry gloanellip, that's big business.—Harold Kes- for
willow ST.
95*97 $325; one 12 ft. hydroplane with motor $275;
one 11 ft. hydroplane with motor, $225. These
I’. D. Perry’s.
Coffin.
i singer.
TO LET - Two furnished rooms for light boats make 39 to 35 miles per hour and are
Sunday visitors on the Ridge wer
housekeeping, modern conveniences, also fastened with 3490 brass screws. Apply
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Day of Augirta
rooms by day or week. Apply 2 WILLOW J*T. HAROLD COOMBS, 64 Masonic St.. City.
____________________________________ 94*96 Tel. 768-R.
and Misses Annie and Addie Day of
93-95
TO LET Apartment of four rooms at 59
Hallowell.
FOR SALE—34-ft. cabin cruiser, mahoga
Masonic
St.
Available
after
Sept.
1.
TEL,
ny finish, inside and out, all conveniences.
The rain of Saturday night and
54-X.
94-96
M. WEBSTER, Stockton Springs, Ft. Point.
Sunday was very welcome in this vi
Me.
93*98
TO
LET
Two
furnished
rooms
for
light
cinity.
housekeeping. E. N. SYLVESTER, 23 Cedar
FOR SALE—Six room house and shed. Hall
Plans are being carried out for a 1
SB.
9 94*96 street. Can be paid for as rent each month.
centennial celebration at Appleton# •
FOR SALE--One house and ham, 1 acre
TO LET—Light housekeeping room with
A ig. 21.
all conveniences. Plenty of clothes closet land at Creek, Thomaston. Can pay for as
Have you had your vacation yet? If not, when you
rent.
,
room. TEL. 618-R.
94-tf
Mrs. Addie Robbins ^spent Sunday
FOR SALE—-Upright piano, 2 phonographs.
go, why not tal c with you vacation clothing?
in Burkettville, guest of her son Merle
To LET Ntw moflern six-room house. Easy terms. V. F. STUDLEY, Rockland.
Available Sept. 1. ROBERT U. CDLLLNS.
Robbins and family.
92-tf
Tel. 77.
94-96
We have it !
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Sprague and
FOR SALE—The Clarence F. Benner place,
TO
LET
—
Two
or
three
rooms,
furnished,
better known as the Edward O'Brien place,
children and Mrs. Walter Sprague
for light housekeeping, modern improve Thomaston, Main St., Route 1. It has 13MEN'S KNICKERS, linen, cra»h or woolen ....... $2.25, $3.75, $5.00
of Roxbury, Mass., have return* d
ments. 192 L1MEROCK ST.. Rockland.
room house, all furnished, used for tourist
home after spending two weeks with
93*95 rentals: bh: garage and two acres of land,
FANCY SWEATERS, beautiful colors ..................... $2.00, $3.00, $4.50
Elmer and Azuha Sprague.
TO LET—Eight room apartment with mod providing ideal spot for tourist camps. It
BROADCLOTH SHIRTS ....................................... .... $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
ern improvements, also *h»:il»l:> garage. In will he sold complete with furniture. L. W.
91-96
quire 61 Vz PARK ST. Tel. 916.
93-tf DEXXER, 2 Lafayette Sq., Rockland.
CR1EHAVEN
GOLF STOCKINGS .......................................................... 50c, $1.00, $2.00
FOR SALE--Farm horse, weight 1600,
TO LET One room with kitchenette, toilet,
Mrs. Ellis Simpson is in Boston for
lights and heat, $6 week, gas range and good grocery wagoft, almost new. single jigger and
KHAKI PANTS .................................................. $1.00, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00
medical treatment.
furniture, over my office 69 Park St. V. F. sled. W. A. PAUL, Rockport. Tel. 204-6.
91*96
STl’DLEY.
92-tf
Carleton Brown of Cambridge,
TRENCH COATS, for rainy weather—if we ever get it, $7.00, $7.50
FOR SALE- Farms, large and small, good
Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
TO LET -Store In Bicknell Block, formerly
NICHT SHIRTS and PAJAMAS .............................. $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
occupied hv Needle Art Shop. Apply to MRS locations; some nice bargains: shore prop
Wilson at Hillside Farm.
B. K. HMITH. Tel. 261.
91-tf erty. Investigate »L R. ’MILLER, East Union.
Mrs. Herman Simpson and child
Tel. 18-32.
91*96
TO LET -Four room furnished apartment
As for Boys' Goods—say, if thoge is anything you want in the
ren are visiting her mother, Mrs.
FOR SALE—One pair Van Osdel electric
at 566 Main St. NELHON B. COBB, at FullerAndrew Anderson.
beys' line, just try us as we intend to have it if it's what the boys
C.d.h-Davi
'."'-if hair clippers, complete $14; one silver cor
Leslie Wilson has bought a new
net with case, $25; one Conn clarinet with
want 1
TO LET -Tenement of five rooms and bath, case. $20. PARK STREET BARBER SHOP.
John Deering plow to use with his
modern Improvements. Inquire 319 MAIN ST. 9 Park St.
91-96
tractor. He can now do his plowing
90-tf
FOR SALE—Six room house recently re
without the help of an assistant, and
TO LET—•’Five room flat, all modern im
paired. nearly acre of land, good location, best
is doing his fall plowing in much less
provements, good location. TEL. 24-M. 89-tf of neighbors, price $2,100; it won’t last long
time than formerly.
TO LET—Tenement, five rooms; electric at that price. Xew 5-room house, all modern
Mrs. Fred Rhodes is visiting friends
lights, gas. flush toilet. Apply D. SHAFTER. conveniences, price $3,900. L. A. THURSTON.
87-tf
15 Rockland fit.
92 tf Tel. 1159.
at Matinicus for a few days.
FOR SALE—House lots on North Main St,
TO LET—At 15 Summer St 4 rovm heated
flat, gas, electricity, bath. After July 1st 3 going fast at $275 each ; 5 lots on Maverick
room furnished flrit, gas, electricity, bath, St. ; 2 lots on Old County Rd. ; 2 lots on Pine
;|faranrarafararararafZfZjagizfZfgizjzfi!ignJzrararaituajzrejaiznjHZfZJgJ«!iaaraJZ.i
heat. On Camden St. after July 1st. to adult St. : 1 lot on Brewster St. All of these lots are
family 10 room house, furnace, bath, elec priced low for quick sale. L. A. THURSTON.
T.L 1159._____________________________ 87-tf
tricity. Apply MBS. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
92-tf
FOR SALK—-Farm at South Hope, 335 acres,
TO LET—Five room apartment, modern, on nice buildings, large orchard est. Over 7,009
Talbot Ave., first clas9. Apply 81 SUMMER cords standing wood. Would consider leasing
ST. Tel. 551-W.
92-tf to responsible parties. Further particulars
R. P. <X)NAXT, 202 Camden St. Tel. 67-M.
TO LET—Apartment In The Bicknell, Main
86-tf
St. Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH. 16 Lincoln St.
P’OR SALE—A 26-ft. motor boat equipped
Tel. 264.
92 tf
with 5 h. p. Hubbard engine. A good pleas
TO LET—New store 22%x60 ft., $40 per ure or fishing boat. Address E. V. SHEA,
month, with or without lease. V. F. STUDLEV, South Thomaston. Tel. 853-11 Rockland
69 Payk St.
92-tf
85-tf
TO GET—Two room apartment, kitchenette
1'OR SALE—'Friendship Auxiliary Sloop
and bath. Apply CUTLER-COOK CO. Rock 33x11x5 ft. Good sails, two years old and
laid.
’ o‘»/r good running rigging. Fully found and sea
worthy. Stove. Copper water tank. Ice box ;
1.30 P. M.
7 h. p. Knox engine. Newly built and en
Miscellaneous
larged cabin containing four berths. Nearly
2.16 CLASS BELFAST M. & M. RACE—Purse
$250.00
5 ft. head room. Address RODNEY A. SUM
SPRAY HOODS. Let us make your spray
Glenmere, Me. Tel. Tenant’s Harbor
hoods. Workmanship and duck guaranteed, MONS,
2.20 CLASS REPUBLICAN JOURNAL RACE—Purse $250.00
92-tf
price honest, service prompt.
We supply 9-32.
FOR
SALE
—18 ft. power boat with Kenne
2.29 CLASS CAMP PAYSOCK RACE—Purse
$250.00
grommetts and all materials. Use our waterprofing preparation, snaps, screw eyes. etc. bec engine. In nice condition. For quick sale,
Mailed anywhere.
ROCKLAND AWNING price $50. WALTER POWERS, shoe shop.
NIGHT SHOW 8.00 o’clock
Thomaston.
84*95
CO. Tel. 1262-W. P. 0. Box 441, Rockland.
'
93-lOfi
FOR SALE—To settle estate, the Hall prop
FIREWORKS BY AMERICAN FIREWORKS CO.
TRUCK COVERS made and repaired, water erty, Middle Street Hill, eleven room house,
proof, prompt service, honest price. ROCK new furnace, two toilets, two fireplaces, set
NIGHT SHOW OF CATTLE EXHIBITS
LAND AWN INC. CO. P. O. Box 441, Rock tubs, two lots, fruit trees, etc. W. D. HALL.
92-tf
land. Tel. 1262-W. •
93- 10ft Castine, Maine.
BELFAST BAND CONCERT
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 ; long,
MOTOR TRAuNSrpORTATlOX. loads wanted
SINGING ERMO SCOTT BARITONE
to Portland, daily trips; trucking of all kinds, $10; junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumber
local and long distance furniture moving. delivered. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263 21.
GENERAL ADMISSION 25 CENTS
92-tf
Price right. R. W. JEWELL, Rockland. Tel. P. O. Thomaston.
236-4.
92*97
GRAND STAND FREE
FOR SALE—First quality fitted wood, $14;
WE ARE PREPARED to mako your wool furnace junks, $12, delivered anywhere in
Into yarn. Write for particulars. Also yam Rockland or Rockport. RALPH P. CONANT,
for sale. H. A. BARTLETT, Harmony ,Me.
Rockland. Tel. 67-M.
92-tf
85-96
FOR
SALE—New
Brunswick
Cabinet
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer I Phonograph. Late model, with 25 records. A
1.30 P. M.
will be at my Rockland office Fridays and bargain at less than half price. Phone 960-W.
Saturdays.
Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H. 39 CRESCENT ST. between 5 and 7 p. m.
2.18 CLASS WINDSOR HOTEL R ACE—Purse
$250.00
DAMON, dentist, Rockland.
92-tf
72*tf
2.23 CLASS MAINE SUMMER VISITORS’ RACE—Purse $250.00
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
FOR SALE—Fine roomy ‘house, sheJ and
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders barn connected, centrally located on State
2.26 CLASS BELFAST FARMERS’ UNION RACE—Purse $250.00
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
92-tf road, four miles from Rockland. Hard wood
GENERAL TRUCKING. E. W. FARMER. 4 floors, electric lights, carpets, shades, stormFARMERS’ RACE—Purse_____________
$' 50.00
Lime fit.. Rockland. Tel. 1060-M.
92-tf windows and screens. Fruit trees and farming
land If desired. Can be bought at a bargain
WAX YOUR FLOORS with our Johnson for cash, or on easy terms, If preferred. In
electric floor waver, $1.00 per dav. Tel. 791. quire of GEO. GREEN, South Thomaston.
GOOD MIDWAY
AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITS AIRPLANE STUNTS
CRIB HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St., Rock Phone Rockland 367-21.
92-tf
land.
92-tf
BELFAST BAND—SINGING EY ERMO SCOTT, BARITONE
FOR SALK-Four foot mlil slabs. $6 50;
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws auu srove length, $8 per cord; also building lum
repair your furniture at 216 LIM EROCK fit. ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
General Admission 50 Cents
Children Under 10, Free
Tel. l$10.
92-tf
92-tf
Autos 25 Cents
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
FOR SALE—Second hand Reo parts and one
93-97
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work, stake body, also 15 ft. double ender, copper
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL fastened. E. W. FARMER. 41 Lime 8t .
TON. 54 Brewster St. Tel 467 -M.
92-tf Rockland,
p2-tf

DRESSES
HALF PRICE

$6.25

Cutler=C •II

AYER'S

WILLIS AYER

THE NEW

Belfast Cattle Show and Fair
Belfast, Maine, August 13-14-15
RACE PROGRAM AUG. 14

RACE PROGRAM AUG. 15

FOR SALE—Seven acre shore lot, 15 min
utes from Thomaston, electricity available,
only $300. 11. L. STEVENS. Rockland. 95-97
TO LET—At Megunticook Iaike, 3-room
cottage with screened porch and electric lights.
Apply MILDRED ltYAN, at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
______________________________________ 93-tf
FOR SALE- Summer cottage of six fur
nished rooms, flush toilet, electric lights, city
water; near electric cars, one mile from Rock
land 1*. O. : nice view of harbor, cool refresh
ing breeze from ocean. Also summer cot
tage lots for sale. (J. A. TARR, Rockland.
Me. Tel. 614-M or 232-W.
92-tf
TO LET—Summer-cottage. “Red Roof” cot
tage, overlooking Lermond's d’ond and Alford's
Lake; six furnished rooms; water in the
house ; scrcened-ln porch ; garage. Inquire of
OSCAR 8. DUNCAN, 156 Main fit., Rockland.
Tel, 457,______________________________ 87-tf
FOR SALE—Very attractive modern cottage
at Ingraham HUI. Hath, lights, city water, rock
fireplace. Inquire at CROCKETT’S BABY
SHOP________________________________ 92-tf
TO LET—Two cottages at Crawford Pond,
good bathing, boating, fishing, etc. Write for
particulars. WILLIAM SANSOM, Rockland.
___________ '________________ 92-tf
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES
and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
den Rpot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
•is what you want ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast Me.
92-tf
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
the home news, at Hotaling’s News Agency,
398 West 49th street.
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FOR LABOR DAY

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
DRESS DEPARTMENT
SECOND FLOOR

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ......................... ............................ 770

August Specials
Ladies’ Figured Chiffon and Georgette
$11.00
Dresses, sizes 38 to 46,

Ladies’ Figured Silk and Print Dresses,
sizes 38 to 46,
$ 1 1.00
Wool Tweed Ensembles, two and threepiece models, sizes misses’ and juniors’,
$ 9.50

One lot Unlined Silk Coats, misses’ and
ladies’ sizes,
$ 5.00

Large assortment plain color Wash Silk
Dresses and Ensemble, motly misses’
sizes,
$11.00

MAIL AND PHONE
ORDERS FILLED

Invitatitfhs received in the city
read:
“Mrs. Harold 'Chesley, Sawyer re
quests the honor of your presence at
the marriage of her daughter Lovis
to Mr. Barrett Campbell Nichols, Sat
urday the twenty-fourth of August
at four o’clock, All Souls Church,
Bangor, Maine.”
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank B. Nichols of Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Crossman of
' Bangor are guests for a few days
I <f Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Maxey, a They |
return home tomorrow (Friday) and
will be accompanied by Mrs. Philena
Pierce and son Charles.
Miss Mabel Spear has returned to
Boston after having spent the week
end at E. C; Payson's, (granite street.

Mr. and Mrs. George Hall of Grantwood. N. J., arrive today to spend the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
A. Emery, Pacific street. The visit
ors will have the opportunity of see
ing their son Lindsay who is the
i swimming instructor this summer at
tnb Samoset.

PINE TREE STATE SHOWS
WILL REMAIN

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
i

at the

Fair Grounds
WITH THE ENTIRE SHOW

FREE ADMISSION

FREE PARKING
i>j»it

IN TIME TO COME

[For The Courier-Gazette]
Some coming morrow men may read on stone
A scanty story of the way we pass,—
Tributes for few. a date line for the mass:
Time was for all ; achievement walked alone.
Among those records may there, then, be
shown
A dream that we had wrought on faithfully,
Mrs. Frank I,. Marline of Worces Weaving Its gold, with effort, patiently,
And gaining hope from beauty backward
ter. Mass., has been enterlaining her
thrown.
mother, Mrs. Alfred A. Richards of
Jacksonville, Fla. and her brother, A. On that far morrow could we look and see
A happy verdict, after judgment due.
Perry Richards of Plymouth. Mass. Our golden dream should yet more perfect be,
They left Tin sday for North Hamp Its worthiness our efforts would renew.
Till, front the last defacing mark swept free,
ton, N. H.
A noble edifice be brought to view.
It. I). Brodie
•
Philip Cummings of Malden. Mass.,
Long Cove

' ; is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Henry C.
| ClWitto at Crescent Beach fur two
I weeks.

Paving Cutters of Three
Quarries Will Celebrate
At Tenant’s Harbor
Willard’s Point, Ixmg Cove and
Clark Island branches of the 'Pav
ing Cutters’ Union representing 350
men will hold a Labor Day celebra
tion at Barter’s field® Tenants Har
bor. to which the public is cordially
invited. A program of sport events,
band concerts and short speeches has
been arranged. Prizes for the events
and money has been donated by the
merchants of Rockland who recognize
in the three large paving jobs of
St. George a real factor in the suc
cess of Rockland. A list of the
donors will be published later.
The Rockland Band of 30 pieces
will furnish music. The sports are
so arranged that the youngest to
the oldest’ participant may enjoy
them.
The soccer football match
should be especia'ly interesting.
Some of the best Scotch and 'Swed
ish players in the locality are in
cluded in the lineup.
Soccer in
those nations is as popular as base
ball in the United States, conse
quently some very clever amateurs
pre developed.
Following is a list of the sports:
Soccer football match. Clark Island
vs. Long Cove and Willard’s Poinu
100 yard dash, open; half mile, open;
50 yard dash, open to girls and wom
en only; high jump, open; sack race’,
shoe race; peanut race; tug-of-war;
pillow fights; pie eating contest; UH)
yard dtfsh. paving cutters over 40
years of age, only; Aunt Sally;
greased pole, etc. A dance in the
evening with music by Harvte’s Har
monics concludes the program.

The Gen. Knox Memorial commit
tee of Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R.,
df which Mrs. J. A. Burpee is chair
man, inaugurated a series of bridge
teas at “Shorelands,” the summer
home ol Mrs. J. N. Southard the vice
regent, yesterday. As befitted the
occasb n the attractive rooms were
decorated in the D.A.R. colors, yellow
and blue, and the score cards were
also emblematic of Colonial days. A
perfect summer day, and the wonder
ful outspreading view of the ocean
were attractions which no decorators
PASTURES ARE DRY
could augment. The card prizes went/
to Mrs. Lucia Burpee, Mrs. Minnie
Nothing In Them To Make Milk Is
Cobb and Miss Stewart.

Word of State Dairy Inspector
Mr. and Mrs Harold Jackson and
----f
Miss Adelaide Cross are on a motor
Mrs. Harry A. Mather left today for
State Dairy Inspector Osgood states
trip to Boston, New York, Wilming a visit in Portsmouth.
that pasturage conditions resulting
Mrs. F. S. Sherman of Camden ton, Del., and Washington. D. C.
from the drought are even worse than
1 street is visiting her daughter, Mrs. They are to be gone two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Philbrick and they appear to he. He said the grass
Chester Merrill at the latter’s new
Mrs. Bertha French have returned has dried up and there is nothing in
bungalow at Buzzard’s Bay. Mr.
The annual picnic of the Sltake- from a trip to Quebec and Montreal
the pastures to make milk.
i Sherman and E. Mont Perry are speare Society will be held next through the W’jliite Mountains.
“I have seen a large number of in
keeping bachelor’s hall meantime, Thursday at Crescent Beach Inn, at
stances where the farmers would he
and displaying unlooked for domestic 1 o’clock, and the committee hopes
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lunt. Mrs. getting more milk if they tied the
skill.
for a large attendance of both active , Hattie Hart and Mrs. Edith Dunean
cows up in their barns and started
and associate members. Out of town i have returned from an auto trip
feeding them the good hay recently
LEO DOUCETTE’S JAZZ BAND
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Disch and guests are invited. After luncheon i through the White Mountains. They
harvested, also a winter grain ration.”
son Frederick Edwin, will leave the company will adjourn to the cot ; visited Mt. Mansfield. Lake Chnmsaid Inspector Osgood.
“In any
Rockland tomorrow fow their Scotch tage of Mrs. E. J. Hellier.
PEN
ENTERTAINERS
TEN
l plain. Cape Cod Canal, Providence event dairymen should start feeding
Plains, X. J., home. .Airs. Disch (the
-----} and Marblehead, and came home by grain as soon as they can, so as to
former Freda V. Morris) and her son
Mrs. Alfred Johnson and daughter the wav of Orange. They were ac- keep up the flow of milk until fall.”
Dance Under the Crystal Ball
i have been at the home of Mrs. Disch’s Barbara of Boston visited Mr. and ( companied by Mrs. John Adams.
He pointed out that these condi
parents, Capt. and Mrs. E. L. Morris, Mrs. George Everett, Ingraham Hill, | Mrs. Lunt’s cousin, and*spent a few
tions have caused a dropping off in
FINEST FLOOR IN MAINE
Old County road since July 1st. It Wednesday.
days with Mrs. A. W. Hopkins, Mrs. the volume of milk, even more than
may be of interest to local friends of
Duncan’s sister in Damariscotta on usual for this season, and in addition
Mrs. Disch to learn that in a recent
Miss Harriet IM. 'Bird came Tuesday their way home.
a lots in butterfat content of milk.
election she was chosen Union Coun from Portland to spend a week as
ty committeewoman from Scotch guest of Miss Louise Ayers at the
Plains on the Republican ticket.
Black cottage, Megunticook Lake. I
DANCE
GLENCOVE
She will then be the guest of Mr. and •
Mrs H. G. Calderwood has returned
Mrs. Lillian Marshall and daugh Mrs. A. Dt. Bird and other relatives, j
(EVERY FRIDAY EV’G from a short visit in INew Hampshire, ter. Miss Vena Marshall, R. N.. and
|o. L. U. HALL, CLARK ISLAND
Boston and Lynn. She was accom- 1 friend Jack Johnstone, all of Port
Mrs. Susie Heald of Cambridge, i
pan led from Portland by Miss Ruth land, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ard- M^iss., is the guest of Mrs. I. J. Shu- '
Refreshments Served
Hamilton of Lynn, Leroy Clark of rey Orff. Ocean street. Miss Marshall man, Pleasant street.
This Week and Hereafter
Rockland and Mr. Caldcrwood.
and Mr. Johnstone returned Tuesday
GIT-Th-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Charles White with to Portland. Mrs. Marshall expects
Miss Carolyn Leo of Boston is I
daughters Carleen and Waneta and to spend the month in this city.
spending two weeks’ vacation with !
s >n Carlton of Morrill were mid-week
her mother, Mrs. A. M. Leo.
guests of Mrs. Mamie Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rollins of
Recent guests at Mrs. 'Sarah Luf- Somerville, Mass., who have been
Mrs. Ray McLean (Eveiyn Everett) 1
kins, Pleasant View Farm, were Mrs. ' spending some time at their summer and daughter Kathleen of Seattle. I
PURUX^
Mayhew of Camden on Friday and ; home, Mechanic street, are now vis Wash., are visiting (Mr. and Mrs. I
Saturday and Mr. and Mrs. Milton ' iting friends in Portland.
George Everett, Ingraham Hill.
Bray of Dorchester who have been ;
Telephone 892
in Eastport for a week, bringing with j Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Magune,
Francis Clark of Vinalhaven is I
lAlways Kool and Komfortable
them on their return Miss Doris j daughters Marjorie and Avilla and the guest this week of IMr. and Mrs.
Owen and iMiss Emmie G. Lufkin of i sons Robert and Frank of Worcester, W. W. Gregory, 1.2 Centre street.
TODAY AND TOMORROW
j Pigeon Cove, Mass.
Mass., are spending the month of
Mrs. l’hilbrook of Owl’s Head has August at Crescent Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett enter-^
l‘THE BLACK WATCH”
I been a recent guest of Mrs. Sylvestained, the members of the Itooevik
With
ile^
John E. Doherty of Portland is Club with their husbands and guests
Miss Mildred Packard has returned spending part of his vacation at his at a clambake in Belfast Sunday. A
VICTOR McLAGLEN
| t » D rchester. Mass. She was ac former heme in this city.
pleasant time on the shore together
[The star of “What Pri. » Glory?"
companied by Lloyd Ke’ly who has
with a tempting picnic dinner were
been a week’s guest at her father’s
Mrs. Estelle Ballard arrived from greatly enjoyed. Those in the party
an all-talking Fox Movietone
home, and Mr. and M s. Frank Is- Seattle, Washington July 29 and has were IMr. and Mrs. Fred Veazie, Mr.
lay of adventurous romance and
beister who have been in Orland fora been visiting her cousin Mrs. Charles and Mrs. Elmer Crockett, Mr. and
ktrlgue.
Real Value $1.23
week, also by Mrs. H. G. Calderwood. Merritt at Cooper’s Beach.
Mrs. E. L. Toner and son Charles,
s. Mamie Carroll motored to
Miss
Thelma
Littlefield.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paramount presentations Palermo last week with Mr. and Mrs.
The marriage of Miss Ruth M. Gar Sumner Perry. Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Gcrehom Wa’dron.
land of Portland and Rev. G. Norman Benner Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Thurston
VITAL SUBJECTS
Mr. Anne Freeman » f Bangor has Eddy of Randolph, Mass, takes place and Son Carl. Mr. and Mrs. Albert
been at her son's, Carl Freeman’s, Sept. 7. The bride-to-be is a daugli
Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
fra short vi it.
ter of Edmund T. Garland, well known Noyes and Mrs. Flora Du nek ley. Spe
BOOKLOVERS
Mr. and iMrs. Perley Miller and in this city, and who is a brother of cial guests were Mr. and Mrs. Wil
daughter Rebecca of Franklin were George W. Garland, at one time sec liam T. Cobb and daughter Lucy of
SATURDAY ONLY
supj.cr guests at Mrs. Mamie Carrol’s retary of the Rockland Y.M.C.A.
Belfast. Mrs. Beatrice B. Carty and
Tuesday, Jliss Rebecca remaining
BETTY COMPSON
Mrs. Olive M. Clark of Boston.
Miss Elena B. Shute, daughter of
over night, while Mr. and Mrs. Mil
A wonderful assortment cf strap
and
ler visited in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute
Misses Jessie Baker and Ethel
pumps. Every one dressy, well
Ah. and Mrs. Granville iShibles and of Belfast has joined the Mae Ed Baker of Winterport are making a
GRANT WITHERS
made, gcod quality. All sizes.
children returned to Portland after wards Players, as ingenue. Miss short visit with their cousin. A. F.
IN
a two weeks’ stay with her parents, Shute recently returned from Boston, McAlary.
where she studied for the past year
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gregory.
Malcolm Hum ph ivy has been home in the Dramatic Department of the
Mrs. Helen L. Parshley of Bridgefor a short visit.
New England Conservatory of Music, water, Mass, arrived at Martinsville
Miss Wilma Carroll and Albert j and trumpet under Kleopful. She today to be the guest of her brother,
Rhodes mot red to Brunswick last ! appeared in Jordan Hall, Boston, in Gen. H. M. Lord at “The Sentinels.”
Children’s dressy Oxfords. Siirs
week.
| ‘‘XYZ.* playing the leading comedy
7 to 11; 104 pairs of infants'
II. G. Calderwood and son Arthur I role, and appeared nearly every week
Notice has been received here that
hand-tarncd drossy Pumps. Our
Frank.in spent part of last week in 1 in Recital Hall, during her stay. She the Dorcas Society of Hollis and Bux
regular $1.97 value.
Special
has been doing this sort of work since ton will hold its annual fair and
Lockport at fc?ben Calderwood’s.
$1.29.
Miss Ada llall and Mrs. Bernard she was four years of age. She pre lawn party at “Quillcote” Salmon
of Andover, Maes., have been guests fers character work, but has played Falls, Aug. 24 from 1 to 5 p. m. If
of Mrs. Mary Hall, returning home all sorts of parts, so Miss Edwards stormy, the event will take place the
Sunday, accompanied by Mr. Camp selected her for her ingenue. Mrs. first fair day.
Shute, mother of the young actress,
bell of that city.
Warren Sylvester of Boston is vis
was formerly Miss Helen Bachelder
A nation’s economic credit is like of this city, in consequence of which iting at E. C. Payson’s, 85 Granite
a woman’s reputation, the more it is Rockland friends of the family will street.
debated, the more it’ is endangered.— follow with interest Miss Elena’s
Inviting supper tables, draped in',
■5Ir Josiah Stamp.
stage career.
red. white and blue bunting, set forth j
with every desirable delicacy for the '
inner woman, greeted the Educational i
BOYS’ AND YOUTHS’ FIRST QUALITY
Club committee for its baked bean
supper Saturday afternoon on the at - I
tractive lawn at the corner of Ocean j
street, where dwells Mrs. Minnh '
Miles, whose generous hospitality h is j
Our regular 73c and C8c. All sizes in lot. While thoy last—
also been previously tested out by I
.this club, and whose success with
A SOUND PICTURE
A SOUND PICTURE
TODAY
every growing thing like dahlias,
asters, vines, roses and umbrella
, trees is proverbial.
Constructive
business occupied chief attention,
Brown color only. Every pair porfe:t
however, the club president Mary
He wes a star In college football—
Perry Rich reminding “the Faithful
All sizes to 6
COMEDY
NEWS
VITAPHONE ACT
girls loved him—songs celebrated lilm,
Few” present that the spirit of full
| bat—in Wall Street he was a dad!
cooperation to the point of personal
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
sacrifices is a prime requisite for
complete club success. While educa
100% Talking Fox Movietone
tion is the hope of the world, indif
ference. ignorance and the Bolshevik
FOR WORK
FOR DRESS
Feature
spirit curb its rapid advance. Lec
tures, discussions , civic study—la
mentable though the fact, be—are still
regarded ds “too highbrow” to be
generally popular, though good taste
is growing along these lines, as evi
llTAPHONE AND MOVIETONE
denced by this club's growth in nine
ACTS
years from 79 charter members to 721.
with 169 new members added this last
Anna Case
WITH
season. Solicitors are urged to speed
up returns to the treasurer, Alice
HELEN TWELVETREES
Hovey, in order that proper and au
Installment Collector
thenticated recognition of results in
CHARLES EATON
work for the drive may be awarded
SHOWS 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
by Aug. 20. Mrs. Averill Morton will
aturday—Continuous 2.00 to 10.30
CARMEL MYERS
EARLE FOXE
be hostess to the next committee
One of the Publix Theatres
meeting tomorrow when it is believed
VITAPHONE ACT
COMEDY
that new recruits will show definite
CURIOSITIES
Home of Paramount Pictures
.gains of good proportions.

EXTRA SPECIAL SALE

Imported French
Face Powder
Regular price $1.00 per box

Saturday and Monday
August 10 and 12
the price will be

39c per box
Or Three Boxes for $1.00
Colors:

Rachel and Naturelle

BE ON HAND EARLY AND GET YOUR SHARE
at

V. A. Leach Specialty Store
Rockland

366 Main Street

OAKLAND PARK

TONIGHT

i Dr. Iladlock is a Maine man. He
i.
was born in Ellsworth and reared at
■tv/i
| Islesford. He was with the AmeriLos Angeles Pastor WhO|van Army in France. He is the man
who found Anton Lang. Christus of
Found “Christus" Alive Is Christian drama, alive, when he had
been reported killed during the war.
Coming Here
Colored pictures of the famous
The Pussiun Play of Oberammer- I
s 1,",‘
»'«’ l’k'V
....
...
,
,, shown Sunday niglit ns witnessed by
gau wdl be reproduced in a dramatic ,)r IIadlo(.u at llu. ,.lst pi.odllcti<m.
picture lecture by Dr. Harvey Had- j The play was thin given to promote
lock of Los Angeles, in Pratt Me- j peace and good will. Dr. Iladlock
morial M. E. Church, Sunday evening, ' will bring the peace message which
I at 7.15.
I he is taking around the world.

THE PASSION PLAY

HUB SHOE STORE

August Clearance
A Quick Clean-Up Sale

Hundreds of Pairs of Shoes Nov/ Offered to the Public at Whatever Prices They Will Bring.
Unexpected Early Fall Shoes Now On Their Way—Must Make Room—Here Goes—Shoes
Slashed to the Lowest Prices Ever—Read There Give Away Prices—Re Here Early While
Selections Are Good. COME AND SAVE!
Misses’ and
Children’s

SHOES
$1.85

200 pr. Shoes
$1.99
Footv/oar for all occasions Is In
cluded in this group. Sport and
dresa shoes in sun tan, patent,
kid, elk, crepe soles, and twotan. combination..

Women’s
Arch Support
Shoes

$2.49

Other Lots Too
Numerous To
Mention!

59c

Two-tone sport Oxfords, made to
stand the scuffing and wear of
vacation-time activities.
Very
low priced.

Children’s
Play Shoes
$1.50 value

88c
5 to 2
You would hardly imagine that
88c would buy shces of such
quality and good looks. Value
priced.

NEW
SMART PUMPS, LOVELY

TIES, STRAPS AND CUT
OUT

EFFECTS

USUAL

SNEAKERS

“Masked Emotions”
George O’Brien—Nora Lane

Women’s Sport
Oxfords $2.77

THE

'//Q

CHA

M

OF

UN

IN

ALL

NEW SHADES

Parchment Kid, Suntan Kidskin, Red Kid-kin, Brown
Kidskln, Blue Kidskin, Patent
Leather, Black Satins, Genu
ine Alligator, Simulated Alli
gator.

MEN’S SHOES

The Ghost Talks

$1.87

$2.65

STYLES

Center Straps, Stcpin Pumps.
DOrsay
Pumps,
Novelty
Straps, Center Ties.

HUB SHOE STORE

286 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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PRICES TELL THE STORY-BETTER THAN WORDS!

GIGANTIC MID-SEASON

EARANCESALE
BERMAN'S

OF EVERY DOLLAR’S WORTH OF STOCK AT

421 MAIN STREET

I

Next Door to North National Bank

ROCKLAND, MAINE

People of Rockland and within 50 miles of This Store: Don’t Miss This Gi
gantic Mid-Season Clearance Sale of Seasonable Merchandise at Astounding
Values, Involving Well Over $30,000 Worth of Men’s and Boys’ High Grade
Clothing, Shoes and Furnishings, To Be Sold At Once, Without Reserve or
Limit, at Prices That Will Cause a Real Sensation. In Justice to Yourself and
Family, Don’t Miss It.

SALE STARTS FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 9, RAIN OR SHINE
TEN BIG SELLING DAYS
Every dollar’s worth of stock in this store will positively go on sale, without reserve or limit, at prices that will cause a real sensation. This is an opportunity you have hoped and waited
for the time to come, when you could buy a Hart Schaffner &. Marx suit or overcoat; a suit for the boys for school this fall; underwear, shirts, hose, sweaters, shoes and hundreds of other
things for the whole family, at Bargains beyond your fondest hopes and expectations. Space will not permit us to mention all of the articles and items that we have in this Gigantic Sale.
Come expecting to Buy the Greatest Values and Bargains of a lifetime. We premise you will not be disappointed, but REMEMBER, COME EARLY; NOTHING RESERVED; FIRST COME
FiRST SERVED!
MAIL AND PHONE
ORDERS FILLED
TEL 426-M

Men’s Top Coats
Mighty handy thing to have this fall.
Latest styles and built for service
$22.50 value

Palm Beach Suits

Collar attached; white and
assorted colors
$1.50 value_______ O/C

Q *7

Union Suits

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS BUT ONCE
Grab This One Quick

Men’s All Wool Overcoats

Long leg, short sleeves
$1.25 value

New Patterns, Latest Styles, Wonderful

Cl 1 Q C

MEN’S BALBRIGGAN

Shirts - Drawers h,.ile they 37c ea
Sweat Shirts

87c

$1.50 value

Hundreds of Other Bar
gains—Store Open Even
ings During Sale

Union Suits
While they last

37c

Hose

$24.50

$32.50

pajr 37c

STRAW HATS
MEN’S CAPS
AU sizes -$1.50 value

95c
$9c

MEN’S ATHLETIC SHIRTS
50c value
37c
BOYS’ KHAKI PANTS
All sizes—$1.00 value

Boys’ 2 Pant Suits $5.95
Just the thing for school this fall. Come
early. They won’t last long at this price.

Men’s Bass Dress Moccasins
$3.67

J9c

MEN’S WORK PANTS
89c

Men’s Part Wool WORK SOCKS
35c value All sizes
17c

All sizes—Latest patterns

$1.00 value

Never before a value like
this

Boys’Fall Top Coats $2.98

“Interwoven”

33c

$7.50 value. Just a few of these. Bring
your boy early for this bargain

A WORD ABOUT THIS GREAT SUE!

MEN’S BLACK & TAN OXFORDS
$4.50 value
$2.87

FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 9, wiU
mark the beginning of this Gigantic Sale.
EVERY ARTICLE in the store goes RE
GARDLESS, at prices that will cause a
sensation. Our shelves are pUed high
with seasonable merchandise that must be
turned into'cash. THIS IS YOUR GOLD
EN OPPORTUNITY.. IT WILL PAY
YOU TO COME EARLY. WE PROM
ISE you will not be disappointed. Re
ember, NOTHING RESERVED. FIRST
COME FIRST SERVED. BE HERE
EARLY FRIDAY MORNING, AUG. 9.
BERMAN’S
421 Main St. TeL 426-M Rockland, Me

A Real Bargain at this time of year. Come
early for this one. They won’t last long at
$1.85 value
97c

MEN’S WORK SHOES
$3.50 value
$2.19

Men’s Moccasins

PRESIDENT SUSPENDERS
69c value
37c

AU colors—50c value

SPECIAL
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

BOYS’ CRIQUET SWEATERS
$2.00 value
95c

MEN’S HOSE

MEN’S BOW TIES

Black, Tan, Gray

pajr 5c

MEN’S FELT HATS

95c

BOYS’ GOLF HOSE
50c value

If you want to have “IT” stock up on these
Bows—50c value
19c

MEN’S WORK HOSE

All $4.00 ar.d $5.00 hats, to be closed out
at a give-away price while they last

BOYS’ PANTS

BOYS’ WOOL MIXED PANTS
All sizes—$1.50 value
89c
$1.50 value

$16.50
One and Two Pant Suits
Values to $55.00

Any Hat in the Store

•

Men’s Athletic

Men’s Silk and Lisle

One and Two Pant Suits
Values to $40.00

LADIES’ FELT SUPPERS

WHAT IS A BARGAIN ?
After many years of business experience
we fcelieve a bargain to be an unusual of
fering caused by an event or unusual conditicn that actually forces a reduction in
price, EUT NOT A REDUCTION IN
QUALITY.
This is what you will find at this GIGAN
TIC MID-SEASON CLEARANCE SALE
A BIG REDUCTION IN PRICE but not
in quality. COME, YOU BE THE JUDGE

79c

$1.00 value

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Refunded

$€.00 value.
One and Two Par.t Suits
All sizes; values to $30.00

Men’s Balbriggan

$9.85

Fabrics
$25.00-$30.00 values

Wonderful fabrics, appealing colorings, splendid tailoring and
unbeatable values. From tho world’s most famous makers, in
cluding Hart Schaffner & Marx.

Dress Shirts

$9.85
To Close
$18.00 value

SUITS

Men’s Broadcloth

for Men and
Young Men

23c

All colors and sizes—25c value

15c

MEN’S SILK LISLE HOSE
23c

BOSTON GARTERS
Pair 14c
MEN’S HANDKERCHIEFS
While they last
Jc

With NEOLIN SOLE and HEEL
Made by “BASS”
CO Q(C
$5.00 value—all sizes_______

TEN SELLING DAYS ONLY
Come Early, Browse Around and
Stock Up On All of Your Needs
Our Loss Is Your Gain

Every-Other-I/v
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JACK AND COCKTAIL

TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS

THE
Portland Political Writer Tells of Second District Contest—
Concerning Congressman White

NEW FORD
BRINGS YOU
THE SAFETY
OF STEEL

NEW FORD
TUDOR SEDAN
(V. O. B. Detroit, plus charge for freight and
delivery. Bumpers and spare tire extra.)

THE bodies of the new Ford are unusually strong and
sturdy because of the extensive use of steel—a point
worth remembering in these days of heavy traffic.
Other safety factors are the Triplex shatter-proof
glass windshield, the reliability of the fully enclosed
six-brake system, and the way the new Ford "holds-theroad.” There’s no swaying er shimmying even at high
speeds.
Call or telephone for demonstration. You’ll like the
alert, capable performance of this great new car.
Roadster, #450
Phaeton, #460
Tudor Sedan, #525
Business Coupe, #525
Coupe, #550
Sport Coupe, with rumble scat, #550
Fordor Sedan, #625
(Alt prices I. 0. 6. Detroit, plus charge tor freight and delivery. Bumpers
end spare tire extra.)

KNOX MOTOR SALES CO
TEL. 333

kuCKLAND

LOOK tnru
ourPRICEIJST
You’ll see not only prices that are right—to the
penny—but merchandise picked lor its down
right excellence. Millwork, lumber, roofing—
any building material can be had here to
better advantage. For instance, we sell—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard because it’s
simply the best there is. Pure gypsum rock,
in broad, high sheets, between tough papers.
Saws and nails like lumber. Never warps,
buckles, cracks. Insulates. Perfect lor decora
tion. Stop and look at a sample, or telephone—

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
CONTRACTORS
453 Main St.
Rockland

Tel. 14

Mr. and Mrs. Auto Driver
This will inform you that you can get expert
brake service on two or four wheel brakes, test
ed by the new Raybestos method. The most
efficient brake testing machine on the market
today. A test will convince you.

•

This Machine Cannot Deceive The Public

SAFETY FIRST
BRAKE ADJUSTING AND REUNING
IS A PROFESSIONAL’S JOB
When the red light flashes—Can You Stop? We have an
expert on the job now. Why risk yours and others safety on
Unsafe Brakes.

TESTING

FREE

DYER’S GARAGE, Inc.
Rockland

Park Street

90-95

FRANK PORTS
of the better kind. So called Skinless, made from
stock which speaks for themselves. Stands up to
keep longer. Of good color and running about 11
to the pound.

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Telephone 1280

Distributors

“The Boston,Yacht Club completed
its three-day series of races at Ten
ant’s Harbor with Commodore Wil
liam W. Nichols’s sloop Marigold
crossing the line first, as she had
done on the two preceding days.”

Rockland
83Th89

The
approachlne contests for
And in the Lewiston Journal of the
United Wtates Senator and Second same day appeared the following po
District Representative are begin litical story, unsigned, but having all
ning to attract much newspaper at th^ earmarks of Sam Conner’s con
tention. H. Augustus Merrill, po coction:
litical writer for the 'Portland Eve
Interesting, hut unimportant, be
ning News, had this to say about the cause it “’taint so,” was what a
Representative phase of it in Thurs friend of Congressman White said,
day's issue:
Tuesday, relative to the story of how
''Four candidates may contest In he was beaten to “the draw” in the
the Republican primaries next June gubernatorial announcement ibu»ifor the nomination to Congress from ness in 1924.
the old 'Second District, although the
“The facts are,” remarked this
district is certain to be dismembered friend, “that the Congressrhan could
when the next Congressional appor- have beaten Mr. 'Farrington or any
tl.inment is made, reducing the num one else, who was waiting to know
ber of Maine’s representatives from what Gov. Baxter’s plans were, be
f ur to three.
fore making their announcement. He
“Two aspirants have already an had hours of knowledge that the
nounced their candidacy for the posi Governor did not intend to seek the
tion held since 1917 by Representa nomination that vear ahead of others
tive Wallace iH. Wlilte, Jr., of Lew
"He was in conference with Gov.
iston, who entered the race for the Baxter 12 hours before the publ:?
United States Senate before the ibe- announcement by the Governor of
ginnlng of the present year. They his intention to s*ay out of the race
are State Senator Zelma M. Dwlnal in 1924. At that conference the Gov
of Camden, Knox County, and Don ernor urged the Congressman to be
ald B. Partridge of Norway, chairman a candidate for the nomiiation.
of the Oxford County Republican
‘ Congressman White declined. In
committee.
doing so he was following a line of
"The prediction Is being made that ac.cn decided upon a long time be
within a few weeks Cyrus N. Blanch fore, after a conference witn his
ard of Wilton, Franklin County, will closest political advices.
With ihe
definitely enter the 'field. He is a information he had, his announce
former 'State Senator and former Ex ment of candidacy for the governor
ecutive Councillor and contested in ship could have been made simul
the primaries four years ago against taneously with that of Gov. Baxter
Representative White. Another en that he would not seek the nomina
try which is predicted is that of tion, which would have been at the
State Senator Frank W. Carlton of time Mr. Farrington learned of th**
Woolwich, Sagadahoc County. Sen Baxter decision.”
* • ♦ •
ator Carlton’s advocacy in the last
Legislature of power export is likely
Had the Congressman desired ' to
to be somewhat of a handicap, how seek the governorship in 1924 he cojuld
ever. Those who recognize that lia have done so and he would have pad
On that point
bility assert that it would be offset a strong ibacking.
to a considerable degree by his suc there can be no doubt. For months
cessful fight for the Bath bridge and prior to the opening of the primary
his general independence in politics.
campaign he was ibeing urged > by
“While the election of a representa men and women in every section of
tive from the Second District as at the iState to ask that nomination. At
present constituted wouid be but for the time he did not consider it ad
a single term, it is looked upon as visable. He felt that he owed it to
containing a possible political future. the voters of the Second District to
Service of a term in Congress prior remain in the 'House at that time.
to the change, it is figured, would Their support of him, their urging
give considerable prestige in enter that he do so was such that he felt
ing the primaries with the Repre it could not be ignored.
sentative from either of the other
So persistent were the requests for
districts under the new apportion him to go into the governorship mat
ment.
ter that he Anally conferred with his
“The candidate against whom the closest political friends.. They agreed
Second District Representative would with him that it was noi wise to seek
be pitted would depend upon the the other; that he must regard the
county from which he came. Saga demands of the 'Second District as
dahoc and ^<nox would be likely to stronger than those of the rest of
go with the First District in the new Maine. In declining to take advant
apportionment while Oxford and age of the advanced information of
Franklin might naturally be expected Gov. Baxter’s intentions, the Con
to become parts' of the new Middle gressman was but living up to the
District.
political program which ihe had al
"'Representative Carroll L. Reedy of ready decided upon.
Friends of the Congressman are
Portland, the present First District
Congressman, is expected to seek amused at the suggestion of his an
another term.
John E. Nelson of nouncing his candidacy for the SenAugusta, the Representative from atorship because of a fear that Con
the Third District, Is locked upon us gressman Nelson would be a candi
likely to desire return to the House date. In support of this they assert
unless he should eventually enter that both men well understood the
the Senatorial contest.
attitude of the other for a long time
"’Should Dwinal, Partridge r.r Blan before the White announcement was
chard be nominated and elected to made; that Congressman Nelson
Congress they undoubtedly would could have made his announcement
seek further service. Carlton might considerably ahead of White, had he
be contented, because of advancing desired to do so.
years, with a single term in Con
.So far as certain prominent Repub
gress but, even in his case, it is con licans ’ having told Congressman
sidered doubtful. The Woolwich man White that he must get out of the
is 70 years old and the oldest mem Senatorial ifight, it is no news. It has
ber of the last Maine Senate. His been known for a long time. Was
health is excellent, however, and he printed in this paper months ago,
takes extended hunting and fishing along with the fact that when the
trips each year in addition to attend Congressman was so told he made It
ing to his regular business duties." clear that he was in to stay.

PACKARD’S PRAISE
New Commissioner of Edu
cation Tells of Predeces
sor’s Great Ability
Bertram E. Packard. State commis
sioner ot education, Wednesday sent
out his first communication as com
missioner to superintendents of
school, to inform them of the 21st
annual conference of superintend
ents at Castine, Aug. 19-22.
Commissioner Packard advises that
well known educational people will
participate in the conference pro
gram and promises that much atten
tion will be devoted to some of
Maine's own outstanding problems.
He asks for a hundred per cent at
tendance.
“In this, m.v first communication as
commissioner of education to super
intendents, I desire.” writes Mr.
Packard, “to pay tribute to the out
standing achievements of my prede
cessor, Dr. Augustus O. Thomas.
"Because of his ablity, energy and
far sighted vision, n worth whife
educational program has been pro
jected, which a decade ago would
have been considered well nigh im
possible. While he was responsible
as the dominating force In this pro
gram, it could never have been ac
complished had It not been for your
unfailing cooperation and support.
“I bespeak from you the same
spirit of helpfulness in my effort to
advance the educational interests of
Maine. As a fellow superintendent
I enjoyed your confidence; as Depu
ty Commissioner I have received your
constant cooperation and it is my
determination as commissioner to
continue to merit your loyaltv and
support.
“The State Department of Educa
tion is at your service to assist you
in all possible ways and to carry on
In the wisest and most progressive
manner this great work of public
education in which we are commonly
engaged.”
THE COD HAS RIVAL
, Burbot Produces Oil Said To Be Eight
Times As Potent As Cod Liver

The nearest fresh-water relative of
'the cod, the burbot fish, may strip Its
i kin of honors in producing medici
nally valuable oil.
| Scientific experiments, reported to
the bureau of fisheries, have dem
onstrated that burbot-liver oil is
eight times as potent as cod-liver oil
in the treatment of rickets.
I The burbot, inhabiting the Great
Lakes and considered a pest by fish
ermen because it tears their nets and
preys on small fry, may become a
significant part of the commercial
catch, it is believed.
The annual catch of the fish, known
also as lawyer or eel pout, was 510,972 pounds in 1927.

Delicious,Cooling,Refreshing

HV

SOUTHERN ISLAND LIGHT
(Flashing Red)

“Still the red beacon pours its evening rays.
For Ihe lost pilot with as full a blaze :
Nay, shines all radiance o'er the Yacht Club

fleet,

Of sail and power cruisers anchored at its
feet.”

Just imagine that Capt. Hart (?)
came to life and could look over the
Boston Yacht Club fleet as it lay at
anchor in the Harb. r on July 16-17,
and imagine his surprise, not at the
yachts with sails, but those without
sails, or visible means of propulsion.
Southern Island Light has been
pouring its “red beacon rays” over
the ocean for 75 years or more, and
has witnessed many changes in
ocean-home craft.
Ships, harks, brigs ar.d schooners
have gone; steamers and barges have
come; and still the light shines on.
—“Not questioning how, but faithful
to its duty now.”
I wonder how many are living at
the Harbor today who remember
Capt. John Farnham, th - first k< ep r
of S. I. Light? I remember A1 Farn-®
ham, his son and successor, and went
to school with his children. 1 never
visited the lighthouse, a half dozen
times. How come?
Well, you see, the light could be
seen in clear weather every night
in the year; it was a fixture, like
Southern Island. Another reason is
that you couldn’t ride or walk to the
light, you had to go by boat. In com
mon with other boys of my day and
g meration, I was v<ry much afraid
to go to any place in a boat.
•* Boze
S merville, Mass.

Jack, the cockerel, and Cocktail,
the horse, are called tlie Damon
and Pythias of animal kind in Eng
land. Thv-y are seen always to
gether at horse shows all over that
country.
DOWN IN TEXAS
“Fdiks,” said the colored minister,
“the subject of my sermon dis eve
nin’ am ‘Liars.’ How many in de
congregation has done read the G9th
chapter ob Matthew?”
Nearly every hand in the audience
was raised immediately.
“Dat’s right,” said his reverence.
“You is just de folks I want to preach
to. Dere is no 69th chapter of Mat
thew.”—Capper’s Farmer.

EA
Fresh from the Gardens’

OAK GROVEl
VASSALBORO, MAINE

A beautiful new dormitory with fire-proof con
struction and every modern appointment is
ready to welcome a select group of purposeful
girls in September.
Expert teachers take a vital interest in prog
ress of each girl. Thorough preparation for the
best colleges. Advanced work for High School
graduates. Special courses in Art, Music and
Expression. Exceptional training in Physical
Education. Horseback riding for every girl.
Separate Jr. Department for limited number
in Seventh and Eighth Grades.
Spacious Gymnasium. Fine tennis courts
and new athletic fields. Amphitheatre for
dramatics. Glee Club. Orchestra.
Emphasis on scholarship, health, courtesy
and character.
You are invited to write for infor
mation about this school for girls.

Principals, Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Owen
Box 417. Vassalboro. Maine

New smart
STUDEBAKERS
now on display at
!
new prices
Reductions up to $250
EFFECTIVE AUGUST 5th

BEWARE FOREST FIRES!
Situation the Most Critcal Nation
Has Known In Years, ’Tie Said

Characterizing the present forest
fire situation as "the most critical tlie
nation has known in many years,”
George D. .Pratt, President of the
American Forestry Association, has
■urged Government. State and private
agencies to drastic action to prevent
what might become a National catas
trophe.
Mr Pratt said present means for
prevention and protection are hope
lessly inadequate,” and pointed to
fires sweeping over thousands of acres
in California and the Pacific North
west with little relief In sight. He
cited that in the Modoc National For
est in California more than 50,000,000
board feet of lumber have been
burned and more than 8,000 acres of
forest land burned over. Another fire
is raging in Minnesota.

Kill the Bugs!

Brilliant new body designs—champion per

Sedan as low as #1325! A Dictator Eight

formance—and now sweeping reductions

Sedan, latest creation of Studebaker engi

in prices! More people have been buying

neering genius, #1235! A Dictator Six Sedan

Studebaker eight-cylinder cars than any

(better than those which sold in enormous

other European or American eight. Now,

volume at #1345) now priced at #1095!

with these reduced prices on both sixes and

This price reduction is made possible by

eights—on Presidents as well as on Dictators

increasing volume and by economics result

and Commanders—unprecedented demand

ing from consolidation of all Studebaker

may be expected.

manufacturing operations in South Bend.

Imagine!

A President Eight Sedan

It is a price reduction on the cars which

offered at #1735 (and a seven-passenger

are today rolling off the assembly line in

President at #1995)! A Commander Eight

Studebaker’s great One-Profit plants—the

Sedan only #1475! A Commander Six

finest cars Studebaker knows how to build.

We Are Headquarters For

Insecticides—

Arsenate of Lead
Paris Green
Pyrox
Bug Death
Ever Green
Black Leaf No. 40
and Others
We Have a Complete Line of
Hand Sprayers — Knapsack
Sprayers—Power Sprayers—
and Dusters.

IF YOU DON’T WANT TO WAIT FOR DELIVERY, GET YOUR ORDER IN NOW!
THE PRESIDENT EIGHT
135-inch Wheelbase

State Brougham, for five**.......... $2195
Sedan, for seven.......................... 1995
State Sedan, for seven*.................. 2175
Limousine, for seven..................... 2175
State Limousine, for seven*............ 2150
Tourer, for seven........................ 1785
125-inch Wheelbase

Sedan, for five.............................$1735
State Sedan, for five*................... 1875
Convertible Cabriolet, for four*.. 1875
State Roadster, for four................ 1735
(5 wire wheels)

State Victoria, for four*................ 1875
SEND TODAY FOR
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS

YOU SHOULD HAVE ONE!
NICKEL FLOWER PICKERS
A Quick Clean Cutting Tool
Price Only 50c

THE COMMANDER EIGHT
Sedan, for five.............................$1475
*J»x rrire uheeb and trunk rack standard equipment.

71 Years a Seed Store
PORTLAND, MAINE

Sedan, for seven......................... $1635
Regal Sedan, for five*................. 1625
Regal Brougham, for five**......... 1650
Victoria, for four........................ 1475
Convertible Cabriolet, for four*.. 1595
Coupe, for two............................ 1445
Coupe, for four.......................... 1495
Regal Tourer, for five*............... 1545
Tourer,forfive............................ 1445
Regal Roadster, for four............. 1495
(5 wire wheels)

Coupe, for four......................... $1325
Regal Roadster, for four............. 1395
(5 wire wheels)

THE DICTATOR EIGHT
Sedan, forfive........................... $1235
Club Sedan, for five................... 1185
Regal Sedan, for five*................. 1335
Tourer...................................... 1235
Coupe, for four.......................... 1235
Coupe, for two............................ 1185

THE DICTATOR SIX

THE COMMANDER SIX
Sedan, for five............................$1325
Regal Sedan, for five*................ 1445
Regal Brougham, for five**......... 1475
Victoria, for four........................ 1325
Convertible Cabriolet, for four*.. 1445
Coupe, for two............................ 1245

Sedan, for five.............................$1095
Club Sedan, for five..................... 1035
Regal Sedan, for five*................. 1195
Tourer....................................... 1095
Coupe, for four.......................... 1045
Coupe, for two............................ 995

All pricet at the factory.

**Six wire u heels and trunk standard eqseipmertt.

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
BURGESS & LINNEKIN

Open Saturdays Until 5 P. M.

Kendall & Whitney

674

Park and Union Streets

Tel. 700

Rockland, Maine

Every-Uther-Day'''.
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Camden
Thomaston
Owl's Head
St. George

Rockland
Rockport
West Rockport
The Islands
EASY

THORNDIKE & HIX LOBSTER CO.
“PLYMOUTH ROPE”
The Best By Test
Not a Poor Coil in a Carload
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Facial Massage
Manicuring
Shampooing
Permanent Waving

“Rug Cleaning Time”

Lady Knox Beauty Shoppe

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
Telephone 170
17 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

“ATLAS PAINTS”
Wetherill
Products

• W. J. ROBERTSON
Contractor
and Builder
20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Plumbing
Heating Contractor

MARSTON’S GARAGE
Pirrene and Philco BatterySales and Service

Telephone 244

106 PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND

TEL. 511

221 MAIN ST.

MARINE INSURANCE IN ALL BRANCHES
YACHTS, FISHING BOATS, CARGO AND BUILDER'S RISKS

ROBERTS & VEAZIE, INC.
M. F. LOVEJOY, Manager
10 LIMEROCK STREET
TEL. 675-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

C. W. LIVINGSTON
Manufacturer of
AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
Agent For

HADLEY SPRINGS
Guaranteed
,
TEL. 660-W
148 SO. MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

/

■

ROCKLAND
MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS
20 Lindsey Street
Rockland

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY CARED FOR

DAVID L. McCARTY
DRUGS

SUNDRIES

Telephone 1071-J
606 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

MILL WORK
and
BOAT SUPPLIES

WILLOW STREET MARKET
Free Delivery
Prompt Telephone Service
Telephones 1230—1231
574 Main Street

Rockland, Me.

Extra Power-Extra Speed
No Extra Price
THE NEW AND BETTER

TEXACO
GASOLINE

A. C. McLGON & CO.
Tel. 51

Rockland, Me.

Distributors

SUITS PRESSED 75c
A. P. RICHARDSON
TAILOR
Telephone 403
299 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

Alfred P. Condon
Battery Service
and Sales

SAIL AND AWNING
Manufacturer

A. P. LORD
TENTS

FLAGS
BOAT COVERS
SPRAY HOODS
CUSHIONS
TOURIST AND CAMPERS'
OUTFITS
YACHT HARDWARE

SIMON K. HART
Monum.nti
Telephone 911-M
Rockland

Colliiion Work a Specialty

WIRE ROPE

FISSETTE’S
Body and Fender Shop

AUTO TOP MANUFACTURER

Telephone 333

AUTO PAINTING
Telephone 668

CAMDEN, ME.

“MURPHY”

D. L. BARRON

Varnishes and Enamel

Exclusive Line of

W. J. ROBERTSON

LADIES’ HATS

Builders’ Supplies
Lumber

AND SCARFS

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

NAUM & ADAMS

PHILIP SULIDES

RACKLIFF & WITHAM

CONFECTIONERY
FRUITS
TOBACCO

SHOE SHINING
HAT CLEANING

Alive Lobsters

Telephone 627

340 Main Street
Rockland
Telephone 8120

P. 0. Box 408
Atlantic Wharf

Rockland

admission charge hut a silver
offering will be collected for the bene
fit of the church. Friends in neigh
boring towns and summer guests, are
cordially invited to attend.
Edward H. Carlson, of the Paw
tucket Times, who has been the
guest of his mother Rev. Helen H.
Carlson during the past week, re
turned to Pawtucket Saturday.
The Girl's Club, the Wise Owl’s
met at the “Red House” Tuesday eve
ning. The study course for this year
will be on China.
Miss Esther Sjerbloom, who has
been staying at the Rogers House
since June was suddenly called home
to Finland, owing to the illness of a
sister.

1 flowers and fruit. Mrs. Edith Young, no

' Rev. Helen Carlson; ice cream, Mrs.
Mrs Harvey Additon with Mr. and | Ruth
Ruckmaster,
Miss
Maggie
Mrs. Paul Googins are at Rose Klil j young, Miss Lillian Maddoeks; hot
Earm.
I dogs, Mrs. Mattie Maddoeks, Freda
Miss Margaret Rose of Worcester. [ Herrjck> Edna Koss. fish ponat Mra
has been a recent guest of MissChris- I I’.erth i Borgerson, Miss Berl Borger*
tol Cameron at Holiday Beach.
| < on Qn the fancy work table were a
♦ ♦ ♦ »
• number of Chinese grass-linen eraNotices of the Church
| br..id.-1-cd pieces, afterneon-tea sets.table-runners, doilies, etc., rare and
The annual fair in interest of the of exquisite workmanship.
Baptist GhurJ-h took plac<» Wednes
Tonight at 7.30 p. m., Mrs. Paul
day at the community building. Mrs.
Celia Leadbetter was the chairman in Russell, who with her husband, spent
charge assisted by the following com some time in Siam while Dr. Russell*
mittees; Food, Mrs. Flora Speed; was engaged in research w rk for the
aprons. Mrs. Leadbetter, Mrs. Mar Rockefeller Foundation, will deliver
gery Phil brook; fancy work. Miss a lecture on “Housekeeping Adven
Ella Maddoeks, Mrs. Ruth Russell; tures in the Orient.” There will be

TENANT’S HAREOR

For Rent
SUITE OF OFFICES
in

MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING
Now occupied by the Rockland & Rockport Lime
Corporation
Possession Given October First
Inquire of J. E. STEVENS, Custodian

at the Building
86-tf

TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
Rubber Belt
LeatherBelt
Pulleys
Hangers
Pillow Blocks
Couplings
Shaftings
11 LIME ST.TEL. 360
ROCKLAND, ME.
H. F. Kalloch and family. It will be
remembered that Mr. Richardson’s
father, S. D. Richardson was pastor
of the Baptist Church here 40 years
ago.
Elwin Tabbutt visited his parents
over Sunday.
He is working in
Augusta.
Two men in this village picked 35
qnarts of fine raspberries in one day
last week.
The green pea season is about over.
Have you had your share of them?
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Hunter
was in the village Saturday evening
visiting friends.
A fine piece of concrete sidewalk is
being built on Watts’ avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Ulmer of
Worcester, are spending two weeks in
town visiting his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Ulmer.

The heavy rain Saturday night was
very much needed. There has been
scarcely any since June.
John Robbins of Barre. Yt., Spent
Sunday with his grandfather John G.
Wall.
Edgar Barter and family and Ron
ald Lord and family of Rockland vis- [
ited at H. F. Kalloch’s Sunday,
l Dr. and Mrs. A. E. St. Clair went i
I to their home in Framingham, Mass., i
Saturday. They will return later for !
a short stay.
, The farmers are about through '
haying for this season. A fine lot of J
hay has been cut and put in without
(any rain or fog.
The Ladies Sewing Circle holds its
i annual fair at the church vestry this
[Thursday afternoon and evening. A
, fine supper will be served also an
• entertainment given in the evening.
[There will be many articles for sale
consisting of aprons, fancy articles,
I cooked food and homemade candy.
[Did Mother Hubbard will be there
selling grabs to the children and little
.Jack Horner will be in his corner
selling plums from his pie.
I Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Richardson.
[Mr. and Mrs. Norman Richardson and
Albert Richardson motored from
’Portland and attended church here
Sunday. They were dinner guests of

SMALLEY FAMILY

The annual reunion of the Smalley
family will be held at Warrenton
Gilchrest’s, Wiley's Corner, Aug. 21.
If stormy. «firs| fair day.
94-95
F. H. Pierson, Sec.
Typewriters and adding machines
for sale and to let; also supplies. Hus
ton-Tuttle Co.—adv.
87-tf

NORTH CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Reed and son
George of Leominster, Mass., are
guests of Mrs. Pearl Bates.
Mrs. Carrie Young and son Harold
were guests Friday at Harold Mar
shall's In Rockland, where they had
the pleasure of greeting old friends,
Marie Hayes and mother, formerly
of Warren.
Mr. La wry of Boston has been visit
ing his brother Dr. laswry.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lindstet re
cently entertained about 50 guests
In honor of the birthday anniversary
of Emil Laine.
Mrs. Decker is in town from New
ton. Mass., for a three weeks' visit
at the Decker home.
Miss Grace Miller of Thomaston
was a weekend guest of Miss Ruth
Killeran.
Mrs. Bert Hall and son Clyde of
Winchendon. Mass., spent the week
end at W. S. Foster's. Miss Lucille
Dolliver returned to Winchendon
with her aunt, Mrs. Hall.
Mrs. Amanda Grafton and daugh
ter, Mrs. Anne Bucklin, of South Whrren were at H. E. Smith's Sunday.
Mrs. L. P. Cummings and Mrs. Pearl
Bates gave a shore dinner to a large
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ECONOMY
FRUIT STORE
FRUITS
CANDY
ICE CREAM
POP CORN
Telephone 227-W
9 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND

’

Telephone 835
20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

578 MAIN ST.

s -ROCKLAND

CHIROPODIST
FOOT TROUBLE3
Should be the least of your
worries if you see someone who
knows how to ears for thorn
Consult

R. E. COLTART
REG. NURSE
Telephone 593-W
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND?

ROCKLAND

Rockland, Me.

I

ROCKLAND

108 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

79 MECHANIC STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 966

Custom Sawing, Milling, Lobster Pots and Buoys. Boat
Lumber Sawed to Order. Cordage, Ship Stores, Light and
Heavy Marine Hardware

Telephone 490

"IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST”

OWL’S HEAD

BEST TUB BUTTER. Pound............................47c

I. L. SNOW COMPANY

Amco Treated Manila Rope
Whitlock Manila Rope
,
Carter’s Victor Brand Oil Clothes
New Jersey Marine Paints

Rockland

BACON, by the piece, any size or weight you wish.
Sugar cured and rindless. Extra good. Lb.
24c

WE SPECIALIZE AS

Agents:

220 So. Main Street

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK

SUMMER BEAUTY AIDS

Simon K. Hart 'Manufactures Lady Knox Shop Is An Invaluable Asset During the
Memorials That Are Fit
Busy Season
ting Tributes
“I have an appointment at the
I ntil one has erected a dignified
Reputation carries weight with a durance. 1 lie significance of the memorial, he is leaving undone Lady Knox Beauty Shop.”
So many times that statement is
careful buyer and such buyers rec- Harvey full twelve months guaran [something that is both a privilege
ognize that reputation is not tee is appreciated by car owners and [ anj an obligation. At least two heard on the street, over the ’phone,
bought, or made over night—or offers convincing proof of honest |,|gh considerations wjH always he wherever women meet and talk, and
invariably the statement comes
even in a single year. Only the'and highest quality.
|urging the choice and erection of
actual demonstration of unques
unquesThe Harvey nation-wide
[suitable tribute of memory—unpay- from a woman who is recognized
tinned superior quality and worth, tribution and service makes
” able debts of devotion anil the self- among other women and among
sustained through a term of years,^guarantee of full value to every respect that demands personal ex- men 4s well, as one of the leaders in
style, in neatness, in charm and in
can build reputation to a point Harvey spring owner wherever he pressiofn of gratitude.
where it not only guarantees, but may be touring.
The expression which we give to the indefinable something the
adds to the satisfaction of ownerS ears of experience in analyzing our gratitude for the lives that have French call “chic.”
ship.
the causes of breakage and in re- blessed ours, reveals to quite an ex-, It isn’t only noticeable in her
11 arvev springs reflect the respect placing the nation s spring breakage tent the measure of our appreciative clothes. It’s the ensemble, the
and good will in which they are is of unlimited value in making fineness, and when we think seri- ( woman and the clothes, perhaps. To
held by those most competent to, springs of the Harvey highest qual- ously about it, we know that our achieve that coveted charm in ap
iudge—their owners and users. For itv at a cost no greater than those fidelity to our friends and to our pearance, such women know the
12 years they have built up and of inferior value.
selves is one. By the placing of a value of attention to details, per
added to this reputation. They are
Every Harvey automobile spring fitting tribute of memory, therefore, fect hair grooming, the facials that
constructed by a factory organiza- is guaranteed against sagging or we do two things—we establish our keep their skin clear.
They do not attempt to fix their
tion of trained spring makers who1 breaking for one year. Defective cherished memories through the im
know how to make only the highest Harvey springs returned to the fac- perishable symbols we erect, and we hair themselves. They know when
grade and quality product.
torv or to the Harvey distributor, C. go on record as possessing unchang they need a marcelle, a permanent
The soundness and dependability \V. Livingston, 148 South Main ing loyalty and everlasting devotion. wave or a shampoo, and they go to
of Harvey springs are unequalled street, will be replaced without A well known firm is that of the beauty shop where the needed
and assure satisfying service and cn-j charge.
Simon K. Hart, of 53 Pleasant attention is given to details, The
street, who has a wide selection of Lady Knox Beauty Shop, Charlottq
BARRONS FOR STYLE
MORE SEA FOODS
memorials. He operates a well Alley, proprietress, 299 Main street.
For the “whoopee” girl of 1929,
equipped establishment for the man
Rackliff & Witham Tell the The Northend Millinery Shop ufacture of memorials, etc., includ- who wants to swim, motor, with the
Will Also Save Money For
Value of Lobster to Sound
air hammers, pneumatic tools teip hack and the wind blowing her
Its Patrons
and other up-to-date appliances hair, who wants to dance at night,
Health
usual to marble and granite yards. and again motor, perhaps a perma
The value of a fish diet is broadMany women in Rockland are First class cutters do all the work nent is a necessity.
Swim in the afternoon, spend a
cast in numerous doctor’s reports discovering how to save money on and they are skilled in their pro
,
,
,
,
. . their hats, an important item of anv fession. Twenty-eight designs of few minutes for a finger wave, or
throughout the
■ , as every
.........woman
. countrv,
- the *phvsiwoman , s wardrobe,
monuments and headstones may be sometimes that isn’t necessary, and
cians contending that people do not anj the large percentage of men selected from.
the permanent wave keeps your hair
really appreciate the value of fish! labelled “husbands,” know.
Mr. Hart will be pleased to in perfect condition for the dance,
as well as other water foods. Skin Thev not only save money, but quote prices on memorials, markers the theatre, the party.
diseases, blood irregularities, stom they are well satisfied with the or tablets of every description. The to deliver fresh fruits in Rockland.
ach troubles and numerous other results of their purchase and invari telephone number is 911-M.
Fresh fruits in season, cigars, con
ailments can be avoided and recti ably go to I). L. Barron's Millinery
fectionery and tobacco products is
AS TO FRESH FRUITS
fied by mixing the diet with good Shoppe, 578 Main street. D. L.
the stock of Naum k Adams Fruit
Barron, the proprietress, is an ex
wholesome fish.
Store at 220 South Main street.
Rackliff & Witham, located at pert milliner. She knows hats and Their Use To Promote
Although Naum & Adams have
the Atlantic Wharf have been do- she has selected the finest and most
Health and Vigor Advised only been established for two years
ing a large wholesale and retail lob- fashionable of the season’s creations
Mr. Naum has been in the fruit
By Naum & Adams
ster business for the past four years, for her stock.
business foi close to ten years and
The most excellent grade of alive
D. L. Barron sells the best grade
When you are run down and in has a thorough knowledge of fruit
lobsters arc sold here daily. Due of hats and scarfs and her clientele poor health and your food doesn’t at its best. The quality of the
to the ever increasing demand for also know that a touch of personal taste just right there is nothing that goods, the courtesy shown all the
lobsters, the fishermen set about 250 attention, suggestions and aid in will give you an appetite any quicker customers by Spiro Adams and Vastraps in season which means that choosing hats and scarfs is given in than fresh fruit. Your system needs ker L. Naum and the moderate
there are several thousand pounds of this hat shoppe.
fruit and if you will form the habit prices have all combined to make the
live lobsters daily coming in to the
Many persons from all parts «>f of eating fruit daily you will feel fruit store of Naum & Adams a
packing house of Rackliff &jthe city hax-e noticed the difference 100 per cent better. The market mighty popular place at which to
Witham which are shipped to large, in prices at Barron’s Millinery is unusually well supplied with trade.
caterers, hotels and restaurants all Shoppe and the fine grade of mate- fruits just now. Fruits are every
If inconvenient for you to stop
over the United States.
rial, the chic styles and have made where recognized as an invaluable in the store, call them at RocklanJ
Telephone your order for lob-1 the shop with its exclusive air thcii part of everyone’s diet. Naum & 627 and they will deliver any
sters to Rockland 702.
headquarters for headgear.
Adams maintain a delivery service amount of fruit to vour home.

Penobscot Fish Co.

Telephone 20

A SACRED TRUST

GUARANTEED

C. W. Livingston, South Main Street, Is Local Distributor
For Nationally Famous Harvey Springs

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

CHARLOTTE ALLEY, Prop.
Finger Waving a Specialty
299 Main St.
Rockland
Tel. 780

RIDING

Body and Fender Shop
Telephone 466-M
655 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

1

TELEPHONE 916

Arrow Collars and Shirts

Stetson Hats

S. RUBENSTEIN
Armstrong Sweaters

Leopold & Morse Clothes
63/2 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

-4
party of relatives and friends Sun
day at the home of D. W. Montgom
ery. Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Reed and son George, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Cummings of Leo
minster. Mass.. Mrs. Nellie Moody of
Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Dolham, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mitchell and
family, Mr. and Mrs. George Stevens.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Moore and son
Earle of Warren. Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Marshall of South Cushing and Mr.
and Mrs. Roscoe Marshall of East
Frierdship.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

The topic of the next Sunday eve
ning talk by Mr. Fernald'wlll be "Gci
Forward," containing a message to
persons of all ages.
Mrs. McBride and daughter Mar
garet who were visiting Mrs. Isa
Morton and family have returned to
their home in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Head of Wool
wich and Mr. and Mrs. Philip Gardi
ner of Yarmouth were recent callers
upon Rev. and Mrs. T. H. Fernald.
L. W. Benner of Rockland was in
town recently.
PORT CLYDE
The Union Ladins Aid is a hustling
The Willing Workers sewing circle company of worsen.
They have
will’ hold their summer sale of food raised money to paint the church out
and fancy goods Aug. 13, In Mrs. Alice side and had electric lights installed.
Marshall's garage.
Services are now held every Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Field and chil-[ evening at 7.30 o'clock with good atdren who were guests of Mr. and Mrs. | tendance and the public is cordially
Lewis Marshall have returned to invited. Rev. T. H. Fernald who has
retired from active work as a pasAttleboro.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hodgdon who
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Laforest Davis returned Sunday to their
home in Farmington.
The Baptist circle held their sale
Auo. 2 at the library community room.
It proved very successful and netted
the circle $75.
Fred Ingerson, Ralph Simmons and
Wallace Thompson have returned to
Attleboro. Mass., after spending the
week at home.
Laforest Hupper had the misfor
tune to fall from a load of hay Sat
urday afternoon sustaining painful
injuries. He is attended by Dr. Hall. I
Mrs. Lizzie Hoyles of Rockland anil
Mr. and Mrs. Ryron Boyles and Mrs. I
Swiegly of Cambridge were guests
Sunday of Mr. snd Mrs. Walter Sim
mons.
The Pentecostal people who have
been holding services in the K. of P.
hall the past week had a baptism at
Browne's Cove, two candidates from
Northport receiving the rites.

tor, is supplying at present. The
Sunday School is in good condition
and has fine attendance. Suppers
are held by the Aid and good aunts
realized toward the expenses. Mrs.
Lottie Pitcher is the president, Mri.l
Edna Turner, treasurer. Mrs. Ferriald, vice president and Mrs. Bessie
Wallace, secretary. They .thank all
for their hearty co-operation.
I

Satisfaction tar

LIVE POULTRY and
EGG SHIPPERS
If you want the best selling the market
affords, ship to

W. F. Wyman & Co.
4 Fancuil Hall Market
Bolton. Mm.,
Our guarantee—top market prian. prpmpt
returns at all times. Far twenty flare,
we have been rendering hatter aarylar
to our shippers.
Testimonials, quota
tions and tags furnished on requnat.

Reference: Federal Xatlunal Bank.
77-Th-tfl

No Kitchen Work Today!
Save Health and Strength—Serve

With all the bran
of the whole wheat

of ^fcne ^fcurl
anic/ Srfuyui/
82-tf

WHEN LN NEW YORK—Remember Hint you
ran buy copies of The Courier-Gazette. with
the home news, at Hotallng'* News Agency,
3i»S West 4:»ih'street.

With milk or cream Shredded Wheat is a complete, well,
balanced meal, containing every food element you need. De>
•Irious with berries or other fruits.

Page Eleven
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CAMP COBBOSSEE

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Where the Y.M.C.A. Boys
Have Jolly Times and
Healthful Exercises
In view of the fact that Rockland
has several boys at the Cobbossee
Y.M.C.A. Camp in Winthrop, the fol
lowing story from the Lewiston Jour
nal will be read with interest,:
• * * •
Many changes have come to the
shores of Cobbosseecontee Lake in 13
years. At no point is this more
marked than at the Y. M. C. A. camp,
East Winthrop.
From a heavy
growth of woods, bush covered land,
rough unimproved shores, has come a
well cleared and kept lawn, attractive
short frontage, substantial, comfort
able, pleasing to look at buildings,
ball fields, tennis and basket-ball
This is the kind of sav
courts, and, as Jeff Smith and Arthur
Heald readily point out, the job is
not finished.
ing you like to make,
So long as that condition exists
these two workers believe this camp
on shoes that are na
will prosper, be an agent for good
among the boys of Maine. Once it
tionally famous at the
reaches the point where there Is noth
ing to be done—well, both of them
regular price.. .NOW
shake their heads in doubt.
Primarily this “Y” camp was con
ceived and has been developed in
the interest of the youngster who has
little opportunity of getting away for
a summer outing, whose folks cannot
afford to ante $40 or $30 or more a
week for the youngster to have a
season at a camp. Most of the par
ents of boys who go to this camp
have to pinch the family budget good
Clothing and Shoe Dealer
and hard to get the moderate price
it costs to send them to the “Y” for a
ROCKLAND, ME.
couple of weeks.
A lot of the boys who have a period
at that camp would never get away
from the city, but for the Rotary
Clubs and like organizations which
each summer send groups of young
stroyed by fire when lightning struck sters to the camp.
It is always interesting to visit
their bai n at South Hope last week.
Mr .and Mrs. Willard Brown are this camp, but to be there at meal
occupying th,ir recently purchased time is doubly so. This is when all
home, formerly the A. W. Dunton the boys are gathered in the big din
ing lodge. Each one has his place at
property.
the table. With each group there is
someone in charge. The officials of
SOUTH HOPE
the camp are all there. Everything
Arthur Payson of Haverhill, Mass., is orderly, but quietness is not abso
is the guest of his -nephew Albert lute. Who would expect it? No one
Heath.
wants it. There is talk of what has
Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Taylor of taken place during the morning or
Rockland were Sunday guests of her the afternoon or the night before,
parents Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Lermond. plans for the future, joking and
Much sympathy is expressed for great big family party grouped
S. P. Crabtree in the loss of his barn aroutid many tables, having a good
and stock which were burned by light time and enjoying a wholesome meal.
Here was the menu for dinner on
ning.
Mrs. J. A. Annis and Mrs. Allen the day a reporter arrived unAnnis and little daughter of New nanounced, just as the boys were
sitting dow’n to the meal: Soup,
York are guests at H. A. Hart’s.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor and Mr. roast beef, boiled potatoes, salad, beet
and Mrs. C. B. Taylor motored to greens, bread and butter, pudding,
Old Town Sunday. They were ac tea, coffee or milk. Good enough for
companied by Mrs. Margie Simmons anybody and all you wanted.
There is singing, at dinner comes
and children who were enroute to
their home in Winnisquam, N. H„ the distribution of the mail. This Is
after a visit with lrfr father W. L. always a lively time, for there are
comments, usually witty, as to the
Taylor.
Sunday visitors and callers at A. mail which the different youngsters
L. Esancy's included C. B. Pish of receive, how many come and how
Camden; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leach, many he has received of a specific
daughter Virginia, Mrs. Mia Achorn, kind in a given period.
At dinner, also, comes the report
Mr .and Mrs. Wilbur Cross, son Wil
of the Inspecting officer. Each morn
liam, daughters Mary and Alice of
ing he makes a tour of the various
Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Frank PayLodges to note the condition of tidi
son, Lois Hay, Warren; Mr. and Mrs.
ness which prevails. His report de
John Payson of Wollaston, Mass.
tails w’ith these. Sometimes it is a
Stanley Payson of Xew York vis bit sarcastic, always there is a touch
ited relatives here last week.
of humor.
E. W. Monkhouse of Portland spent
In the past year there have been
the weekend with Mrs. Monkhouse many improvements at the camp. A
at C. L. Dunbar's.
stone wall has been laid-up along a
Frank Stahl who has been at W. large part of the shore front, making
B. Fish’s the past year is going to a decided improvement in the appear
Massachusetts to make his home ance.
Landing floats have been
with his brother.
changed and rearranged so as to give
Mr. and Mrs. John Starrett of Win greater convenience, a large area
ter Hill, Mass., were in this place re which in the past has been hard
cently.
baked dirt has been grassed over,
roadways have been improved and
The Sea Grill Cafe, Studley block, made more available.
Park street, is open for business with
A first class pumping station to
George E. Lewis, an old time caterer. furnish a supply of water in all parts
In charge.—adv.
78-tf of the camp has been installed. This

THE CHALLENGER

FLORSHEIM
SHOES

$0.85

)THl INTERNATIONAL SYNDICATE.

HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1-Nickname of New
44-To go In
15-An ancient weapon
46-Custom
York City
17-An evergreen tree
48-A half em
B-Hard ships
19-ldentlcal
9-A Southern State of
fathe,r
21-Those who make
50-A noted English
the U. S.
sport In masks
school
12- Egyptian sun-god
51-Short for “Albert" 24-One skilled In
13-To incline
gardening
53-Craved
14- Glrl's name
55-The marine force of ?5"Aqo
16- Behold
27-Vaults
a cduntry (pi.)
17-To hit (slang)
31- A familiar flower
56-Almost
18- Approaches
32- A noted American
VERTICAL
20-To give forth
admiral
22- Carols
1-An English order of 33- Gazes Intently
23- Excessive anger
knlQhthood
34- More elevated
25-Early Norse rhymes 2-Toward
35- A smooth glossy
27-A Persian gold coin
3-Great periods of
fabric
28- Capital of Yucatan,
time
36-The death of a
Mexico
4- Flesh of animals
person
used for food (pi.) 37- To rule
29- A brief rain
30- Builds
5- The prongs of a fork 39-Landed property
34-A Spanish-American 6- A frog
41- The goddess of
War hero
7- Part of “to be”
harvests
97-A small wood
8- Secured In a
42- Made of oats
38-A cavalry sword
dishonest way
45-A current
40- A mountain in
10-A city In
'
47-To presage good c
Thessaly, Greece
C. New York
ill
(Gr. Myth.)
11- The sacred river of 52-Four (Roman) <
41- A ship's load
India
54-Correlativs of
43-To grow weary
13-Tardler
“either"

LLBlackington

Solution to Prexious Puzzle

HOPE

BSUHHl!)
[> Elim
asasis
a am
0D:B
SEESE
EBB
EDasowmBEBa

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Jackson
have moved into the Allen house re
cently occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Wil
lard Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Wilder of Surry
visited relatives at the Wilder cot
tage, and the L. I*. True family last
Sunday.
SI
Mrs. Allan Annis and Mrs. Allan
asaaaWwaBHaa
Annis Jr. and child of Long Island
aaaaa ale
briefly visited friends in town Sunday.
□ ma taansiB as
They are staying with relatives in
South Hope.
HQ3 dESSlulQDa
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ray and child
□EQfflnGlK BBDBD
of Woburn, Mass., were guests of Mr.
asna asaaa
Xfrs. B. II. Nichols for a few days
ra aaaaa si and
last week.
Charles Lincoln and Miss Hope
Lincoln < f Waltham. Mass., and Lorin;r Lincoln of New Jersey arrived tills
REMEMBER THE NAME
week by auto and will remain for a
while with relatives at the Bills
homestead.
Miss Ellen Thurlow is home after
PRONOUNCED F. I.
In the future when you are suffering short visits with friends in other
towns.
from Head Colds, Asthma, Hay Fever,
The canning factory opened this
Rose Cold and Catarrhal conditions
get a bottle of Ephi from your neigh week with work on blueberries. Many
borhood druggist, or mailed direct growers report a light crop this sea
son.
parcel post prepaid ion receipt of
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Herrick and
fifty cents.
; children who lately returned from
j California are' living on their farm.
Hope friends of Mr. and Mrs. Sydi ney Crabtree are sympathizing with
Bangor, Me.
i them in the loss of their property de-
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Priest Drug Co.

OH. DEAR . . . ANOTHER GRAY-LOOKING
• WASH! I’M GOING TO’PHONE THAT

WASHING-MACHINE MAN AND FIND
OUT IF I’M USING THE RIGHT SOAP

MRS. FOSTER. YOU JUST
TRY RINSO IN YOUR
WASHER NEXT WEEK. ITS
THICK, RICH SUDS GET
CLOTHES THE WHITEST

YOU EVER SAW
tWi

™ x
a a

1!

Sri

NEXT WASHDAY
WHAT GLEAMING WHITE CLOTHES!

YES, JEAN. I’M USING
RINSO IN MY WASHER
NOW. I NEVER SAW
SUCH CREAMY.
LASTING SUDS!

St—'’’' eet •

d""”’
10 Cedar“sTS'
4

H°CSE,

Safe Suds—for ti.h
and’ Maltie
„ The makers of 36 °r,tub
washer
Rinso /or whiter rlork
washers sav ^tt

*

last longer.
&Ves sc™bbing-c£hes
Cupful for cupful Rinc •
THE GRANULATED SOAP
compact
• • BIG
• oecause
■’»«»o«eedbTtfieniakeriofLux
^^Get the
box.
Co ” C-®bridBe,Mass

the reliability Car of the yearl
“Reliability” is dominantly associated with all that
Essex the Challenger stands for. The experience of
more than 200,000 owners, with the lowest record
of service cost and requirements, has established it
outstandingly as “the Reliability Car of the Year.”

The winning of the Tour de
France reliability classic, in which
two Essex Challengers were
the only cars to make perfect
•cores, in a field of high-priced
American and European entries,
is but dramatic evidence of the

. ..

fof

whiter

WdSheS

at no extra cost
4 hydraulic shock absorbers—Starter
and electric eauge for fuel and oil on
dash—Radiator shutters for heat con
trol—All bright parts chromium-plated
—windshield wiper—glare-proof rear
view mirror—New type double-action
4-whcel brakes uniformly effective in
all weather.

Essex records are country-wide.
No matter where you live, you
will probably find the outstanding
reliability event of your locality
is held by Essex the Challenger.

AND IIP-47 FACTORY

DOVER, the Commercial Super-Six, Now Available

Blaisdell Automobile Co.
Rockland, Me.

Tel. 896

71 2 Main Street

OPEN EVENINGS

is equipped with an electric driven
pump and a gasoline auxiliary. These '
pumps can be operated together, with
the result that there is an adequate (
pressure for fire protection as well as
for domestic uses. Water is provided
by an artesian well sunk 146 feet in 1
the ground.
This year the infirmary is in charge
of a trained nurse who devotes all
her time to the work. This is new.
An adjoining point of land, upon
which stood a number of cottages, has !
been acquired, with the buildings, by '
the “Y” and made a part of the camp
so that future needs in the way of ,
lands are well provided for.
AT THE METROPOLITAN
“The Mysterious Doctor Fu Man
cini” Current Feature—“Charming
Sinners” Coming.
w

Patrons of the Metropolitan Thea
tre, Boston will be pleased to learn
that “The Mysterious ' Doctor Fu
Manchu” will at last be brought to the
Metropolitan screen today. Book lov
ers are familiar with Sax Rohmer's
famous stories in which “The Mys
terious Doctor Fu Manchu" is the
principal character.
Paramount has made an unusually
fine all-talking picture of this un
canny, hypnotic, menacing, mystery
story, which has woven into it a
heart-gripping theme. - Excitement,
action, and suspense, abound from
beginning to end. it is one of the
outstanding pictures of the season.
Gene Rodemich continues to dolight his old and new friends In an
exquisitely beautiful Publix stage
getn called, "The Velvet Revue,"
whose sparkling east includes Cliff
Nazarro. a versatile monologist. and
singer; John Quinlan, a popular Irish
tenor; 'Walter Walters; Alexander diSwanson,
top-notch
comedians;
Kathleen Karr, a beautiful songstress
and the Mary Reader dancing beau
ties .
Guy Harrison and the Grand Or
chestra have selected as the feature
Overture, “The Irish Rhapsody,"
which embodies the most stirring,
and favorite melodies inspired by tiltland of the shamrock. Arthur Mar
tel will present a novelty organ solo,
and there will be a special Paramount
Sound News Weekly, showing in
sound all local, national, and Inter
national events of Interest and im
portance.
Beginning Thursday. Aug. 15, the
feature all-talking Paramount pic
ture, taken from the stage play, “The
Constant Wife,” will be shown under
the title of “Charming Sinners," fea
turing the popular favorites, Ruth
Chatterton, Clive Brook and the
sterling artist, William Powell.—
adv.
Teacher was expounding on various
virtues, and chose for illustrations
the flamboyant rose and the shrink
ing violet. “Now a tall and beauti
ful lady walks proudly along the
street dressed in fine clothes, very
haughty; that is* the rose. By her
side is another, with bowed head and
modest attire, that is the —” “Her
husband.” ventured a youngster.

WESTBROOK

in tub or washer

kind of reliability every Essex
owner knows.

Wide choice of color

RELIEF FROM CURSE

Antiques

OF CONSTIPATION

Many Unusual Pieces of Rare and Beautiful Glass

Genuine Lowestoft and Lustre China
Lovely Quilts made in Old Patterns ’

Port-O-W inter Shop
‘Ye Olde Tavern”

Winterport, Maine
95*96

A Battle Creek physician says,
“Constipation is responsible for more
misery than any other cause.”
But immediate relief has been found.
A tablet’called Rexall Orderlies has
been discovered. This tablet attracts
water from the system into the lazy,
dry, evacuating bowel called the col
on. The water loosens the dry food
waste and causes a gentle, thorough,
natural movement without forming a
habit or ever increasing the dose.
Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexall Orderlle at night. Next
day bright. Get 24 for 25c today at
the nearest Rezall Drug Store.
Charles W. Sheldon.

the greatest
combination of
ever offered at or near

745
Ian./, o.

Pontiac, Mick.

The Landaulet Sadan
Body by Fioher

1. A 200-cubic-inch, L-head
engine.
2. The Harmonic Balancer.
3. The O-M-R cylinder head.
4. The croaa-flow radiator.
5. Automatic Temperature ’
Control.
d. Short-atroke fully counterfreighted crankshaft.
7. Airplane type interchange- .
able bronze-backed main bear
ings.
8. A 1-inch carburetor ineluding an Internal Economizer
and an Actelerating Pump.
8. A Gasoline Pump.
10. Special Expansion-Type
Piston Pins.
11. Pull pressure lubrication.
12. Crankcase ventilating sys
tem.
13. Two completely Independ
ent braking systems.
14. Internal-expanding four-

wheal service brakes of the moat
efficient type.
15. Emergency brake acting on
the transmission.
14. Special moulded, non-squeak
brake bends.
17. Sped ally designed bodies by
Fisher with the exclusive con
cave belt moulding.
18. Flaring fenders—70 inches

19. A distinctive radiator design.
20. *
A variety
of colors
colors in
in the
v,ricb of
srear a most popular shades.
21. Termtedt interior fittings.
22. Fisher W Windshield.
23. Driver's seat
adjustable
while you drive.

24. Coincidental Ignition and
Transmission Lock.
25. Individually mounted In
struments, including gasoline
gauge.
26. Foot-controlled headlights.

Canvass the whole range of the lowpriced sixes-— and you will find
nothing anywhere to compare with
the value offered hy the Pontiac Big
Six. Its smart new bodice by Fisher,
in a variety of colors, suggest the
power— the speed— t hedependabi 111 y
—the luxurious comfort that Pontiac
so generously provides. Coma in to
see and drive this car. Then you will
agree that It presents the greatest
combination of big car feature* ever
offered at or near $745.
Price*. 8745 to 8895, ft <f. fc. Pontiac, Mirk.,
plus delivery charge*.
BamjMrs, spring
covers and Lmnjoy aback aftaar 5 si a ragwfar
oauipmant at ili/ht esCra coot.
General
Motor* Tima Payment Plan oeoilablo at
mamma r*s ratg.

Consider the delivered price as well at the
list price when comparing autemoMie vahtae.
Oakland-Pontiac dell rased prims inalade
only reasonable chargee fas handling a>dl for
financing when the Time Payment Plait le

PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS

Seminary and Junior College
For girls. Thorough college
preparation.
Member American Association Junior Collegea.
Music, art, dramatics, home economics, at enoraphlc courses.
flrnail classes. Charming
campus.
Gymnasium, sports.
Kate flOOU
Catalog.
Afflss M. Safford, Prln.. Box T,
Portland, Maine.
1-3J

C. W. HOPKINS
65 UMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

